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The Place of Joseph Smith in the
Development of American Religion:
A Historiographical Inquiry

By Thomas G. Alexander

Since 1830, hundreds of gallons of printer's ink have filled thousands of
reams of paper with millions of words on the relationship between Joseph Smith
and the development of religion in America. Many writers working independently have come to similar conclusions, but most have tended to fall into several
categories ranging somewhere between two extremes. On the one hand,
Mormons have argued that their church was the restored church of Christ — a
unique creation — and that other religious organizations were either corrupt or
precursors. At the other extreme, those antagonistic to the church have tended to
see Mormonism and Joseph Smith as frauds or delusions. Other positions have
ranged between these extremes, some viewing Mormonism as Joseph Smith's
creation, but as authentic religious experience, and others seeing it as growing
from the religious interests of early nineteenth-century America. This essay
explores the views of various writers and offers some suggestions for future
research.
LITERATURE DURING JOSEPH SMITH'S LIFETIME

Any work on Joseph Smith and the development of American religion must
take into account — indeed must begin with — the Book of Mormon (Palmyra:
Joseph Smith, Jr., 1830). The title page states the official view of the book and of
the relationship between Mormonism and other religions. Written to the
Lamanite, Jew, and Gentile "by the spirit of Prophesy and of Revelation," it was
to show "the remnant of the House of Israel how great things the Lord hath done
Thomas G. Alexander is professor of history and associate director of the Charles Redd Center
for Western Studies at Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.
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for their fathers;... and also to the convincing of the Jew and Gentile that Jesus
is the Christ, the Eternal God, manifesting Himself unto all nations."
The Book of Mormon became both a source and a target. One attack was
Alexander Campbell's Delusions: An Analysis of the Book of Mormon . . .
(Boston: Benjamin H. Greene, 1832; originally published in Millennial
Harbinger, 7 February 1831). Campbell lumped Mormonism and Joseph Smith
with the false Christs of previous ages and millennialist sects of his time.
Campbell concluded that Joseph Smith was an atheist influenced by
contemporary Protestantism. Campbell's major criticisms centered on what he
viewed as anachronisms. "The Nephites," he wrote, "were good Christians,
believers in the doctrines of the Calvinists and Methodists, and preaching
baptism and other Christian usages hundreds of years before Jesus Christ was
born!" Though Campbell considered Joseph Smith a fraud, he recognized that
Mormonism dealt with the issues important to contemporary religionists.
Eber D. Howe's Mormonism Unvailed; or, a Faithful Account of That
Singular Imposition and Delusion (Painesville, Ohio: Author, 1834) also began
with a discussion of false messiahs, millennialist sects, and personal revelation.
In a statement which could as well have been written by a recent biographer,
Howe said that though Joseph Smith was poorly educated "it is obvious that all
those deficiencies are fully supplied by a natural genius, strong inventive powers
of mind, a deep study, and an unusually correct estimate of the human passions
and feelings." Using themes which were to reappear again and again in the
literature, Howe compared Smith to Muhammad and emphasized his belief in
magic.
Two features of this book separated it from Campbell's work and formed the
basis for some anti-Mormon studies as late as 1977.1 In Howe's view Sidney
Rigdon was "the lago, the prime mover, of the whole conspiracy." Admitting
that he had "no positive proof," he argued that the Book of Mormon was really a
novel written by the Reverend Solomon Spaulding which Rigdon stole from a
printing shop in Pittsburgh.
Collaborating with Howe was D. Philastus Hurlbut, a Mormon excommunicant, who provided the Spaulding story and supplied a set of characterdefaming affidavits from a large group of Smith's New York neighbors. Charges
included money digging, use of peepstones, drinking, ignorance, and poverty.
The Howe-Hurlbut work became the basis for a phalanx of anti-Mormon writers
like Henry Caswell (The Prophet of the Nineteenth Century [London: J. G. F. &
J. Rivington, 1843]); and Jonathan Baldwin Turner (Mormonism in All Ages
[New York: Plat and Peters, 1842]), whose commitment to traditional
Protestantism led him to reject Mormonism as a deviant and irrational
millennialist sect.
The Mormons themselves were not silent on this topic. Parley P. Pratt
outlined the church's position on the question in Mormonism Unveiled: Zion's
Watchman Unmasked, and Its Editor, Mr. L. R. Sunderland, Exposed, 3rd ed.
(New York: Orson Pratt and Elijah Fordham, 1838). He pointed out that it was
he who presented the Book of Mormon to Sidney Rigdon, and he reiterated the
'Lester E. Bush, Jr., "The Spaulding Theory Then and Now," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought 10 (Autumn 1977):40-69.
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position that his church was the restored church of Christ. Pratt also
differentiated between Mormon and Protestant doctrine on such questions as
trinitarianism, the source of authority, baptism, gifts of the spirit, and
millennialism.
Pratt's views were reinforced in 1839 by John Corrill's Brief History of the
Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints (St. Louis: Author, 1839) which rejected
the changes which had taken place in the church in Missouri. Corrill placed the
church squarely in the Christian primitivist tradition and argued that the
doctrines preached in the Book of Mormon coincided with those of the Bible.
Most of the other pro-Mormon works written during Joseph Smith's lifetime
likewise reinforced Pratt's position.2
In 1842 John C. Bennett, in The History of the Saints (Boston: Leland and
Whiting, 1842), introduced a new element into the discussion by urging that
Mormons attempted "to destroy the sacred institutions of Christianity, and
substitute, instead of its powerful restraints upon the unholy passions of the
human heart, a frightfully-corrupt system that would enable them to give free
course to their lust, ambition, and cruelty." Thus, the church was not a religion
at all, but a cult, designed for the expression of base instincts. His examples
included a bizarre form of elitist complex marriage and the Missouri Danites.
By Joseph Smith's death, many positions taken since that time on
Mormonism and American religion had been outlined. For Mormons it was sui
generis — a religion for all the world designed to restore pristine Christianity.
For some critics like Alexander Campbell, it was a sect, developed in the
Protestant tradition of English and American millennialists and Christian
primitivists with claims like the rest to new revelation and special authority. For
those in the Hurlbut-Howe tradition it was fraudulent — developed by a facile,
creative, but unscrupulous mind, and in part the creation of Sidney Rigdon or
Parley P. Pratt. The oft used comparison with Muhammad3 and the idea of a cult
also developed before 1844.
FROM THE DEATH OF JOSEPH SMITH THROUGH 1902

In the fifty-eight years between the death of Joseph Smith and the
publication of William A. Linn's Story of the Mormons: From the Date of Their
Origin to the Year 1901 (New York: Macmillan, 1902), works on Joseph Smith
and American religious development became essentially commentaries on
themes already developed before 1844.4
2
See, for instance, Benjamin Winchester's Plain Facts, Showing the Origins of the Spaulding
Story (Bedford, [England]: C. B. Merry, 1841), which attacked the Howe-Hurlbut affidavits. Other
defenders of Mormonism included Parley P. Pratt's A Reply to Mr. Thomas Taylor (Manchester,
[England]: W. R. Thomas, 1840); Orson Pratt's An Interesting Account of Several Remarkable
Visions ... (New York: Joseph W. Harrison, 1841); and Joseph Smith's story in Times and Seasons, 1
March 1842, and in Correspondence Between Joseph Smith, the Prophet, and Col. John Wentworth
(New York: John E. Page and L. R. Foster, 1844).
3
Arnold H. Green and Lawrence P. Goldrup, "Joseph Smith, an American Muhammad?: An
Essay on the Perils of Historical Analogy," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 6 (Spring
1971): 46-58.
4
John Thomas's Sketch of the Rise, Progress, and Dispersion of the Mormons (London:Arthur
Hall, 1847) compared Mormonism to Islam; George Sexton's Portraiture of Mormonism (London:
W. Strange, 1849) viewed it as one of a series of "false Anti-Christian Isms''; Thomas Ford's A History
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Of the works written in the 1850s perhaps the most useful was Lucy Mack
Smith's Biographical Sketches ofJoseph Smith the Prophet and His Progenitors
for Many Generations (Liverpool, 1853; reprint, Independence, Mo.: Herald
House, 1969), which provided considerable insight into Mormonism's religious
and cultural background. More than half of this book is devoted to the period
prior to 1830 and about two-fifths to the Smith family background. Clearly a
lower class family ravaged by modernization, the Smiths experienced poverty
throughout the period of their residence and moves in Vermont, New
Hampshire, and New York. Joseph Smith, Sr., was a seeker influenced by
universalism, and was a man given to dreams to which he attributed mystical
significance. Lucy was also deeply religious, though she belonged to no
denomination until she joined the Presbyterians in Palmyra. Thus, for Lucy,
Mormonism grew out of special revelation from a background of Evangelical
Protestantism and seekerism.
Perhaps second only to Lucy's Biographical Sketches was Parley P. Pratt's
Autobiography (1888; Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1968), principally because of
the insight into contemporary religious life and the attraction of Joseph Smith
and Mormonism to the religiously aware. Pratt was converted because of the
emphasis on biblical literalism, authority, millennialism, Christian primitivism, and gifts of the Spirit. The Pentecostal experience of the confirmation of
the Spirit convinced Pratt that Mormonism was a restoration of primitive
Christianity.
of Illinois . .. (Chicago: S. C. Griggs, 1854) sees it as Rigdonite fraud and communitarian sect; T. W.
P. Taylder's The Mormon's Own Book (new ed., London: Partridge and Co., 1857) views it as cult
and accepts the Spaulding theory; Pomeroy Tucker's Origin, Rise, and Progress of Mormonism
(New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1867) accepts the Howe-Hurlbut stories; An Apostle's Wife, The
Mysteries of Mormonism: A Full Exposure of Its Secret Practices and Hidden Crimes, Fully
Illustrated (New York: Richard K. Fox for the Police Gazette, 1882), is designed to titillate repressed
Victorians; W. Wyl's [Wilhelm Ritter von Wymetal] Joseph Smith, the Prophet, His Family and His
Friends..., volume 1 of a projected series called Mormon Portraits; or, The Trudi about the Mormon
Leaders from 1830 to 1886 (Salt Lake City: Tribune Printing and Publishing Co., 1886), emphasizes
the mystery cult; James H. Kennedy's Early Days of Mormonism: Palmyra, Kirtland, and Nauvoo
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1888) argues the fraudulent nature and millennialist sect
position; Thomas Gregg's The Prophet of Palmyra (New York: John B. Alden, 1890), citing long
quotations from contemporaries, sees Mormonism as "miserable fraud"; and Orsamus Turner,
History of the Pioneer Settlement of the Phelps and Gorham's Purchase (Rochester: William Ailing,
1852).
Lu B. Cake's Peepstone Joe and the Peck Manuscript (New York: Lu B. Cake, 1899) credits the
fraud to Reed Peck. The Spaulding theory received new fuel from Robert Patterson's Who Wrote the
Book of Mormon (Philadelphia: L. H. Everts, 1882); and was reinforced by William A. Linn's Story
of the Mormons from the Date of their Origin to the Year 1901 (New York: Macmillan, 1902), which
also emphasizes the occult.
On the Mormon side wefindthe argument of a sui generis restoration in Edward W. Tullidge's
Life of Joseph the Prophet (New York: n.p., 1878); George Q. Cannon's Life of Joseph Smith, the
Prophet (Salt Lake City: Juvenile Instructor Office, 1888), which deals with the Reformation, but
shows no causal connection with the Mormons. The relevant passages in Joseph Smith III and
Heman C. Smith's History of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 4 vols
(1897-1908; Independence: Herald House, 1967), might as well have been written by Cannon.
The Spaulding theory received some shocks by E. E. Kelley's edition of Spaulding's Manuscript
Found or Manuscript Story . . . (Lamoni, Iowa: Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, 1885); and the Hurlbut-Howe affidavits were brought into question by William H. Kelley's
"The Hill Cumorah and the Book of Mormon," Saints Herald 28 (1 June 1881): 161-68. William W.
Blair's Joseph the Seer (Piano, Illinois: Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
1887) defends Joseph Smith against detractors by denying the inerrancy of the Book of Mormon and
allowing for Joseph Smith's mistakes of grammar.
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Mormonism changed over time as John Corrill had indicated, and some of
those changes were outlined in David Whitmer's An Address to AII Believers in
Christ (Richmond, Mo.: David Whitmer, 1887). Whitmer affirmed his testimony
of the Book of Mormon, and said that the church had been functioning at least
eight months before the formal organization on 6 April 1830. However, he left
the church when new doctrines and offices not to his liking were introduced.
Significant views of the relationship between Joseph Smith and American
religion were found in two works written by non-Mormons.5 One of these was
Jules Remy and Julius Brenchley's A Journey to the Great Salt Lake City, with a
Sketch of the History, Religion, and Customs of the Mormons, 2 vols. (London:
W. Jeffs, 1861). The authors considered the revelations of Joseph Smith to be
pure speculation and the church to be "the coarsest form of mysticism" — a
church that could not have grown in more settled and stable regions.
For them, however, Mormonism was sui generis. Joseph Smith, they
argued, was a man of ability, and the secret of his success was his knowledge of
the masses. He knew that "we must never make a complete breach with the past,
and that the human mind never passes abruptly from one order of ideas to
another and a different one, still less to an order that is completely antagonistic."
Connection to traditional Christianity came through the Bible and Christ. In
addition, the doctrines are "a sort of universal bazaar, with wares for every taste,
and all comers." Joseph Smith and Mormonism could be seen as "a syncretic
system, often of gross aspect when seen from a metaphysical and theological
point of view," but attractive to people and "far from deserving those anathemas
of which it has been subject." They saw that Joseph Smith's teachings were
thoroughly Christian, "the spirit of equality and charity circulates through it, as
it were, even to overflowing." They admired Joseph Smith's flexibility in various
doctrines. Thus Mormonism for Remy and Brenchley became a curious mixture
of Christianity, magic, mysticism, and pragmatism. Moreover, they were
convinced that Joseph Smith had found sets of inscribed plates while digging for
money.
Perhaps most striking, given the villification he received from the Mormon
community in the nineteenth century, was T. B. H. Stenhouse's The Rocky
Mountain Saints: A Full and Complete History of the Mormons, from the First
Vision of Joseph Smith to the Last Courtship of Brigham Young (New York: D.
Appleton and Company, 1873). Mormonism, he argued, was a culturally derived religion of the heart. Only after mystical experiences had captured his soul
did Joseph Smith and others turn to the Bible to find justification for the church.
Stenhouse pointed out that it was impossible to invalidate Joseph Smith's
experiences, because they were personal. Additionally, Stenhouse believed "that
Joseph had at one time in his possession metallic plates of some kind, with
engraved characters upon them,... but where and how he got the plates which he
exhibited to a number of persons, and whether the Book of Mormon is a veritable
interpretation of the characters on those plates, and whether or not the narrative
5
Two of these works, Richard F. Burton's City of the Saints (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1862) and Josiah Quincy's Figures from the Past: From the Leaves of O Id Journals (Boston: Roberts
Brothers, 1888), while admiring Joseph Smith and presenting a favorable image add little new.
Burton considered Mormonism an evangelical sect and Quincy thought Joseph a charismatic leader.
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presented is true and of any importance to the world, are subjects purely of
faith."
By 1902, new light had been shed on Mormonism by Lucy Smith, Parley P.
Pratt, and David Whitmer. Remy and Brenchley had shown that scholars could
gain some insight from disinterested study. Still, there was little basis for rational
discussion of Mormonism and American religion because of the failure of writers
even to agree on basic factual information. For instance, Linn's book, perhaps
the best known work on Mormonism during the period, accepted theSpaulding
theory which scholarly writers like Remy and Brenchley and virtually all
Mormon writers had rejected as unsubstantiated.
THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY

From 1902 to 1949 the historiography changed somewhat as national
publishers began to market books written about Mormonism by practicing
Mormons. Nevertheless, most of the works published within the Mormon
community did little more than add detail to the evidence of restoration and to
the uniqueness of Joseph Smith. Among these were Brigham H. Roberts' sNew
Witness for God, 3 vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1895-1909);6 Mary
Audentia Smith Anderson's Ancestry and Posterity of Joseph Smith and Emma
Hale (Independence, Mo.: Herald House, 1929), which provided extensive
biographical information on the Smith family; and Francis W. Kirkham's A
New Witness for Christ in America, 2 vols. (Independence, Mo.: Zion's Printing
and Publishing Co., 1942-1951), a collection of data on the Book of Mormon.
A major exception is Daryl Chase's Joseph the Prophet As He Lives in the
Hearts of His People (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1944). Because of his training
in religious studies, Chase recognized that many of the features of the church
which had been considered unique, such as baptism for the dead, apostles and
prophets, the apostacy, personal revelation, and the inefficacy of the Reformation, were in fact shared with other movements.
At the same time, a large group of anti-Mormon writers continued to trot
out the same old themes such as the Spaulding theory.7 Perhaps the one
6
Roberts is also significant for his work on the method of translation of the Book of Mormon
which rejected the mechanical theory and took the view consistent with that which W. W. Blair had
earlier proposed, that the words and phrases were worked out in Smith's mind by inspiration rather
than appearing magically in the Urim and Thummim. Also significant was G. Homer Durham's
Joseph Smith: Prophet Statesman (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1944) for its explication of Joseph
Smith's political views.
Works like Joseph Fielding Smith's Essentials in Church History. . . (Salt Lake City: Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1922) and William E. Berrett's The Restored Church, 4th ed. (Salt
Lake City: LDS Department of Education, 1944) essentially reinforced previously held views,
though Berrett emphasized also the frontier influence, as did Milton R. Hunter's The Mormons and
the American Frontier (Salt Lake City: LDS Department of Education, 1940).
7
See critique of this theory in Walter Franklin Prince, "Psychological Tests for the Authorship
of the Book of Mormon," American Journal of Psychology 28 (July 1917): 373-89; the rebuttal by A.
Theodore Schroeder, "Authorship of the Book of Mormon," ibid., 30 (January 1919):66-72; and
Prince's reply, ibid., 30 (October 1919): 427-28.
See also Charles A. Shook's Cumorah Revisited (Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Co.,
1919) and The True Origin of the Book of Mormon (Cincinnati, Ohio: Standard, 1914), which falls
back on the Hurlbut affidavits; and Harry M. Beardsley, Joseph Smith and His Mormon Empire
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1931), which has to be one of the most confusing books on Mormonism
produced by a major publisher in the twentieth century. Don Carlos Seitz's Uncommon Americans:
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worthwhile contribution from that group was S. H. Goodwin's Additional
Studies in Mormonism and Masonry (Salt Lake City: n.p., 1927), which pointed
to the anti-Masonic background in upstate New York from 1826 to 1831 and the
anti-Masonic themes in the Book of Mormon.
Perhaps no book written in the twentieth century offers such a mixed bag of
insight and absurdity as I. Woodbridge Riley's The Founder of Mormonism: A
Psychological Study of Joseph Smith, Jr. (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1902). Many
of the important points in the book had already been made by Remy and
Brenchley — and by Lucy Mack Smith. Imposing a psychological interpretation
on this material, however, Riley arrived at the dubious conclusion that Joseph
Smith was an epileptic.8 Most significant, however, was his willingness to take
the Book of Mormon seriously. This became necessary because of his view that
"its contents will serve as an analysis of the prophet's mind, an intimate means of
judging his early mental ability." He concluded that Joseph Smith was a person
of extraordinary imagination and creativity. He argued that Smith picked up the
idea of Hebrew origins for the Indians from the surrounding culture, and saw
many religious ideas as coming from Evangelical Protestantism. Joseph Smith
was, nevertheless, an authentic religious leader because he believed his gifts came
from God and had convinced others of that belief. Riley believed that Joseph
Smith was a "mystic rather than a materialist," and that the materialistic aspects
of Mormon theology were engrafted by Orson Pratt. For Riley, Mormonism was
a Protestant sect molded by the unique character of Joseph Smith and influenced
by the theology of other converts.
Another scholarly study was Eduard Meyer's Ursprung und Geschichte der
Mormonen . . . (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1912), now available in English: The
Origin and History of the Mormons, with Reflections on the Beginnings of
Islam and Christianity, trans. Heinz F. Rahde and Eugene Seaich (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah, 1961). For Meyer, as for Remy and Riley, the
relationship between Mormonism and American religion was to be found in
Joseph Smith's cultural traditions. Joseph was a product of a belief in biblical
literalism, continuous revelation, spiritual gifts, and the rejection of the
Protestant belief that the canon of scripture was complete. He shared many of
these things with the Catholics, Anabaptists, Quakers, and Christian primitivists.
In the scholarly tradition of Remy, Riley, and Meyer was Fawn M. Brodie's
No Man Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945; 2nd ed., New York: Knopf, 1971). Although
Pencil Portraits of Men and Women Who Have Broken the Rules (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1925) emphasizes the bizarre. George B. Arbaugh's Revelation in Mormonism: Its Character and
Changing Forms (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1932) accepts the Spaulding-Rigdon story
and sees Joseph Smith as a pretended mystic. F. S. Spaulding's Joseph Smith Jr. as a Translator: An
Inquiry (Salt Lake City: Arrow Press, 1912) attacks the Book of Abraham.
Alice Felt Tyler's Freedom's Ferment: Phases of American Social History to 1860 (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1944) is essentially based on secondary sources and provides no
particularly useful insights.
8
This had already been suggested in M. Etourneau's Les Mormons (Paris: Bestel, 1856) as cited in
Green and Goldrup, "Joseph Smith, an American Muhammad?" p. 49. Joseph Smith's
psychological state was subjected to scrutiny and pronounced normal by T. L. Brink in "Joseph
Smith: The Verdict of Depdi Psychology," Journal of Mormon History 3 (1976): 73-78.
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this book has been regarded as a significant scholarly breakthrough on the
question of the relationship of Joseph Smith to American religion, Brodie
essentially selected from and added detailed evidence to previous authors' views.
Her views are perhaps most like Riley's, whose position on the background of
Joseph Smith's ideas she accepts. Unlike Riley, however, she discounts the First
Vision as "probably the elaboration of some half-remembered dream stimulated
by the early revival excitement and reinforced by the rich folklore of visions
circulating in his neighborhood. Or it may have been sheer invention." Thus,
though Mormonism for her is culturally derived, she seems uncertain whether
Joseph Smith was a sincere, brilliant, and charismatic leader, or a brilliant and
charismatic fraud. Nevertheless, she later sees Joseph "rapidly acquiring the
language and even the accent of sincere faith."9
Brodie's principal drawback is that while she recognizes Joseph Smith's
tremendous creativity, her views require ambivalence about the religion he
created. Her narrative makes it plain that Mormonism was attractive and
religiously satisfying to thousands of people during Smith's lifetime and
afterward, but in the end she sees the stark granite shaft in Vermont as
symbolizing "the barrenness of his spiritual legacy
he could not create a truly
spiritual content for that religion." At the same time, she argues, "Joseph in his
own person provided a symbol of nearness to God and a finality of interpretation
that made the ordinary frontier evangelist seem by comparison all sound and
fury."
By the early 1920s Mormons had begun to add scholarly insights to studies
from outside. Ephraim Edward Ericksen's The Psychological and Ethical
Aspects of Mormon Group Life (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1922;
reprint ed., Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1975) argues that though
Mormonism grew out of the frontier and revivalist environment, it reacted
against these influences by emphasizing the idea of restoration. Erickson argued
that Smith developed a unique religion from origins which it shared in common
with other less successful movements.
In some ways John Henry Evans's Joseph Smith: An American Prophet
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1933) is the most satisfactory work yet
done on Joseph Smith. Its main drawbacks are the lack of notes, its organization
by topics, and its dated research. Nevertheless, Evans recognized Smith's creative
ability and religious insights; and his comparison of Joseph Smith and
Alexander Campbell is insightful. For him, Campbell was a theologian and
Smith an intuitionalist. "Joseph Smith," he wrote, "was a mystic, as a close
examination of his teachings will show . . . in that he saw the eternal in the
temporal. His mind penetrates the shell and lays secure hold on the kernal."
Withall, Evans realized that Joseph Smith was "a product of his times. No idea
came to him till, apparently, there was a need for it; and there never was a need, it
seems, but was satisfied immediately out of the capacious resources of the
Mormon prophet. If he ran upon an idea — the communistic Family in Kirtland,
9
Perhaps no book in recent years has evinced more comment. See the rather outrageous Hugh
Nibley's No Ma'am That's Not History (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1946) and the scholarly Marvin S.
Hill, "Brodie Revisited: A Reappraisal," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 7 (Winter 1972):
72-87, and "Secular or Sectarian History? A Critique of 'No Man Knows My History,' " Church
History 43 (March 1974): 78-96.
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for instance — he presently brought out of his ample reservoir of wisdom what
appeared to him and his disciples 'a more perfect' plan." Moreover, the
attraction of Joseph's spiritual and intellectual power was great.
By 1950 Mormonism had been subjected to searching investigation. With
the exception of scholars like Ericksen, Evans, and Chase, however, Mormons
seemed unwilling to confront the issues on their origins. Non-Mormon scholars,
on the other hand, wrote copiously of origins but failed generally to confront
Mormonism as an uplifting religious experience. Thus we find a contradictory
Brodie, an interested but flawed study by Riley, and a Meyer who could not bring
himself to read the Book of Mormon.
FROM 1950 TO THE PRESENT

A new era in scholarly studies of Mormonism dawned with the publication
in 1950 of Whitney R. Cross's Burned-over District: The Social and Intellectual
History of Enthusiastic Religion in Western New York, 1800-1850 (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press). Cross placed Mormonism in the larger context not
only of millennialist sects but also of the development of Arminianism, free will,
and perfectionism in previously Calvinist churches by Charles G. Finney and
others and the reemphasis by Samuel Hopkins and Joseph Bellamy of
traditional Calvinist doctrines like the sovereignty of God and the absolute
powerlessness of man.
Cross's analysis of the cultural background of Mormonism is insightful.
Palmyra, he argued, was not a frontier, but a rural area experiencing rapid
growth. He accepted the evidence for gold digging, but pointed out that it was
culturally based. He rejected the Howe-Hurlbut testimonials as self-serving and
vague, pointed to the evangelical background of the family and rejected the
hypothesis of imposture together with the Spaulding story as "too transparently
simple to explain the broad appeal of the new church. Such myths not only
destroy Joseph's character but also breed serious misconceptions of how any
religious novelty is likely to arise." Joseph Smith, Cross argued, combined
appeals to reason, self-interest, and emotion. The church was egalitarian but
approached doctrine with argument rather than excitement. Though Mormonism stressed the doctrines which revivalism had made most important, it
approached them with a combination of rational and emotional fervor which
the anti-intellectualism of evangelical religion could not comprehend. Above all
Cross recognized, as Brodie did not, that Mormonism's religious heritage was
rich and varied rather than "sterile," since it was based on authentic religious
experience rather than half-disguised fraud.
After Cross's insightful study came Thomas F. O'Dea's The Mormons
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). Perhaps O'Dea's most important
contributions were his recognition of the importance of the Book of Mormon as a
source for Joseph Smith's 1830 views on religious questions and his application
of sociological insights to the study of Mormonism. In the Book of Mormon,
O'Dea argued, the fundamental problem is the nature of good and evil. The book
considers prophecy and revelation as a means of leading people. O'Dea saw
Mormon emphasis as authoritarian rather than antinomian with no trace of
perfectionism. The point of view of the Book of Mormon is democratic,
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Arminian, and mildly millennial while rejecting revivalism. It is, according to
O'Dea, "an ideal projection of left-wing Protestantism."
Following the work of Cross and O'Dea came Mario S. DePillis's "The
Quest for Religious Authority and the Rise of Mormonism," Dialogue 1 (Spring
1966): 68-88. For DePillis, "Joseph Smith was a facile syncretist who took his
ideas where he found them." In contrast to Cross, DePillis believes that western
New York was indeed a frontier of New England in a cultural — if not a
Turnerian — sense. For an understanding of Mormonism, it is in DePillis's view
insufficient simply to discuss the relationship of the ideosyncratic features of
Mormonism to the history of the time as Cross does. This approach, DePillis
says, transforms Mormonism into "a kind of religious Grahamism." On the
other hand, he takes Mormon historians to task for not relating "the doctrines of
this new body of revelation to the historical and theological time and place of the
Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants." Thus, though Mormons
shared much with Campbellism, their central and most important doctrine was
the authority which they found in the restoration of the priesthood. Campbell
also believed in the idea of authority, but he found his authority in the consent of
the congregation.
For DePillis, the central problem in understanding Mormonism is in
understanding Joseph Smith. Sidney Rigdon, Parley P. Pratt, and others may
have been important, but the elaboration of Mormon doctrine and practice
between 1831 and 1844 was Smith's work. For DePillis, Mormonism is sui
generis. The triad of Catholicism, Judaism, Protestantism, ought to be a
quadrad, including Mormonism.
A similar perspective, that Mormonism ought to be treated as a separate
Judaeo-Christian religion, has infused the work of Jan Shipps ("The Prophet
Puzzle: Suggestions Leading toward a More Comprehensive Interpretation of
Joseph Smith," Journal of Mormon History 1 [1974]: 2-20;and "The Mormons:
Looking Forward and Outward," Christian Century, 16-23 August 1978, pp. 761
-66.) Shipps opines that, even though Mormonism shares much of its value
structure with middle-class Protestantism, Mormons have refused absorption
into Protestantism.
In spite of the fact that there are now more Mormons than Presbyterians, as
Shipps points out, the tendency in the general histories of American religion is to
treat Mormonism as a Protestant sect or as an undefinable anomaly. William A.
Clebsch ("Each Sect, the Sect to End All Sects," Dialogue 1 [Summer 1966]: 8489), writing in answer to DePillis and following the lead of Jerald C. Brauer and
Winthrop S. Hudson, is an example of the first. Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious
History of the American People, 2 vols. (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday, 1975),
1:613, discusses it with offbeat Jacksonian communitarianism but admits he is
not sure whether it "is a sect, a mystery cult, a new religion, a church, a people, a
nation, or an American subculture."
In recent years, the question of Joseph Smith's alleged frauds has been
revived by a number of studies. In general they have dealt with the question of the
First Vision,10 Joseph Smith's Palmyra reputation,11 the use of magic and the
10
Wesley P. Walters, "New Light on Mormon Origins from the Palmyra Revival," Dialogue: A
Journal of Mormon Thought 4 (Spring 1969): 60-81 (originally published in Evangelical Theo-
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occult,12 and Joseph Smith's translation ability — particularly the Book of
Abraham.13 Except as they bear on the question of fraud as a means of
understanding Mormonism, these studies have been helpful principally in
revealing details about Mormonism and about theculturein which itdeveloped.
Some of the most important recent research bearing on Mormonism and
American religion has been done on Mormon doctrinal development and its
millennialism. In addition to works like Ernest Lee Tuveson's Redeemer
Nation: The Idea of America's Millennial Role (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1968), those dealing with the temporal aspects of theological millennialism like Klaus J. Hansen's Quest for Empire: The Political Kingdom of God and
the Council of Fifty in Mormon History (East Lansing: Michigan State
University Press, 1967) have been important. Arguing that Mormonism is in the
tradition of the anabaptists, British Fifth Monarchy men, and millenarian New
England Puritans, Hansen places Mormonism with the premillennialists in
their expectation of an imminent return of Christ. The Book of Mormon
provided the Mormons with a usable historical past which placed them in a dual
Anglo-European and Hebraic tradition. Hansen also sees Mormon millennialism as imperialistic.
Another view of Mormon millennialism is presented in Marvin S. Hill's
"Quest for Refuge: An Hypothesis as to the Social Origins and Nature of the
Mormon Political Kingdom," Journal of Mormon History 2 (1975): 3-20. For
Hill, the Mormons were seeking refuge from a pluralistic society in which they
felt uncomfortable; and he argues that the idea of the Kingdom of God as an
logical Society Bulletin 10 [Fall 1967]); Richard L. Bushman, "The First Vision Story Revived,"
Dialogue 4 (Spring 1969):82-93; Walters, "A Reply to Dr. Bushman," ibid., pp. 94-100; Richard L.
Anderson, "Circumstantial Confirmation of the First Vision through Reminiscences," Brigham
Young University Studies 9 (Spring 1969): 373-404; Milton V. Backman, Jr., "Awakenings in the
Burned-over District: New Light on the Historical Setting of the First Vision," ibid., pp. 301-20;
Backman, Joseph Smith's First Vision (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1971); James B. Allen, "The
Significance of Joseph Smith's First Vision in Mormon Thought," Dialogue 1 (Autumn 1966): 29-45;
and Dean C. Jesse, "Early Accounts of Joseph Smith's First Vision," BYU Studies 9 (Spring
1969): 275-96.
n
Richard L. Anderson, "The Reliability of the Early History of Lucy and Joseph Smith,"
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 4 (Summer 1969): 13-28; "Joseph Smith's New York
Reputation Reappraised," Brigham Young University Studies 10 (Spring 1970):283-314; and
Joseph Smith's New England Heritage: Influences of Grandfathers Solomon Mack and Asael Smith
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1971). It should be noted that this is hardly an issue in the scholarly
literature any longer, since at least from the time of Brodie scholars have generally treated the
Hurlbut-Howe affidavits as inspecific and probably unreliable.
12
Hugh Nibley, The Myth Makers (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1961); Jerald and Sandra Tanner,
Joseph Smith's 1826 Trial (Salt Lake City: Modern Microfilm, 1971); Marvin S. Hill, "Joseph Smith
and the 1826 Trial: New Evidence and New Difficulties," Brigham Young University Studies 12
(Winter 1972):223-33; and Wesley Walters, "From Occult to Cult with Joseph Smith, Jr.," The
Journal of Pastoral Practice 1 (Summer 1977): 121-37.
13
Klaus Baer, ' 'The Breathing Permit of Hor: Translation of the Apparent Source of the Book of
Abraham," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 3 (Autumn 1968): 109-34; Richard P. Howard,
"A Tentative Approach to the Book of Abraham," ibid., 88-92; Hugh Nibley, The Message of the
Joseph Smith Papyri: An Egyptian Endowment (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1975); Michael
Dennis Rhodes, "A Translation and Commentary of the Joseph Smith Hypocephalus," Brigham
Young University Studies 17 (Spring 1977): 259-74; Wesley Walters, "Joseph Smith among the
Egyptians: An Examination of the Sources of Joseph Smith's Book of Abraham," Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society 16 (Winter 1973): 25-45.
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aspect of Mormon millennialism ought to be seen as a way to escape rather than
dominate the existing society.
Other doctrinal questions recently considered include Christian Primitivism, communitarianism, plural marriage,14 and the nature of salvation. These
doctrines took decidedly different twists in Mormonism than in other
contemporary religions. Marvin S. Hill in "The Shaping of the Mormon Mind
in New England and New York," BYU Studies 9 (Spring 1969): 351-72, drawing
upon material used in part in his doctoral dissertation, points to the restorationist and Christian primitivist elements in Mormonism. As Gordon Irving has
shown, the concept of salvation through families developed over a long period of
time and in fact Joseph Smith's ideas in 1830 were close to traditional Protestant
views of a heaven for the righteous and a hell for the wicked (Gordon Irving,
"The Law of Adoption: One Phase of the Development of the Mormon Concept
of Salvation, 1830-1900," BYU Studies 14 [Spring 1974]: 291-314).
THE CURRENT STATE OF HISTORIOGRAPHY AND SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE WORK

The position of recent quasi-official studies on the relationship between
Joseph Smith and the development of religion in America differs little from that
taken in the early nineteenth century.15 Though they often deal with background
influences and are much more detailed and often better researched, they
emphasize the church as restorationist and thus as sui generis.
Perhaps the logical successor to the scholarly studies of Ericksen and Evans
is Donna Hill's recent biography, Joseph Smith: the First Mormon (Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977). A sympathetic Mormon, Hill has undertaken
extensive and searching investigation into the presently available primary and
secondary sources on the life of Joseph Smith. She recognized Joseph Smith's
work as authentic religious experience, but sees also that the use of magic, seer
stones, and divining rods was not inconsistent with early nineteenth century
religious faith. Most importantly, perhaps, she accepts Joseph Smith on his own
terms. Recognizing, with writers like T. B. H. Stenhouse in the nineteenth
century, that it is impossible to prove or disprove religious experience, she
accepts religious motivation, deals with the mystical and supernatural events,
and cites evidence of the practical results of those experiences. She also deals with
such problematic areas as the kingdom of God and plural marriage.
Hill's biography seems to be the best yet written, but it too has some
drawbacks. In the first place, she fails to develop a clear thesis on the relationship
between Mormonism and other religion. In some cases she allows detail to
substitute for analysis and, unfortunately, in many cases contradictory evidence
is not reconciled. Many of the difficulties could probably have been avoided
14
Raymond Lee Muncy, Sex and Marriage in Utopian Communities: Nineteenth Century
America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1973); Leonard J. Arrington, Feramorz Y. Fox,
and Dean L. May, Building the City of God: Community and Cooperation among the Mormons (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976).
15
John A. Widtsoe, Joseph Smith: Seeker after Truth, Prophet of God (Salt Lake City: Deseret
News Press, 1951); Hyrum L. Andrus, Joseph Smith, the Man and theSeer (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 1962); Ivan J. Barrett, Joseph Smith and the Restoration: A History of the Church to 1846
(Provo: Young House, 1973); James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard, The Story of the Latter-day
Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976); and Francis M. Gibbons, Joseph Smith: Martyr, Prophet
of God (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1977).
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through the use of a larger conceptual framework. Writers on complex topics
like this need to realize that evidence does not speak for itself.
Scholars like Klaus J. Hansen and Marvin S. Hill have emphasized the
cultural circumstances in which Mormonism grew by analyzing the religious
currents of the time and their relationship to Mormon doctrine and practice (see
Hansen, "Mormonism and American Culture: Some Tentative Hypotheses," in
F. Mark McKiernan, Alma R. Blair, and Paul M. Edwards, eds., The Restoration
Movement: Essays in Mormon History [Lawrence, Kans.: Coronado Press, 1973],
pp. 1-25). Though Hansen tends to view Mormonism as revolutionary in the
nineteenth century context and Hill sees it as escapist, they both emphasize that
it was millennialist and Christian primitivist and trace many doctrines to other
denominations.
A recent scholarly view which sees Mormonism as unique, but differs from
others in its view of the nature of that uniqueness, is Paul M. Edwards's "The
Secular Smiths," Journal of Mormon History 4 (1977): 3-17. Edwards argues
that Joseph Smith was a mystic, but of the Eastern rather than Western tradition.
For him the church organization and theology are the product not only of Joseph
Smith, but of Hyrum Smith and Parley P. Pratt. His argument is that Hyrum
created the church on the Masonic model by historicizing Joseph's mystical and
thus ahistorical experiences. Thus, for Edwards, Mormonism becomes a
combination of ahistorical mystical experience and secular Masonic religion.
It should be pointed out that scholars will undoubtedly find much that is
controversial in Edwards's views. As numerous writers like O'Dea and Goodwin
have argued, many anti-Masonic elements are present in the Book of Mormon
and in the church's origins. On the other hand, Reed Durham, in an
unpublished MHA presidential address, pointed to many similarities in
Masonic and Mormon mythology, but these seem to date from the Nauvoo
period.
Edwards's views on the relationship between Joseph Smith and the
development of the church organization are also problematic. If one feature
separates the New Testament and the Book of Mormon accounts of Christ's
ministry, it is that the organization and ritual of the church are much more
explicit in the Book of Mormon than in the Gospels. If the Book of Mormon is to
be used as a source for Joseph Smith's views, the acceptance of Edwards's
position will require the explaining away of the explicit organizational features
of the Book of Mormon.
DePillis and Shipps, while recognizing the similarities in doctrines and
practice with other contemporary religious movements, have both argued that
Mormonism must be viewed as a unique part of the Judaeo-Christian tradition.
Interestingly, this view is quite compatible with that held by orthodox Mormons
that the church is the restoration of primitive Christianity. Even though DePillis
and Shipps use naturalistic explanations, they see Joseph Smith's work as
authentically religious.
In this, their views differ from a broad range of writers taking various
positions assuming Mormonism is better understood as fraud than as religious
movement. These range from the somewhat equivocal views of Fawn Brodie to
the rather more clear-cut position of Wesley Walters.
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Those writing from within the Protestant tradition like Clebsch and
Ahlstrom have tended to see Joseph Smith and Mormonism somewhat
equivocally as a Protestant sect or as a communitarian curiosity.
As scholars have delved into the background of Mormonism in order to
place Joseph Smith into perspective, there has been a tendency to rely, often
unconsciously, upon the variant of structural functionalism called loose
structuralism. Both of these techniques analyze the structure of a major culture
and a subculture and the relationship between the two. In structural
functionalism, however, care is given to probing and systematic analysis of both
the major culture and the subculture. Loose structuralism, on the other hand,
generally assumes a particular structure for one of the two cultures then analyzes
the other in depth. Studies using loose structuralism have developed both among
the defenders and the critics of Joseph Smith. Often within the Mormon
community loose structuralism has been used to prove that the Book of Mormon
or the Book of Abraham derives from Hebraic or Egyptian sources.16
As the background of Mormonism in western New York has been studied,
the methodology of loose structuralism has been used quite often. A recent study
using this technique is Richard L. Bushman's "The Book of Mormon and the
American Revolution," BYU Studies 16 (Autumn 1976): 3-20, which defends the
Book of Mormon by arguing that, by Jacksonian American standards, Nephite
government was not democratic, and thus that the ideas of the Book of Mormon
are not nineteenth-century American in origin.
Loose structuralism has been used since the time of Alexander Campbell to
question the authenticity of the Book of Mormon. This is the case with the recent
unpublished paper by William D. Russell, "The Historicity of the Book of
Mormon: The Thought of Pre-exilic Israel and I & II Nephi Compared" (1977
presidential address of the John Whitmer Historical Association).
The major problems in both the Russell and Bushman studies are similar.
Russell outlines in detail the cultural milieu of pre-exilic Israel but assumes a
particular structure for Nephite America. In Bushman's study, the Book of
Mormon society is explicitly outlined, but undocumented assumptions are made
that Joseph Smith shared the cultural attitudes of dominant Jacksonian
America. It seems clear that in the case of the Nephites, and of the Mormons
during the life of Joseph Smith, we are dealing with subcultures or deviant
cultures. This is obvious in part because most Hebrews did not leave Israel before
the exile and polite early nineteenth-century American society did not believe in
personal revelation or the occult. Both papers assume too much and prove too
little about the unity of dominant and subcultural groups.
Structural functionalism is, of course, a valid technique which can be used
in the analysis of the interrelationship between cultures. Scholars using this
methodology must, however, be certain that their analysis does not stray into the
realm of loose structuralism in which they assume rather than demonstrate
particular cultural traits for either a sub- or major culture.
16
See above, note 12, and also Hugh Nibley, Lehi in the Desert and the World of the Jaredites
(Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1952); and An Approach to the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret
News Press, 1957); John A.Tvedtnes, "Hebraisms in the Book of Mormon: A Preliminary Survey,"
Brigham Young University Studies 11 (Autumn 1970): 50-60.
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The points made with regard to loose structuralism are valid also for those
who use psychohistorical techniques. If, for instance, an author asserts that
Joseph Smith was an impostor (in the psychological sense) or an epileptic, it
must be shown that he exhibited the various aspects of that syndrome. The use of
glib analogy or parallel will not suffice.
One method which promises a great deal in furthering our understanding of
Joseph Smith and Mormonism is what Robert Berkhofer has called "behavioralism."17 This is the technique of analyzing a particular set of experiences by
looking at them through the eyes of the actors. This has been used in several
recent studies of Mormonism including Richard Bushman's "Joseph Smith and
the Palmyra Magicians" (presented at the annual meeting of the Organization of
American Historians, 13 April 1978). Since scholars using this technique must
try to understand experiences in the way in which the actors themselves
understood them, the analysis, while rigorous, must judge the participants by
their own standards.
The use of this method would immediately reduce the range of disagreement
among scholars by eliminating at least two categories into which writers have
previously placed Mormonism. No longer could Mormonism be considered as a
Protestant sect or as anti-Christian. Realistically, however, there is little hope
that the technique will be adopted and that either of these views will be
overthrown.
Nevertheless, as the literature of the relationship of Joseph Smith and
Mormonism to the history of American religion unfolds, scholars must be
certain that they clearly understand the scope and limitations of the
methodology they use. Discussions of the culture in which Mormonism grew
must take into consideration the obvious cultural disunity of early nineteenthcentury America. Even the evidence of the 1826 Bainbridge trial, used by many to
attack the Mormons, makes clear the acceptance of the occult by many of Joseph
Smith's contemporaries. The application of twentieth-century standards or even
the standards of contemporaries who did not share a belief in magic and the
occult help little in understanding Joseph Smith.
It seems improbable at this point that various views on Joseph Smith and
Mormonism will soon be reconciled. We have a right to expect, however,
proponents of various positions will work for more precision of research and
definition. It is far past that time when scholars can be satisfied with vague
categories and glib generalizations. Writers on complex topics like the
development of important religious movements must be clear in their
demonstration of causal connections between events. The similarities and
differences must be analyzed and these must be played against a background of
Joseph's experiences. Above all, careful cultural analysis must precede
interpretations, since readers have a right to expect the most painstaking and
sophisticated efforts.
17
Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., A Behavioral Approach to Historical Analysis (New York: Free Press,
1969), pp. 48-168; Mark P. Leone, "Comment on Joseph Smith's Temples: A Study in the Creation of
Sacred Space," presented at Kirtland, Ohio, 22 April 1977.
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New Light on an Old Hypothesis:
The Ohio Origins of the
Revelation on Eternal Marriage

By Danel W. Bachman

For a century and a third members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints have believed and taught that polygyny, or the practice of having
multiple wives, originated in an inspired doctrine revealed by God to Joseph
Smith, founder of the faith. From the severe persecutions in Nauvoo, Illinois,
until the Woodruff Manifesto in 1890 which interdicted the practice, plural
marriage was one of the central issues of Mormonism. Even to our own day no
doctrine has created more controversy, and until recently no document,
excepting perhaps the Book of Mormon, has stirred more dispute than has the
revelation on eternal and plural marriage known as Section 132 of the LDS
Doctrine and Covenants. Mormon intellectual history is still in its infancy;
therefore, despite arguments surrounding both the document and the doctrine,
little effort has been made to study the origins of either.
Most writings on the subject conveniently fall into one or more of three
classifications. The earliest were exposes, typified by John C. Bennett's pacesetting History of the Saints; or, an Expose of Joe Smith and Mormonism.1 A
Danel W. Bachman teaches at the institute of religion of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, at Urbana, Illinois. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Annual Meeting
of the Mormon History Association, Kirtland, Ohio, 23 April 1977.
Bennett's work was the first true book-length attempt to expose plural marriage. Leonard J.
Arrington and Jon Haupt have isolated main themes of ante-bellumfictionabout the Mormons, one
of which was the image of the "depraved beast." The image was highly sexual in nature. It is very
likely that this notion was popularized by Bennett. See their "The Missouri and Illinois Mormons in
Ante-Bellum Fiction," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 5 (Spring 1970): 48.
Repicsentatives of this type of literature from disaffected or expelled Mormons are: Fanny
Stenhouse, Expose of Polygamy in Utah: A Lady's Life Among the Mormons (New York: American
News Co., 1872); Increase McGee Van Dusen, The Mormon Endowment: Secret Drama; or,
Conspiracy in the Nauvoo Temple in 1846; to Wh ich is Added a Sketch of the L ife of Joseph Smith...
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second genre best described as polemical grew mainly out of intra-church
controversies over succession in the Mormon presidency. Intemperate in tone
and spirit, the literature of this debate reveals that the issue of plural marriage
was often adopted as an aid in the erection of theological bulwarks behind which
each side sought to defend its interests and within which they found selfjustifying security. This exchange of views has not distinguished itself by
objective and analytical sophistication.2
In recent years some historians and sociologists have produced more
objective studies of plural marriage. Nevertheless, a serious gap remains in our
understanding of the birth of the doctrine and its practice among the Saints. This
is the result of these authors' proclivity to focus on the Utah period, for which
resources and data are abundant. Therefore, presumably because of the scarcity
of information and the difficulty of the task, the genesis of the principle has
received perfunctory treatment.3 For example, as late as 1954 Kimball Young, in
reference to his inquiry into the inception of plural marriage said, "The precise
steps in its emergence are almost impossible to trace, as this chapter will make
clear." The most eloquent commentary of the chapter was its size; in a book of
over 470 pages, one chapter of 21 pages was devoted to the "origin and
development of Mormon polygamy: official and otherwise."4
Little has been done since that time. Even Lawrence Foster, in an admirable
study recently completed, failed to give this earlier period the investigation it
requires. Foster acknowledges the importance of the New York and Ohio eras to
Mormonism's formative processes, but he concedes that he has "not worked
extensively with manuscript material from the period." Thus, Foster finds plural
marriage spawned in the social and religious waters of Nauvoo.5 Close
(Syracuse: N. M. D. Lathrop, 1847). Others from non-Mormons include: John Bowes, Mormonism
Exposed in Its Swindling and Licentious Abominations, Refuted in its Principles, and in the Claims
of its Head, the Modern Mohammed Joseph Smith, Who is Proved to Have Been a Deceiver, and No
Prophet of God (London: E. Ward, 1849); John Hyde, Mormonism: Its Leaders and Designs (New
York: W. P. Fetridge, 1857); John H. Beadle, Polygamy; or, The Mysteries andCrimes of Mormonism
(Philadelphia: The National Publishing Co., 1882); and Wilhelm W. Wyl, Mormon Portraits; or,
The Truth A bout the Mormon Leaders, 1830-1860 (Salt Lake City: Tribune Printing and Publishing
Co., 1886).
2
The most important representative of LDS publications is Joseph Fielding Smith, Blood
Atonement, and the Origin of Plural Marriage (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1950); and more
recently Paul E. Reimann, Plural Marriage Limited (Salt Lake City: Paul Reimann, 1974). Typical
RLDS publications are : Joseph Smith III, Plural Marriage in America: A Critical Examination
(Lamoni, Iowa: Herald Publishing, n.d.); Smith's One Wife Or Many (Lamoni: Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, n.d.), and his Reply to Orson Pratt (Piano, 111.:
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, n.d.); Jason W. Briggs, The Basis of
Brighamite Polygamy (Lamoni: Reorganized Church of Christ, n.d.).
3
See Kimball Young, Isn't One Wife Enough? (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1954);
Gustive Larson, The "Americanization" of Utah for Statehood (San Marino, Calif.: The
Huntington Library, 1971); and Nels Anderson, Desert Saints: The Mormon Frontier in Utah
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942).
4
Young, Isn't One Wife Enough? p. 82.
5
William Lawrence Foster, "Between Two Worlds: The Origins of Shaker Celibacy, Oneida
Community Complex Marriage, and Mormon Polygamy" (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1976),
pp. 213, n.l, 222-23. Foster refers to Ohio polygamy as a "pilot" effort and as "premature" and says
evidence for it is "slight." Although he is aware of most of the evidence and finds considerable
concern over the evils of sexual sin and family disorganization expressed in the Book of Mormon (see
p. 205), he looks to the social conditions in Nauvoo as factors "making possible the introduction of
new doctrinal and social patterns."
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examination of the subject, however, suggests that the roots of Mormon marital
hierology, including eternal and plural marriage, are found in Ohio. This article
is an attempt to probe those roots. First, we shall examine evidence within the
revelation on eternal and plural marriage for information regarding its origin,
then we shall turn our attention to the existence of some of the concepts taught
therein in Ohio Mormonism.
I
The story of the recording of Section 132 on 12 July 1843 sworn to by
William Clayton and Joseph Kingsbury and repeated by many others is too
familiar to need repeating here.6 Suffice it to say that the basic elements of the
story — the recording of the revelation by Clayton, the second copy made by
Kingsbury, the conditions of marital disharmony in the Prophet's household,
and the subsequent reading of the revelation before the Nauvoo High Council
one month later on 12 August 1843 — have all received important corroboration
and confirmation by recent research. A brief review of such evidence would
include: verification of the time the revelation was written from both Joseph
Smith's and William Clayton's journals; the location of the Kingsbury
manuscript copy of the revelation in the LDS Church Archives and verification
of its autography; testimony both privately written and in affidavit form from
many on the high council who heard the revelation read before that body,
including the interesting story of three separate affidavits from the disaffected
Leonard Soby, one-time member of the high council; and additional support
from the 12 August 1843 minutes of the high council. To this should be added
notices in the Nauvoo newspapers about the revelation and contemporary letters
6
Kingsbury left two affidavits attesting to his experience. The first was sworn to 7 March 1870 and
can be found in Joseph F. Smith, Affidavit Book 2, p. 18, and Book 3, p. 18, Church Archives,
Historical Department of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City (hereafter
referred to as Church Archives). The second was written on 22 May 1886. The original is in a folder of
affidavits and statements regarding plural marriage in the Church Archives vault. Further evidence of
his authorship can be found in his testimony before the Circuit Court of the United States at Kansas
City in the early 1890s. See In the Circuit Court of the United States, Western District of Missouri,
Western Division, at Kansas City. The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
Complaintant vs. The Church of Christ at Independence, Missouri:... Complaintant's Abstract of
Pleading and Evidence (Lamoni: Herald Publishing House and Bindery, 1893), p. 342. Clayton's
testimony can be found in his letter to Madison M. Scott, 11 November 1871, Church Archives; and in
his Affidavit, 16 February 1874, Vault Folder, Church Archives, and published in the Deseret Evening
News, 20 March 1886. See also the remarks by Joseph F. Smith and John Taylor at the funeral of
Clayton in the Deseret Evening News, 9 December 1879, quoted in Paul Dahl, William Clayton:
Missionary, Pioneer, and Public Servant (Provo: J. Grant Stevenson, 1964), pp. 218-32.
Regarding the Smith Collection of affidavits, the following information may be helpful: While
examining two separate collections in the Church Archives the author found four small record books
kept by Joseph F. Smith. Three were housed in his collection and the fourth was in a collection of
affidavits and statements in the archives vault. Apparently Smith began the collection of these
affidavits and statements in 1869 when Alexander Hale Smith and David Hyrum Smith, sons of
Joseph Smith, came to Salt Lake City on a proselytizing mission for the RLDS church. They were
denying that their father taught or practiced plural marriage. Joseph F. Smith collected these
statements from personal witnesses to refute these missionaries. Two of the three books in the Smith
collection have identifying marks. The third one and the one in the vault have none. For convenience
I have designated them as follows. The book titled "40 Affidavits on Celestial Marriage" is designated
Book 1, the book designated as Book "2" will retain this number, and the unmarked one will be
referred to as Book 3. The book in the vault will be designated Book 4. There are duplications in these
volumes and it appears that two were intended as duplicates, but there are also unique items in each
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from Nauvooans regarding many of these and other related issues.7 Detailed
discussion of these things would demonstrate the validity of Foster's comment
that there is sufficient information so that we can move beyond the question of
whether Joseph did or did not introduce polygamy to the question of how and
why he did it.8
Despite the obvious Nauvoo origin of the document itself, Mormons have
long held the notion that Joseph Smith received revelations on the subject of
eternal and plural marriage during the early Kirtland period. Joseph B. Noble, a
close friend of the Prophet, said that the doctrine was revealed to Smith "while he
was engaged in the work of translation of the Scriptures."9 This ambiguous
statement leaves one wondering which of Joseph's translation endeavors he
meant. Over the years theories linking the revelations on plural marriage with
the translation of the Book of Mormon, the Book of Abraham, and with the
revision of the Bible have been proposed. But secondhand reports of statements
from Brigham Young and W. W. Phelps which associate the reception of these
revelations with the first two translations, respectively, are problematical.10 The
most persistent hypothesis, proposed and promulgated by H. H. Bancroft and B.
H. Roberts, is that Smith's work on the revision of the Bible was the catalyst for
the revelations.11
'Detailed information on these topics can be found in my thesis, "A Study of the Mormon
Practice of Plural Marriage before the Death of Joseph Smith" (M.A. thesis, Purdue University,
1975), pp. 204-16.
8
Foster, "Between Two Worlds," p. 194, n. 1. Foster repeated this comment in a paper read at
Lamoni, Iowa, to the John Whitmer Historical Association on 25 September 1976, pp. 1-2. Copy in
possession of the author.
9
This is from the minutes of the Davis Stake conference published under the title "Plural
Marriage" in the Millennial Star 16:454. Additional testimony about the 1831-32 origin of the
doctrine can be found in Bachman, "A Study of the Mormon Practice of Plural Marriage," pp. 59-68.
10
The statement attributed to Brigham Young that the revelation on plural marriage came while
Joseph Smith translated the Book of Mormon comes from the 26 July 1872 entry of the Charles
Walker Diary, Church Archives. This is the only statement known to the author that attributes the
reception of the revelation to that period. Most of the pertinent statements in the Book of Mormon
inveigh against the doctrine of plural marriage. A careful reading of Jacob 2:22-30 may have
generated a question in Smith's mind, but there is no known evidence that this is the case. The
possibility that the plural "families" in Ether 1:41 may have also given rise to a question is negated
by the fact that this is a typographical error in modern editions. See Jerald and Sandra Tanner,
Joseph Smith and Polygamy (Salt Lake City: Modern Microfilm Co., 1966), p. 27.
The Phelps statement is reported in T. B. H. Stenhouse, The Rocky Mountain Saints (New
York: D. Appleton and Co., 1873), p. 182, but is unacceptable for three reasons. First, most reliable
witnesses, including Phelps himself, point to the 1831 date as correct. Since the papyrus did not come
into Smith's hands until 1835, they could not have initiated his question. Secondly, Stenhouse was
obviously unaware of the absence of any relevance between the Book of Abraham and the first
paragraph of Section 132 when he claimed that the introduction of polygamy was "much more
correctly traceable to those Egyptian mummies than to a revelation" because "thefirstparagraph of
the revelation has all the musty odour of the catacombs about it." Thirdly, Stenhouse said that
Brigham Young was present at Phelps's speech and was "much annoyed" by his statements because,
suggests Stenhouse, Phelps was divulging the "real secret." A more likely reason for Young's anger
may have been the fact that a year before the speech he received a letter from Phelps reporting a
revelation on plural marriage given to Joseph Smith in the year 1831. See William W. Phelps to
Brigham Young, 12 August 1861, Church Archives.
u
The earliest statements of this theory known to the author are Hubert Howe Bancroft, History
of Utah (San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft Co., 1889), p. 161; and Brigham H. Roberts's introduction to
volumefiveof the history of Joseph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
ed. B. H. Roberts, 2nd ed. rev., 7 vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., I960), 5:xxix.
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Implicit in the Mormon concept of revelation is the idea that divine
communications come in response to prophetic inquiries. In nearly all cases
where it is known, a study of the historical background of Smith's revelations
discloses a situation which generated a question that brought forth a specific
revelation. In some cases revelations answer more than one question.12
Regardless, the queries nearly always have a direct relationship with the
immediate historical situation encountered by the Prophet. Statements by
Joseph Smith, combined with a close scrutiny of the revelation on eternal and
plural marriage, show that it follows this pattern.
Section 132 answers at least three separate questions which Joseph Smith
asked the Lord; two are explicitly mentioned in the revelation itself. Verse one
clearly states that Joseph wanted to know and understand why the ancient
patriarchs and prophets were justified in having plural wives. The second, a
query about adultery, is referred to in verse forty-one. Knowledge of the third
question is derived from a clear but ungrammatical report of a statement by
Joseph Smith in 1844 to the Nauvoo city council then deliberating the fate of the
Nauvoo Expositor. One of the main charges of the Expositor was that Mormon
leaders taught and practiced polygamy; it also contained affidavits verifying that
a revelation on the subject existed and was read both publically and privately.1*
In the city council meeting on 8 June 1844, Joseph Smith explained that a
portion of the revelation came when he inquired "concerning the passage in the
resurrection [sic] concerning 'they neither marry nor are given in marriage,
&c.' "14 This obviously refers to passages in the twenty-second chapter of
Matthew (or parallels) which detail a confrontation between Jesus and the
Sadducees over the doctrine of the resurrection. The unbelieving Sadducees
described a woman who under the Levirate law had seven husbands but died
without issue. Their interrogatory, "in the resurrection whose wife shall she be
of the seven?" brought forth from Jesus the response that "in the resurrection
they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in
heaven." This reply apparently piqued the Prophet's curiosity.
As shall be seen below, it is likely that each of these questions arose under
different circumstances and at separate times. Nevertheless, Section 132 is a deft
amalgamation of the answers to each into a cohesive unity. It is significant that
the material immediately following verse one does not answer the question
therein about the patriarchs. The name of Abraham or any of the ancients is not
mentioned until verse twenty-nine. That verse and those following to verse
12

Examples of the amalgamation of separate revelations, or more than one question being
answered in a single document, include the following: Sections 20 and 22 were originally published
together in The Evening and the Morning Star, 1 (June 1832): 1-2; Section 23 was originally five
separate sections in the Book of Commandments; Section 27 was two separate communications given
in August and September 1830, respectively, according to Joseph Smith, History of the Church,
1:106; Sections 77 and 113 are question and answer sections; Section 88 is two communications
separated at the end of verse 126, the original portion given 27 December 1832 and the latter portion
given 3 January 1833 and published as such in The Evening and the Morning Star 1 (March 1833): 6;
and, finally, Sections 130 and 131 are obvious compilations.
l3
Nauvoo Expositor, 7 June 1844. See especially the "Preamble" and the affidavits of William
and Jane Law and Austin Cowles on pp. 1-2.
u
Nauvoo Neighbor, 19 June 1844. Foster says that there was an "Extra" of the paper on 17 June
1844, but the author has not examined a copy of that. See Foster, "Between Two Worlds," p. 205, n. 2.
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thirty-nine do answer the question by explaining that the conduct of the ancients
was justified because their marriages were sanctioned by divine revelation and
were performed by proper authority. Verses two through twenty-eight deal with
the third question about marriage in heaven. Lengthy verse seven lays down a
general principle regarding the efficacy of any contract or covenant in the
postmortal world. If the conditions are not met then they "are of no efficacy,
virtue, or force in and after the resurrection from the dead." Verses fifteen to
nineteen apply this principle to three specific cases of marriage. Thefirst,in verse
fifteen, concerns a marriage that is not performed according to these conditions.
The revelation declares, "they are not bound by any law when they are out of the
world." Then, in almost the exact language of Matthew's gospel, the revelation
says in verse sixteen:
Therefore, when they are out of the world they neither marry nor are given in marriage;
but are appointed angels in heaven, which angels are ministering servants, to minister for
those who are worthy of a far more, and an exceeding, and an eternal weight of glory.

Well might Joseph Smith tell the Nauvoo city council that in answer to his
question he learned that "men in this life must marry in view of eternity,
otherwise they must remain as angels, or be single in heaven."15
The primary issue is, when and why did Joseph ask these questions? There
is very little in the Nauvoo situation immediately preceeding the recording of the
revelation that can be discerned which may have prompted questions one and
three, but conditions in Ohio were ripe. The second question leaves considerable
doubt as to the reasons that caused it to arise in the Prophet's mind.
We learn from the helpful research of Robert Matthews, that while in
Kirtland in 1831, Joseph Smi th was revising those portions of the Bible that may
have aroused his curiosity regarding the patriarchs and the problem of marriage
in the resurrection. Moreover, Matthews asserts that such questioning was one of
the primary reasons Smith was directed to revise the Bible. It was a sort of tutorial
experience for him and he was promised that if he would ask the scriptures
would be given to him in their fulness.16 Joseph Smith revised the pertinent
portions of Genesis dealing with Abraham's plural wives between February and
March of 1831, and by 26 September 1831 had completed Matthew.17 Thus, given
Joseph's native inquisitiveness as shown on several other occasions,18 and the
purpose for the revision, there was sufficient stimulus for him to ask questions at
this time about marriage.
This was also the most prolific period in the Prophet's lifetime for the
writing of revelations. Of the 136 sections in the present LDS Doctrine and
Covenants, 64 sections or 47 per cent were recorded in Ohio from 1831 to 1837,
and 1831 led all other years with 37 revelations received, 25 of which were in
lb

Nauvoo Neighbor, 19 June 1844.
Doctrine and Covenants, Section 42:56-61. See also Robert J. Matthews, "A Plainer
Translation"; Joseph Smith's Translation of the Bible: A History and Commentary (Provo: Brigham
Young University Press, 1975), pp. 264-65.
11
Ibid, pp. 64-67.
18
For example, in translating the Book of Mormon he was led to inquire about baptism, the three
witnesses, and the fate of John the Revelator.
16
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Ohio. During the period he worked on the revision of the Bible, from July 1830 to
June 1833, 75 revelations or 56.6 per cent of the total were recorded.19 This then
lends considerable credence to the Matthews hypothesis and increases the
likelihood that the doctrines of eternal and plural marriage were revealed in this
period.
Some of the early revelations received in Ohio confirm the Prophet's interest
in marriage in the new church. One can be shown to have been influenced by the
revision of the Bible, and collectively they add weight to the arguments advanced
thus far. The proximity of a nearby Shaker community with its practice of
celibacy led to the reception of Section 49 in March 1831. Among its contrasts
between Shaker doctrine and the fulness of the restored gospel is one of the first
significant doctrinal statements regarding the purpose of marriage.20 Section 74,
received in January 1832, answers a specific question relative to Paul's counsel
about marriage to the Corinthians; the connection between this document and
the revision of the Bible is virtually certain.21 In addition to these communications, others record yet more revelations to Smith on marriage in this period. His
nephew Joseph F. Smith reported, on unknown authority, that during 1831
Joseph saw his future plural wives in vision. And W. W. Phelps said that while in
Missouri in the spring of 1831 the Prophet received a revelation teaching the
doctrine of miscegenation with Indian women. According to Phelps, this was
only practical in the context of plural marriage since those to whom the
revelation was given were already married men.22
The historical situation which spawned the question about adultery is more
difficult to pin down. It is possible, of course, that Joseph's curiosity about the
meaning of adultery arose during his work with the difficult teachings of Jesus
on that subject in the New Testament. However, the answer to this question is in
close proximity to and may be connected with passages which obviously refer to
the 1843 Nauvoo situation. What occurred in Nauvoo that may justify this
association? First, there was the Bennett scandal of 1842 which brought to the
fore the issues of plural marriage and adultery. Then there was the problem of
undivorced people with bad marriages who wanted permission to remarry
without a divorce.23 There was also considerable criticism from Gentiles about
19
See Earl Olson, "The Chronology of the Ohio Revelations," Brigham Young University
Studies 11 (Summer 1971): 329, 332-33.
20
Doctrine and Covenants, Section 49:16-17.
21
It is significant that this revelation deals with the problem of family difficulties created when
members marry non-members. This is one aspect of a larger problem of family disorganization and
the evils of sexual sin that are such prominent concerns in the Book of Mormon, and which were also
important social concerns in America. See n. 5 above. Matthews attributes this section to the revision
of the Bible; see "A Plainer Translation," p. 256.
^William W. Phelps to Brigham Young, 12 August 1861, Church Archives. Discussions of the
document and its significance can be found in Bachman, "A Study of the Mormon Practice of Plural
Marriage," pp. 68-73, and Foster, "Between Two Worlds," pp. 209-11. Foster notes that this doctrine
may also be related to the problem of unsatisfactory marital alliances in the church. It seems
significant that the rationale for marrying Lamanite (Indian) women was that they were more
virtuous than the gentile women, which also suggests that sexual evils of the day were an important
concern.
^Examples of this situation were found in the Minutes of the Nauvoo High Council, Church
Archives. See Bachman, "A Study of the Mormon Practice of Plural Marriage," pp. 129-33. For
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the rumors of plural marriage in Nauvoo; and doubts existed in the minds of
some of Joseph's trusted leaders.24 Any or all of these things may have impelled
Smith to seek further light on the subject. But a very probable stimulant for the
question may have involved the Prophet's own domestic difficulties. In verses
fifty-one tofifty-six,Emma Smith is commanded to accept those women that her
husband has already married. She is also told to cleave unto him and "none else"
and to forgive him his trespasses against her. Given the fact that Emma was never
reconciled to the matter of plural marriage, is it possible that accusations of
adultery came from her? According to William Clayton there was considerable
tension in the Smith home at the time of the recording of Section 132. He
reported in his journal that Joseph told him when Emma came back from St.
Louis in the spring of that year that she rejected the principle of plural marriage
totally and threatened to divorce him if he did not give it up.25
So Section 132 appears to be an amalgamation of several separate
communications to Joseph Smith, each given at separate times and under
different circumstances. Two portions of it probably originated in Ohio and a
third in Illinois. The data presented in this section relative to the number of
questions, their location, nature, origin, and the verses which answer them are
summarized in Table I.
II
The hypothesis that Mormon eternal and plural marriage had its origins in
Ohio is reinforced by events there, for much of what went on in the Kirtland years
regarding marriage, sex, and the family was harmonious with principles
outlined in Section 132. The elaborate superstructure of marital hierology
initiated in Kirtland was also practically implemented there as well as later
transferred to Nauvoo. Two specific instances demonstrate this point. First,
theologically, Section 132 meshes with Smith's earliest statements on marriage,
and they are consistent with the general development of Mormon theology
during the period. Second, Joseph possessed a unique conception of his
prophetic authority, and his exercise of that authority in performing marriages
additional insight into the early attitudes on divorce see Lawrence Foster, "A Little Known Defense
of Polygamy from the Mormon Press in 1842," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 9 (Winter
1974): pp. 21-34.
24
Men like Brigham Young, John Taylor, and Lorenzo Snow overcame their doubts, but others
such as William Law, William Marks, Leonard Soby, and Austin Cowles (the latter three in the
leadership of the Nauvoo Stake) were overcome by their doubts. See Bachman, "A Study of the
Mormon Practice of Plural Marriage," pp. 181-89, 213-14.
^William Clayton, Journal, 16August 1843, as quoted in a certificate signed by Joseph F. Smith,
John Henry Smith, and Robert L. Campbell in Smith, Affidavit Book 1, p. 68. True to his purpose of
combating the RLDS opponents of plural marriage, Joseph F. Smith had this extract copied from
Clayton's journal and verified by witnesses. The whereabouts of the original 1842-44 Clayton
journal is problematical. It is not in the LDS Church Archives, yet the various quotes from it such as
this one and others by George A. Smith, B. H. Roberts, and Joseph Fielding Smith (all Church
Historians) are ample proof of its existence. General opinion seems to be that this may be one of the
most important diaries extant from early Mormon history because, as Smith's secretary, Clayton was
privy to so much that went on. Moreover, he was prone to record in detail that which he knew and
experienced as is evidenced by the few extracts published. See also, William Clayton, William
Clayton's Journal: A Daily Record of the Original Company of "Mormon" Pioneers from Nauvoo,
Illinois, to the Valley of the Great Salt Lake (Salt Lake City: Clayton Family Association, 1921), and
James B. Allen and Thomas G. Alexander, eds., Manchester Mormons: The Journal of William
Clayton, 1840 to 1842 (Santa Barbara and Salt Lake City: Peregrine Smith, 1974).
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TABLE 1
QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY SECTION

132

LOCATION OF NATURE OF THE

POSSIBLE CAUSE OF

VERSES ANSWERING

QUESTION

QUESTION

THE QUESTION

THE QUESTION

132:1

Justification of
the ancients in
practicing
polygamy

Kirtland: Revision of
Genesis, and other Old
Testament passages
relating to plural
marriages of the
ancients

132:29-40

Nauvoo: Unknown

132:41

"as ye have asked
concerning
adultery"

Kirtland: Revision of
biblical passages on
adultery.

132:41-50 (?)26

Nauvoo: Contemporary
events in Nauvoo

Nauvoo
Neighbor

19 June
1844

The meaning of
Christ's reply
to the problem
posed by the
Sadducees
Matt. 22:23-30
and parallels.)

Kirtland: Revision of
Matthew 22 and/or
parallels.

132:2-28

Nauvoo: Unknown

in Ohio was compatible with Section 132 and foreshadowed similar usages in
Nauvoo.
Society and culture in the United States were greatly modified in the era
between the Revolution and the Civil War. Many Americans were politically,
religiously, and philosophically ambivalent.27 Mormonism, one of the few
26
It is difficult to determine exactly where the discussion about adultery terminates. If, as the
possibility was raised in the text, Emma was the source of the charge, then verses 51 through 66 may
also be part of the answer. On the other hand, the verses directed to Emma Smith may have been a
separate communication, therefore the ambiguity.
27
Among the most prominent of the rose-colored interpretations is Daniel Boorstin, The
Americans: The National Experience (New York: Vintage Books, 1965). Examples which evaluate
the conflict are: Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964); Douglas T. Miller, The Birth of Modern
America, 1820-1850 (New York: Western Publishing Co., 1970); and Fred Somkin, Unquiet Eagle:
Memory and Desire in the Idea of American Freedom, 1815-1860 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,

1967).
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religions to emerge and survive this schizophrenic time, mirrored some of the
countercurrents of the day. It was at once Utopian and traditional. For different
reasons it appealed to and offended both optimists and naysayers. Smith's
mixture of liberal and conservative thinking exhibits a dualistic nature that was
typical of Mormonism as well as the larger society. The same forces which helped
mold Mormonism also sculpted the doctrine of eternal and plural marriage.
As Mormon doctrine developed, this tendency to mingle the old and new,
the radical and traditional, is particularly evident in weaving Old Testament
concepts into the restoration of Christianity. Joseph Smith may have reached
back two millennia to the original Christian era for his inspiration, but the
theology which emerged in New York and Ohio exhibited heavy reliance on the
Old Testament. For example, the Book of Mormon is a mixture of pre- and postChristian dispensations, and the Old Testament ideal of a theocracy undergirds
the Mormon idea of the kingdom of God. Likewise, the temple, with its
washings, anointings, and covenants, had its inception in the Old Testament
milieu.
Similarly, Mormonism's ideas on sex roles, marriage, and the family reflect a
strong Old Testament flavor. The Mormon male role as priesthood bearer and
father hearkened back to the patriarchs and prophets for many of its examples. In
patriarchal-fashion, men were to receive divine guidance for their families and
their stewardships, and through the priesthood they were to rule in righteousness. In 1831 Joseph Smith made it clear that women, being without the
priesthood, were not the proper receptacles of revelation for the church or the
family.28
The role of women and the basic purposes of marriage were captured in the
revelation received in Kirtland in March 1831 previously referred to. In
opposition to Shaker celibacy, and reminiscent of biblical language, it stated:
Whoso forbiddeth to marry is not ordained of God, for marriage is ordained of God unto
man. Wherefore, it is lawful that he should have one wife, and they twain shall be one
flesh, and all this that the earth might answer the end of its creation; and that the world
might be filled with the measure of man, according to his creation before the world was
made.29

Some Kirtlanders learned that marriage, including plural marriage, would
persist into eternity and that this principle was prerequisite to man's exaltation
to the status of godhood. Oliver Olney remembered that it was whispered around
Kirtland that the "ancient order" or polygamy which existed in the days of
Solomon and David "will eventually be again." On 26 May 1835, W. W. Phelps
shared in a letter a "new idea" with his wife, Sally. "If you and I continue faithful
to the end," he wrote, "we are certain to be one in the Lord throughout eternity;
28
Joseph Smith, History of the Church, 1:154. Some radical practicalities were extended to them,
however. Before the church was organized, a divine directive declared that church officers were to be
sustained by "common consent" of the people. All available evidence indicates that early Mormon
women exercised this prerogative of religious franchise. Ibid., pp. 60-61; Doctrine and Covenants,
Section 20:63-65.
29
Doctrine and Covenants, Section 49:15-17.
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this is one of the most glorious consolations we can have in theflesh."30A month
later Phelps publically taught the same concept in the church newspaper
Messenger and Advocate:
We shall by and by learn that we were with God in another world, before the foundation of
the world, and had our agency: that we came into this world and have our agency, in order
that we may prepare ourselves for a kingdom of glory; become archangels, even the sons of
God where the man is neither without the woman, nor the woman without the man in the
Lord.31
Benjamin F. Johnson provided a good summary of Mormon marriage doctrine
as he understood it in Kirtland:
The first Command was to "Multiply" and the Prophet taught us that Dominion & power
in the great Future would be Commensurate with the no [number] of' 'Wives children and
friends" that we inherit here and that our great mission to earth was to organize a Nuculi
of Heaven to take with us. To the increase of which there would be no end.52

The Prophet's conceptualization of an authoritarian priesthood also had its
roots in the Old Testament. Although the Aaronic and Melchizedek priesthoods
were restored by New Testament figures, the fulness of the authority, power, and
doctrines of these priesthoods was revealed in the Kirtland temple in March 1836
by Moses, Elias, and Elijah. Elijah brought the all-important sealing powers,
which meant that whatever the Prophet bound or loosed on earth would be
bound or loosed in heaven. What was not done by this authority was not of
eternal duration. Section 132 teaches that one of the ultimate purposes of the
sealing power is to bind husbands, wives, and children together for eternity.
Significantly, this idea was presaged in Kirtland.
As early as April 1830 Joseph Smith refused to accept baptisms performed in
other churches on the basis of a revelation that declared "all old covenants ... to
be done away." They were "dead works. " ss The plural "covenants" suggests that
more than baptism was involved. In Kirtland the Prophet's extension of the
necessity for priesthood authority in other important social realms was
consistent with this revelation. For example, in Ohio he anticipated and began
to give substance to a theocratical kingdom of God which was based on
legitimate authority. To Smith the power of God's agents transcended what he
considered the usurped civil authority of the day.
By 1835 these authoritarian tendencies were evident in the Ohio
community. That year Sidney Rigdon was indicted for "solemnizing marriages
without a license." During the height of the Kirtland apostasy the right to
perform marriages was again at issue. The day after Joseph Smith and Sidney
Rigdon fled Kirtland the Prophet's father was arrested and charged with illegally
marrying a couple. Apparently the elder Smith and other Mormons deliberately
30
W. W. Phelps to Sally, 26 May 1835, as quoted in Walter Dean Bowen, "The Versatile W. W.
Phelps — Mormon Writer, Educator and Pioneer" (M.A. thesis, Brigham Young University, 1958),
p. 68.
31
Latter Day Saints Messenger and Advocate 1 (June 1835): 130.
32
Benjamin F. Johnson to George F. Gibbs, 1903, Church Archives.
^Doctrine and Covenants, Section 22:1, 3.
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violated a restrictive interpretation of the Ohio marriage statute which refused to
recognize the Mormon priesthood. The priesthood viewed this interpretation as
unconstitutional and an imposition on their divine authority. J. C. Dowmen, a
Kirtland justice of the peace, said that he married Mormon couples who were
later remarried by the Prophet in church rites.34 This assertion remains
unsubstantiated at present, but it is known that Joseph Smith exerted his
authority over the civil law on at least two occasions in Ohio. These two
marriages betoken similar exercises of authority in Nauvoo and they also
illustrate the Prophet's concern for ancient patterns and orders.
The first instance was the marriage of Lydia Goldthwait Baily and Newel
Knight. At the age of seventeen Lydia married Calvin Baily and bore him two
children, but each died soon after birth. "Baily," said Knight, "turned out to be a
drunkard unworthy of a wife; letting her suffer and pine in sorrow, while he was
carousing and spending even the availes [sic] of the last cow."35 So Lydia left him
and joined some friends in Canada where she accepted Mormonism in the fall of
1833. She moved to Kirtland in May 1835 and there met and fell in love with
Knight who proposed marriage. Lydia recalled that Hyrum Smith wanted
Seymour Brunson to officiate at the wedding because his authority as a minister
had been accepted in southern Ohio. When Joseph Smith interferred, desiring to
perform the wedding himself, Hyrum expressed concern about the danger this
might create for the Prophet. Nevertheless, the marriage was solemnized by him
on Tuesday, 23 November 1835. Knight wrote that "during the evening
President Smith said many things relative to marriages anciently, which were yet
to be revealed."36
Accounts of the wedding and Smith's remarks relative to it illustrate this
emphasis on the primacy of the priesthood and show that several of the elements
of what would later be called eternal marriage were formulating in the Prophet's
mind. The Prophet wrote,
I then remarked that marriage was an institution of heaven, instituted in the garden of
Eden; that it was necessary it should be solemnized by the authority of the everlasting
priesthood. The ceremony was original with me, and in substance as follows — You
covenant to be each other's companions through life, and discharge the duties of husband
and wife in every respect, to which they assented. I then pronounced upon them the
blessings that the Lord conferred upon Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden, that is, to
multiply and replenish the earth, with the addition of long life and prosperity.37
M

J. C. Dowmen, Statement, 2 January 1885, located in the Arthur B. Deming Collection,
Chicago Historical Society. Dowmen's caustic comments about spiritual wifery and polygamy in
Kirtland seem to reflect the situation in Nauvoo better than we understand it to have been in Ohio,
and he may have been confusing rumors of the Nauvoo period with his remembrances of the
Mormon era in Ohio. However, it is less likely that this would apply to his own actions in Kirtland.
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Newel Knight, "Sketch," p. 5, Church Archives.
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Knight also recorded Smith's remarks on the following Sunday in defense of his
defiance of the law. "I have done it," he said,
by the authority of the holy Priesthood, and the Gentile law has no power to call me to an
account for it. It is my religious privilege, and even the Congress of the United States has
no power to make a law that would abridge the rights of my religion. I have done as I was
commanded, and I know 38the Kingdom of God will prevail, and the Saints will triumph
over all their adversaries.
Smith's action takes on even more significance regarding the rights of the
priesthood when it is known that Lydia Baily was never granted a legal divorce
from her first husband.39
On 20 January 1836 Joseph Smith married Apostle John F. Boynton and
Susan Lowell. After a hymn and prayer, the Prophet "arose and read aloud a
license, (according to the law of the land) granting any minister of the Gospel the
privilege of solemnizing the rights of matrimony." He alluded to the ancient
order of marriage, then "pronounced upon them the blessings of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob, and such other blessings as the Lord put into my heart." Reminiscing
about the pleasantries of the celebration that followed, he commented, "I doubt
whether the pages of history can boast of a more splendid and innocent wedding
and feast than this, for it was conducted after the order of heaven, which has a
time for all things."40
In 1843 Benjamin Winchester was tried for his membership in Nauvoo
because of his difficulties over the authoritarian nature of the church. He later
remembered that about 1835 "there was a good deal of scandal prevalent" in
Kirtland about the Prophet's "licentious conduct" with two or three families. In
self-defense, said Winchester, Joseph asserted that "he was God's prophet... and
that he could do whatever he should choose to do, therefore the Church had no
right to call into question anything he did."41 According to Winchester this
doctrine created a great sensation and a large portion of the original membership
withdrew from the church. While it is likely that Winchester was projecting
some of his bitterness into the narrative, similar comments about the Kirtland
situation were made by Benjamin F. Johnson and John Whitmer.42
38
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Space will permit only a brief mention of two more threads of evidence for
the existence of the idea of plural marriage in Kirtland. The first is the possibility
that the "whisperings" mentioned by Olney may have been in part responsible
for the March 1832 mobbing incident where Smith and Rigdon were tarred and
feathered. Luke Johnson, brother of a participant that evening, said that the
rabble came with the intention of emasculating Smith because of supposed
intimacies between him and Luke's sister, Nancy. She later became the wife of
Orson Hyde and a plural wife of Joseph Smith in Nauvoo.43 The second piece of
evidence is the strong likelihood that Joseph Smith married his first plural wife
in the late Kirtland period; a circumstance which apparently led to an important
disruption in the relationship between Oliver Cowdery and the Prophet in
1838.44
The collective weight of the evidence presented above suggests that the
revelations on eternal and plural marriage were not merely rationalizations for
Smith's moral indiscretions or the satisfaction of his passions as some have
averred. Nor does it appear that they were outgrowths of significant social
dislocation caused by lengthy separations between spouses while husbands
served missions, for such does not seem to be a significant factor in the early
Kirtland years when these doctrines were emerging. Rather, the impression
coming from a study of the pre-Nauvoo years is that the Prophet was operating
on a level above passionate capriciousness, and like the rest of Mormon theology
the tenets of marriage emerged from a primarily religious context. This context
included Smith's work on the revision of the Bible, his intense Old Testament
biblicism, and the exercise of his authority based on a perception of prophetic
prerogatives which left him intellectually untrammeled. The ethics of plural
marriage for Joseph Smith were summed up in his statement, "Whatever God
requires is right, no matter what it is."45 It seems quite clear thatin Ohio Joseph
Smith believed he was acting and speaking under God's direction in bringing
forth these unique doctrines.
43
The episode is narrated by Joseph Smith in History of the Church, 1:261-65. Johnson's
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A Turbulent Spectrum:
Mormon Reactions to the
Darwinist Legacy

By Richard Sherlock

On 31 December 1930 B. H. Roberts of the First Council of Seventy wrote to
Rudger Clawson, president of the Council of Twelve Apostles. The subject of his
letter was a protest he was making against a speech given by Joseph Fielding
Smith published the previous October. Smith's speech had attacked in
uncompromising terms one of the pillars of evolutionary theory, the
paleontological record of life and death stretching back hundreds of millions of
years. In his letter B. H. Roberts wrote in part:
I call in question the accuracy of Elder Smith's position in reference to the whole doctrine
of his discourse, as being contrary to a great volume of well developed and ascertained
truth, established by the researches of scientists of highest character, of profoundest
learning, and world wide research. I hold his doctrine contrary at least to the plain
implications of scripture; as tending also to reduce the church of the New Dispensation to
the character of a narrow, bigoted sect, foresaking the God-given world movement idea of
it; and as injurious to the continued faith in the adherence to the teachings of the Church
not by a "scattered few" but by a very great number of its membership.1

But Joseph Fielding Smith was not silent in the face of this criticism. In a paper
presented to the Council on 14 January 1931 in defense of his position he wrote,
"Any doctrine whether it comes in the name of religion, science, philosophy or
whatever it may be, that is in conflict with the revelations of the Lord will fail
Richard Sherlock teaches in the Department of Philosophy and Religion at Northeastern
University, Boston, Massachusetts. The author acknowledges the cooperation and assistance of the
Historical Department of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the preparation of this
article.
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you will find that every doctrine, theory, principle no matter how great it may
appear, no matter how universally it may be believed, if it is not in accord with
the word of the Lord it will perish."2
Here were two of the greatest figures of twentieth century Mormonism
wrestling with at least part of the modern, evolutionary understanding of nature
and history. B. H. Roberts had been a member of the First Council of Seventy for
over forty years, a defender of the faith in innumerable situations and a prolific
author of works in explanation and defense of the church. Joseph Fielding
Smith had been an apostle for twenty years, the son of a church president and
destined himself for that office. The issue on which these men collided was
ostensibly the paleontological record of life and death that supported the
evolutionary superstructure of modern biology. But there was a more profound
issue at work. How far could one go in adopting the findings of modern
intellectuals before compromising historic Mormonism out of existence? This
was the real dilemma for these men. For Roberts, unless there was some
accomodation, some reconciliation, a great many educated church members
would drift away, unable to see how God could provide one record of His
creation in nature and another completely different record in scripture. For
Smith, the issue was just as vital; where do you stop once you have given up
scriptural literalism in favor of the ideas of men? The faith once delivered to the
Saints could easily be wrecked on the shoals of modernism and this, to put it
mildly, could not be tolerated.
The discussions over evolutionary thought are, thus, only a part of a large
and complex phenomenon, a part of the story of adaptation to and conflict with
the modern view of man, world, and cosmos that has troubled the American
religious scene for over a century.3
The intense debate between Smith and Roberts ended inconclusively with
the First Presidency declaring that neither side represented an official church
position.4 The profound debate between these Mormon leaders, however, is only
symbolic of a much wider spectrum of discussion over evolution that has gone on
2
Joseph Fielding Smith to Rudger Clawson, 14 December 1931, Clawson Papers, Church
Archives.
3
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and Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought (Philadelphia: University of
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Gillespie, Genesis and Geology (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951); Conrad Wright, "The
Religion of Geology," New England Quarterly 14 (Fall 1941): 335-58; Stow Persons, "Evolution and
Theology in America," Evolutionary Thought in America, ed. Stow Persons (New York: George
Braziller, 1956), pp. 422-53; Herbert Schneider, "The Influence of Darwin and Spencer on American
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in Mormon society since the turn of the century. None of these views can lay
claim to being an authoritative church position. Each one represents a sincere
attempt to come to grips with the disturbing challenge presented by Darwin and
his intellectual descendants. This paper will examine a spectrum of thinkers
whose reactions are as diverse as anything found outside of Mormonism. They
stretch from the utter hostility of Joseph Fielding Smith to the subtle theological
reconstruction of W. H. Chamberlin with numerous other positions in between.
JOSEPH FIELDING SMITH: SECURE IN THE FAITH

The most consistent opposition to evolutionary theory from Mormon
sources has come from Joseph Fielding Smith. From his earliest published
speeches to the publication of a massive attack in Man: His Origin and Destiny
forty years later, the central themes of his position do not vary. Evolution is both
untrue and destructive of faith. It is a Satan-inspired idea with which there can be
no compromise. His is almost a Protestant fundamentalism in a Mormon
setting.5
Smith was not a scientist and he would not have been prepared to argue
against the theory on scientific grounds, nor would he have wanted to. For him
the word of God as revealed in the literal text of the scriptures was the only
certain standard. Everything else must be tested against it. If it conflicted with the
scriptures it must be wrong. His earliest published attack on evolution is entitled
"The Word of the Lord Superior to the Theories of Men." This was the central
concern of his attack thereafter. In an April 1930 address he spoke of his
conviction thusly,' T h e word of the Lord means more to me than anything else. I
place it before the teachings of men. The truth is the thing which will last. All the
theory, philosophy and wisdom of the wise that is not in harmony with revealed
truth from God, will perish. It must change and pass away and it is changing and
passing away constantly, but when the Lord speaks that is eternal truth on which
we may rely."6
Elder Smith's concern for the literal accuracy of the scriptures was deeply
related to a fundamental conviction that evolution would destroy orthodox
Christian belief. In this he resembles one of his favorite sources, fundamentalist
geologist George McReady Price, who once wrote, "No Adam, no fall; no fall, no
atonement; no atonement, no savior." In short, the whole theological structure
of orthodoxy was threatened.7
The central problem was Adam and the fall. Smith was convinced that
orthodoxy stood or fell with a literal Adam and a literal fall. In fact he argued
that (1) the literalness of Adam and Eve, (2) the fall bringing death on the earth,
5

The use of the term fundamentalism can be very vague and is often not a useful label to
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and (3) the satisfaction theory of the atonement were all "essential doctrines." To
deny the story of Adam destroyed the necessity of a redeemer and would end with
the destruction of the faith. For him evolution denied the story of Adam. To the
evolutionist Adam was a primitive cave man ascended from some more primitive
primate and not the offspring of God placed on earth for the divine purpose of
populating the world. "If you believe in the doctrine of the evolutionist, then
you must accept the view that man has evolved through countless ages from very
lowest forms of life up through various stages of animal life, finally into human
form. The first man, according to this hypothesis known as the cave man, was a
creature absolutely ignorant and devoid of any marked intelligence over the
beasts of thefield.Then Adam, and by that I mean thefirstman, was not capable
of sin. He could not transgress, and by doing so bring death into the world; for,
according to mis theory, death had always been in the world. If, therefore, there
was no fall, there was no need of an atonement, hence the coming into the world
of the Son of God as the Savior of the world is a contradiction, a thing
impossible. Are you prepared to believe such a thing as that?"8
For Joseph Fielding Smith, anyone who adopted evolutionary views would
end up rejecting the "fundamental doctrines of Christianity"; the two were
utterly irreconcilable. Modern evolutionary theory was for him Satanic in
character: "What I believe to be the most pernicious doctrine ever entering the
mind of man [is] the theory that man evolved from lower forms of life. For its
source we must go beyond the activities of men to the author of evil." Feeling so
deeply about the issue the next step is obvious; the theory ought not to be taught
in the schools. He is the only Mormon authority who ever seriously advocated
this move in public, and in those private papers of others that I have consulted I
have been unable to find any private advocacy of suppressing evolutionary
thought from the schools. He was convinced that "the man who leads his fellows
away from the path to eternal life commits the greatest of all sins." Being certain
that evolution did precisely that, his hostility to its being taught to the young
easily followed. In his earliest published attack on evolution he wrote, "I do not
believe that the falsely so-called scientific theory of man's origin has any more
right to a place in public schools than the principles of the gospel of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ have — and not half as much." He further urged his
audience to protest against the teaching of evolution in the schools. Years later
he attacked the teaching of evolution in the schools in an "enticing manner" so
that it led men away from God.9
Smith denied that anyone could be a theistic evolutionist. He recognized
that there were men who claimed such a title for themselves but they were only
hypocrites. It was a clear proposition, either you believe in the word of God or
you didn't. This hostility to any kind of "theistic evolution" is the product of
several themes that run throughout his works. First is his belief that there is only
one true religion, one true theism. As we saw above this true Christianity
8
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demanded a belief in a literal Adam and fall, both of which he saw as
irreconcilable with evolution. On a deeper level however, he saw evolution as a
completely naturalistic interpretation of man and the natural world. Evolution
had no need for God as the creator of man and the father of the human race.
These were central in any Christian system. Furthermore, the evolutionist
wanted a completely rational, progressing world in which miracles could not be
allowed. This could not be tolerated by Smith's deeply held Mormon convictions
about the possibility of the miraculous.10
In the course of his voluminous writings he sharply criticized every part of
the evolutionary corpus. He denied that the earth was very old; the scriptures
implied that a day, according to God, was one thousand years so the
computation of a thirteen thousand-year-old earth easily followed. He denied
the specific thesis of organic mutability of species in uncompromising terms.
There was an "eternal decree that animals of different families or species shall
remain separate from other species and there are bounds they cannot cross." He
also attacked the idea of a "primitive man." Adam walked and talked with God.
He kept records and passed them on to his posterity. Certainly Adam was not the
man described by the paleontologists and the archeologists. If the scriptures are
right they are wrong. The search for missing links came underfireas he ridiculed
scientists who have "been forced to fraud and deception" to bolster up their
theory in the absence of evidence. He seems to have taken great satisfaction in
pointing out the hoax of the Piltdown man as a prime example of the
willingness of science to be deceived.11
It seems apparent though, that Smith often lumped several different views
together and condemned them all. He often attacked the idea of spontaneous
generation, which clearly was a naturalistic interpretation of the coming of life
on earth. He seems to have believed that the consistent evolutionist also believed
in spontaneous generation, which certainly was not true. He also held that
evolution demanded a belief in the inheritance of acquired characteristics,
something which with the development of modern genetics was simply not the
case. Finally he identified believers in evolution with students of "higher
criticism" as "two groups of the same general class . . . each . . . bent on the
destruction of the story of creation and the development of humanity as this story
is told in the Bible."12
Though his lack of scientific learning often led him into errors, he did see
clearly the difficulties of any reconciliation between Mormon theology and
evolutionary thought. The fundamental intuition of the evolutionist was
gradual change from simple to complex, from primitive to sophisticated in
10
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nature and society. But the strong restorationist impluse in Mormon thought
made the present only a copy of the past and had the effect of shortening the
historical perspective that supported evolutionary thought. If present and past
could be brought together in this way, the possibility of the kind of elaborate
systems of social and cosmic evolution as that envisioned by Spencer would
certainly be questioned. Furthermore Mormon anthropomorphism made God
the prototype of man. Adam was literally his offspring. To think of a being made
in the literal image of God as only the result of descent from other forms of life
was a difficult move indeed.13
Mormon thought, however, is a diverse complex of elements, and other
thinkers found themes compatible with a variety of evolutionary speculations.
One of the most deep-seated of these themes was the conviction that truth was
indivisible. Mormonism, so the argument ran, emcompasses all truth. There is
not one set of truths in religion and another set of truths in science. All truths are
part of one whole, one set of truths that do not conflict. This conviction led
several important church authorities to attempt to account in some way for the
mass of evidence that conflicted with the traditional views of the creation and the
coming of Adam.
JAMES E. TALMAGE : DIVIDED LOYALTIES

The first of these men was Apostle James E. Talmage. Talmage was a
trained geologist, a president of two universities, and a man who believed that
modern scientific discoveries were important and could not be denied outright.
But though he was sympathetic to science, his religious convictions prevented
him from becoming a supporter of organic evolution. Ultimately he retreated
from any evolutionary thought into the world view of Bishop Ussher and the
coming of Adam at 4004 B.C.
Talmage did not write or publish a great deal on evolution. His first
discussion of the matter came in 1890, before he became an apostle. At the time he
was president of L.D.S. College in Salt Lake and taught geology and natural
science at the school. In an address to teachers in Utah County he discussed
evolution at some length. This speech set a pattern for Talmage's later
discussions of evolutionary theory and the ideas surrounding it.14
In the speech Talmage distinguished between a general idea of evolution as
a theory of development or change and the specific hypothesis of natural
selection and organic mutability advanced by Darwin and his followers.
Demonstrating a wide acquaintance with the history of evolutionary thought he
discussed the background of the Darwinian synthesis in Buffon, Lamarck, and
Erasmus Darwin, Charles Darwin's grandfather.
Talmage devoted most of his speech to a criticism of the evolutionary ideas
of Darwin and his most prominent supporter, Thomas Huxley. He began by
dismissing the idea that life originated in some primordial protoplasm as the
result of chance occurences. Any such generation has not been demonstrated, he
argued, and all attempts to find or create such matter have failed. Hence, on this
13
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point the theistic conclusion was obvious: "Without spontaneous generation
'miracle' in the words of Strauss was and is still necessary to explain the advent
even of the hypothetical primordial germ."15
But Talmage well knew that spontaneous generation and evolution were
not the same thing. Thus he proceeded to argue against the central thesis of the
Darwinian synthesis, the organic mutability of species. The fixity of species was
a hallmark of his thinking and it always remained so. He regarded the idea of
change from one specie to another as an unproven theory which was largely only
speculation. Variations do occur, he admitted, but he called his audience's
attention to the sterility of hybrids as a classic example of the "law" that species
reproduce only "after their own kind." Each creation was a special work of the
Creator marvelously adapted to its specific environment.
The insect isfittedfor its abode on the leaf; thefishfor the water; the bird for the air; each
beast for its allotted life; and so man for his. No one form can be transmuted into another.
The thought that it could be otherwise is far more wild than the alchemist's dream of
transmuting base lead into royal gold. In the fable of old the frog burst when it tried to
appear as an ox. Each after
its kind — each to its sphere — this is the song of nature; and all
praise to nature's God.16
This hostility to the idea of the mutability of species did not prevent
Talmage from adopting the language of evolution. There was, he said, a "true
evolution" that was not subject to the attacks that he launched. This true
evolution was signified by the idea of development and growth. "Is evolution
true?" he asked; "Aye: true evolution is true. The evolution that means
advancement, progress, growth to a full realization of the intended measure of all
things, that is true."17
In line with many others Talmage regarded Mormonism as the best
expression of this true evolution. What more lavish evolutionary thought was
there than that men could progressively devolop into gods. This was evolution at
its grandest. The evolutionist who failed to see the cosmic evolution of the spirit
in man was truly blind. Men were not the offspring of other animals, they were
the offspring of God. But they were evolving in his sense, developing and
progressing into Divine beings themselves.18 Though he tried to co-opt the
language of evolution, a fundamental hostility to the central thesis of the
evolutionary system remained. It was still there forty years later.
Talmage recognized that certain hard facts from geological and paleontological studies could not be ignored. He seems to have been convinced of the
necessity to account in some fashion for these well established facts. The most
important statement from him in this regard was his 1931 address, "The Earth
and Man," but during the same time period Talmage answered many letters on
topics surrounding evolutionary theory. With these sources it is not difficult to
reconstruct the main contours of his thinking.
15
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Talmage began by admitting that the earth was considerably older than
man. How old he did not know, but the church made no pronouncement on such
matters and if geologists said that it was very old then that was probably true.
Such a concession as this would not produce shock waves anywhere. American
theologians had been saying it since the 1830s without great difficulty, and inside
the church many were prepared to accept it. His next move was more
challenging. Plants and animals had existed for ages before the coming of man.
Furthermore they had lived and died during these countless ages. This was the
major concession made in the 1931 address: "According to the conception of
geologists the earth passed through ages of preparation during which countless
generations of plants and animals existed in great variety and profusion and gave
in part the very substance of their bodies to help form certain strata which are still
in existence as such." As it stands this statement could be interpreted as merely a
report of what geologists believe about earth history. But in a letter a few months
later he was explicit on his own belief:
I cannot agree with your conception that there was no death of plants and animals
anywhere upon this earth prior to the transgression of Adam, unless we assume that the
history of Adam and Eve dates back many hundreds of thousands of years. The trouble
with some theologians — even including many of our own good people — is that they
undertake tofixthe date of Adam's transgression as being approximately 4000 years before
Christ and therefore about 5932 years ago. If Adam was placed upon the earth only that
comparatively short time ago the rocks clearly demonstrated that life and death have been
existent and operative in this earth for ages prior to that time.19

As, the above letter suggests, Talmage admitted life and death of animals for
those countless ages but did not include man in this process. He still believed in
the biblical chronology for the coming of Adam. In the 1931 speech he explicitly
accepted Bishop Ussher's calculations of the coming of Adam about 4000 B.C. In
two other letters, one before and one after the speech, the same affirmation
appears.20
If Adam only came four thousand years before Christ then Talmage was
clearly headed for difficulty. Talmage's whole concern in giving the speech was
to show that the church was not hostile to the well established facts of science.
But then what about the remains of human beings that date back at least
hundreds of thousands of years? Though he does seem to have wrestled with this
problem, he cannot be said to have firmly resolved it in his own thinking. In the
1931 speech he very tentatively suggested that there might have been men on
earth before Adam — "pre-Adamic men." To do this he suggested that the period
since Adam be regarded as one long Adamic dispensation with whatever came
before as a completely different dispensation with which we are not to be
concerned. The history of the "Adamic race" (his term) still was correct but now
it was to be regarded as only the story of the Adamic peoples and not of every
creature that ever lived on the earth. His discussion of this subject is cryptic and
19
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certainly not definitive. This is because Talmage himself realized that dogmatic
assertions in this area were likely to be more harmful than beneficial. In his
journal on the day the First Presidency gave its decision in the controversy
between Smith and Roberts, he wrote "This is one of the many things on which
we cannot preach with assurance, and dogmatic assertions on either side are
likely to do harm rather than good." He seems not to have been hostile to the idea
of pre-Adamites but his reticence for speculative discussions held him back from
any full scale discussion.21
If he did not want to be dogmatic on some questions, others he was emphatic
about. The most important of these was the central thesis of evolution — the
mutability of species. He had rejected such ideas in his early address, and he
rejected them here late in his life. On this point he was unambiguous. Species do
not evolve into other species; they continue to reproduce only "after their own
kind.'' This was especially true of man. He regarded the idea that man's body was
the product of descent from lower life forms as an "unproved hypothesis."
Certainly "the holy scriptures should not be discredited by the theories of men."
Man was the descendant of God, not lower animals. Of this Talmage remained
certain.22 He never forsook the idea of special creations for the evolutionary
hypothesis of descent with modification. He was willing to attempt some
modification of biblical literalism in the face of science, but on the crucial issues
of the evolutionary thesis, Talmage retreated.
In a letter written a few months before his death, Talmage expressed some of
the thinking that had been part of his fundamental scheme of reference on this
topic for forty years. In it he summed up his themes of "true evolution," the
necessity of accounting for the facts of science, and the idea of special creation.
Undoubtedly true evolution is true, meaning progress from the lower to the higher, from
the simple to the more complex. We cannot sweep aside all the accumulated knowledge in
geology, archeology or any other branch of science simply because our interpretation of
some isolated passage of scripture may seem to be opposed thereto. I do not believe that
Adam derived his mortal body by evolutionary processes
from the lower animals. The
adamic race of men are of an entirely different order.23
In the end Talmage's thinking on evolution is an amalgam of diverse impulses.
It is the mark of a man with deeply divided loyalties. As a scientist he knew that
the evidence could not be denied; yet as a churchman he could not bring himself
to adopt the position of many of his fellow scientists. The safe harbor of special
creationism was ultimately more appealing to the church leader than the
dangerous waters of evolution.
B.H. ROBERTS : THE STRUGGLE FOR COMPROMISE

Talmage's desire to attempt some reconciliation between scientific facts and
the received faith was greatly amplified by B.H. Roberts. Late in his life Roberts
was attempting to understand evolution and paleontology in a monumental
manuscript diat has remained unpublished. Through this manuscript it is
21
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possible to look at some of the ways Roberts dealt with central questions of
evolutionary theory.24
To begin with, Roberts was extremely fond of Spencerism and other such
theories of "cosmic evolution" or "cosmic progress." The manuscript contains
profuse reference to Spencer and his American disciple John Fiske. He wanted
the members of priesthood quorums who would study his book to read these
thinkers and others; they would support Mormonism as far as they went. He also
enclosed in the study selected references to George Howison's masterful The
Limits of Evolution. Howison was one of the most important personalistic
idealists in the history of American philosophy. Roberts was convinced that
material of this sort would demonstrate in philosophical language and
reasoning the truths of Mormonism. In a letter to a BYU professor, Roberts once
gave a bibliography for the study of the Book of Mormon. In one section of the
list he included works on internal evidence for the Book of Mormon, "showing
the modern trend of religion and scientific development with which the Book of
Mormon is in harmony and which in a way fulfills much of the prophetic spirit
in the Nephite record." He then proceeded to list Herbert Spencer's First
Principles, John Fiske's Studies in Religion, A. K. Rogers's Religious
Conceptions of the World, and Oliver Lodge's Science and Immortality.25 The
first three works are clearly similar in their outlook; that he thought so highly of
them suggests his fondness for the theories of cosmic development or
"evolution" that they represented.
But theories about cosmic evolution or progress were nota central Mormon
worry. More importantly it was not what the scientists thought that they had
demonstrated. Roberts was clearly impressed with the amount and veracity of the
evidence from paleontology on the antiquity of the earth and the life forms
inhabiting it. He was also impressed with the powers of variation in nature; in
fact he almost comes to the point of seeing the mutability of species. But at last he
reverts to a dispensationalist framework and a catastrophist perspective on earth
history to solve the dilemmas that he faced.
Roberts believed that the evidence for the antiquity of the earth and its life
forms cannot be denied. There were millions and billions of years of earth
history, stretching back to the beginning when God created the world. Roberts
24
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included in the manuscript citations claiming that the world was at least two
billion years old. The clear implication of the text is that he was prepared to
accept any such figure that science could demonstrate as accurate.26
More importantly Roberts was prepared to accept the well established fossil
records of life and death stretching back hundreds of millions of years. Of these
records the most important were those relating to the antiquity of man. This was
clearly a very important question for Roberts. The manuscript is filled with
pages of evidence concerning the discoveries of the fossil remains of prehistoric
men. He quoted extensively from many experts concerning the evidence of the
great antiquity of the human species all over the earth. The evidence, he said, was
so extensive that he could not present nearly all of it.27
If the human race was this ancient then the Book of Genesis was clearly in
for difficulties. But Roberts did not make this move of tampering with the
Genesis history in any fundamental way. True, the evidence of the antiquity of
human beings could not be denied; but it could be interpreted differently. Here
Roberts had recourse to the Mormon idea of a physical and a spiritual creation. If
this were true then the first chapter of Genesis might be a record of the spiritual
creation and the second might be the record of the material or physical creation.
But the second chapter implies that man appeared on a barren world before
anything else. Hence Roberts seemed tofindsome scriptural warrant for the idea
of some great cataclysm that destroyed all life on earth before the coming of
Adam.28
Here was the answer to the dilemma posed by the evidence of the antiquity of
human beings on the earth: a race of pre-Adamite human beings. The antiquity
of the present human race did only stretch back about four thousand years; in his
calculations in this regard Bishop Ussher was about right. But before this great
cataclysm the earth existed for ages: plants and animals, men and women had
lived and died for millions of years. The period since Adam has been one long
Adamic dispensation, dating from the great event that destroyed all other beings
on the earth. He was convinced that this theory was the only way to reconcile the
scientific evidence and the Mormon scriptures; nothing else would do.
Furthermore, Roberts believed this to be an answer that the Christian world at
large eagerly awaited. In the manuscript he wrote of his thesis:
Here is afineopportunity for the development of a great truth. A mighty stride forward in
truth was made when it became known that the revelation given to Moses had reference
not to the whole vast universe but to just this earth on which man lived and its immediate
heavens associated with it; and now with the evidence of life and death on the earth so
indisputably evident, including the pre-adamite life and death of man in various stages of
successive race life, why not recognize that truth and see that which is inevitable, that in
the advent of Adam the time had come for the achievement of some special purpose in
relation to man — some spiritual relationship that brought about the introduction of the
adamic dispensation? Odierwise the whole volume of facts as they are disclosed are
thrown into confusion; and the revealed truths themselves for most men rendered
doubtful, being out of harmony with the facts ascertained as to man's antiquity.
26
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Roberts was convinced that the facts could not be denied. The scientists who
discovered them he praised as "of the type whence must come the noblest sons of
God." They were most certainly not inspired by Satan. But the facts needed to be
reconciled with orthodoxy. Here Roberts was convinced that he had found the
answer that both Mormons and Christendom at large desperately needed if
science and religion were to be reconciled.29
Roberts did not only rely on scientific evidence for his theory of pre-Adamite
men. Among other sources of support was an 1854 address by Apostle Orson
Hyde. Hyde had argued that if Adam had been commanded to "re-plenish the
earth," how could this have been unless the earth had already been populated.
To a scriptural literalist the argument seemed quite sensible. Furthermore
Roberts said that Brigham Young had agreed with Hyde's speech and thus the
argumen t seemed to have prophetic approval. Whether this was actually the case
is questionable. Hyde's talk was primarily on marriage; only a short part of it
made the above argument. Brigham Young began his own talk by saying. "I do
not wish to eradicate any items from the lecture Elder Hyde has given us this
evening." It seems more plausible that Young was referring to the discourse as a
whole rather than that he was giving his approval to this one short paragraph in
the long talk. Nevertheless, Roberts did adopt as sources of support both the
argument itself and the prophetic and apostolic source of authority from Hyde
and Young.30
This elaborate dispensationalist argument was most clearly not a theory of
evolution. It did not deal at all with the central thesis of evolution — the
mutability of species and descent with modification. Roberts did discuss this
issue at length in the manuscript. Unfortunately, however, his discussion is
ambiguous. It suggests a deep uncertainty over the issue and about the
implication of organic mutability. As previously, he was impressed with two
different sets of evidence. At the outset he was greatly influenced by the biblical
argument that species reproduce only "after their own kind." He refers to this
several times as the "great law of life." This "after his kind," the law of creation,
is iterated and reiterated nine times in this short chapter on creation; the
emphasis must be important." He also was greatly impressed with the variation
among offspring in nature. He wanted some way to balance these two
perspectives of stability and change in nature.31
Roberts called his answer to this problem "the development theory." He
thought this theory would preserve the "great law" of reproduction only "after
one's own kind" and yet leave room for wide variation within certain bounds.
The development theory which I am setting forth as the Bible story of creation differs from
both agnostic and creative or theistic evolution . . . in this: that both these forms of
evolution start with a homogeneous substance which is differentiated into gases liquids
and solids (inorganic evolution) thence into life substance and simple forms of life; thence
into more complex forms of life until there is produced by an ever differentiating process
all the life forms known: whereas the development theory of this chapter and work
recognized and starts with the eternity of life — the life force and the eternity of some life
29
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forms, and the possibilities of these forms — perhaps in embrionic status, or in their
simplest forms (same as to man) are transplanted to newly created worlds there to be
developed each to its highest possibilities, by propogation and yet within and under the
'great law of life' of Genesis I viz. "after its own kind."32
As it stands this view evades the central issue. What are these primeval life forms
out of which other forms develop? If they are something less than species
themselves then a problem is clearly evident; for the only things we immediately
perceive to reproduce "after their own kind" are individual species. Once it is
claimed that species have developed from other forms the "after its kind"
argument is effectively given up. There is no logical reason why all species could
not have developed from one primeval life form if the immutability of species is
broached. But if Roberts did not want to go as far as the mutability of species then
why speak of the development of a myriad of life forms from certain primeval
forms. This certainly seems to suggest some idea of the mutability of species. In a
later passage he was even more unclear but intriguing:
And from a few other forms of life transported to earth there could be development of
varied kinds of life yet adhering closely to the great law of life so constantly repeated —
'each after its own kind.' Not necessarily limited to stereotyped individual forms, but
developing the kinds from the subdivisions of vegetable and animal kingdoms into
various species through development from primeval forms.33
This passage seems on the verge of the idea of the mutability of species. The
primeval forms are not individual species but some large grouping such as
classes or phyla. But if this is the case then what happens to the "after its own
kind" argument? This had traditionally been used to show that horses reproduce
horses and dogs reproduce dogs. But if Roberts is now toying with the idea that
horses and dogs all descended from some primeval mammalian form then the
"after its own kind" argument is in for some serious modification. Furthermore
what is to prevent this mammalian form from being descended from even more
primitive forms such as reptiles or even amoebas. Quite clearly Roberts's
"development view" led him to the edge of the evolutionary theory of descent
with modification.
Roberts's argument here is faced with serious problems. In order to handle
the problem of the antiquity of man he adopted a dispensationalist framework
that posited some great cataclysm that destroyed all life on the earth prior to the
coming of Adam. Here, however, he clearly argued for an orderly unfolding of
life forms. Man in this scheme comes not on a barren world but a world already
populated with an infinite variety of plants and animals. Man is the crowning
glory of this process of development. He is not the struggling pioneer in a
desolate world.34
It is doubtful that any workable reconciliation between these two
perspectives could be maintained. Roberts was trying to sustain Bishop Ussher's
calculations of biblical chronology in the face of massive evidence that would
not support it. He deeply believed that scientists had found evidence that could
3
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not be denied, and yet destroyed the traditional understanding of the process of
creation and the antiquity of man. Dispensationalism gave him some way out of
this problem but it led him to serious difficulties with even more deep-seated
convictions in any theistic system. If man really was the noblest of God's
creations, then what was God doing destroying a whole race of men in a great
catastrophe thousands of years ago? More to the point, if man really was destined
to be placed in a lush garden to tend it, then why was he sent into a barren world,
where any such garden lay in the distant future when a myriad of life forms had
developed from the few "primeval forms." Man in such a scheme doesn't seem
much like a crown of creation, especially not a crown placed on earth by a loving
Father who is in control of all that happens.
Moreover, Roberts's theory of the Adamic dispensation itself reveals a
serious tension in his thought. His whole reason for positing such an idea was to
account for scientifically established data that could not be denied. Scientists
were, for him, noble men engaged in a noble effort, not satanic men out to
destroy faith. But what happens when such noble men cannot find any trace of a
great cataclysm that destroyed all life a few thousand years ago? The idea of such
an event in such a recent past in unsustainable on the scientific evidence; but
without it the whole Genesis chronology must be seriously revised. Like
Talmage, Roberts ultimately retreated from the implications of organic
evolution and the antiquity of man into the less threatening world of cataclysms
and dispensations. In the end this too was "contrary to a great volume of well
developed and ascertained truth established by researches of scientists of highest
character, of profoundest learning and world wide research."
Roberts saw clearly that there was a great deal of evidence that could not be
squared with the traditional interpretation of the account of creation in Genesis.
But he was unwilling to attempt a reconciliation on the basis of a firm
commitment to the theory of organic evolution. There were others, however,
who attempted precisely that. From the turn of the century Mormon intellectuals
have been involved in the reconciliation of the idea of organic evolution with the
received faith. Some of these attempts involved bold philosophical systems;
others were comparatively milder. What brought both together was a
willingness to adopt the central elements of evolutionary theory.
FREDRICK PACK : FAITHFUL EVOLUTIONIST

Of these men none was more open about his willingness to accept the
specific scientific theory of organic mutability than Fredrick Pack. Pack had been
James Talmage's assistant at the University of Utah, and when Talmage
resigned to become an apostle, Pack was appointed his successor as Deseret
Professor of Geology. Pack had impressive credentials both for a churchman and
a scientist. A 1904 graduate of the University of Utah, he proceeded east and
obtained a Ph.D. from Columbia University in 1906. He wrote a number of
scientific treatises on the geologic structures of Utah and the Wasatch Fault. Asa
churchman he was a mission leader, member of a bishopric, stake superintendent of Sunday schools, member of a stake high council, and finally a member of
the general board of the Sunday School. Furthermore he wrote many works for
the church and in defense of things dear to the heart of the church leadership. For
example, he was a prominent foe to tobacco and a leader in the church-organized
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campaign which led to the passing of a state law that prohibited smoking in
public in the early 1920s.35
In 1924, Pack published his major discussion of evolution in his work
Science and Belief in God. In it he was forthright and uncompromising in his
defense of organic evolution. Evolution was as true as Mormonism for him and
two truths could not conflict. Pack began by arguing that nothing in nature was
immutable, including species. Change, not stability, was the hallmark of the
natural world. "The essence of evolution is the essence of continuous change....
evolution is essentially a series of changes brought about by the laws of nature."
Pack claimed that the notion of the change in species is supported by an "almost
unlimited array of evidence in favor of the doctrine of organic evolution."
But what of the favorite argument of the critics that evolution meant that
horses could reproduce something other than horses and since everyone knew
that to be false, evolution stood disproved? This argument had appeared in the
earlier Mormon critics of evolution and it was very popular with critics of his
own day. With the arrogance of the professional, Pack dismissed this line of
reasoning: "Such a statement scarcely merits serious consideration," he wrote,
"since no form of the doctrine contemplates the likelihood of a change of that
character." The time span envisioned for the development of new species made
this argument ridiculous as an attempted disproof of evolution.36
Pack was too much of a scientist to confuse Darwinism with organism.
Darwinian theory was one attempt to explain by natural selection the
mechanism by which species changed into other species. The fact that evolution
had occured was irrefutable for Pack, but the mechanism that had produced this
change was open to question. "The fact that scientists do not agree as to the
manner in which evolution operates is often interpreted to mean that they
disagree in the matter of the validity of the principle itself. This is of course all
wrong." Scientists do disagree as to whether or not natural selection is a
sufficient mechanism to explain the process but the "doctrine of organic
evolution is at present more widely accepted than ever before."37
Pack did disagree profoundly on the question of natural selection. He
regarded this as an insufficient explanation of the process. It would explain how
some variations were sustained and others were not, but it would not explain the
origin of the variations themselves. More deeply, Pack saw that Darwinism, with
its ultimate reliance on chance, had no place for the operation of an overarching
purpose in nature. Pack believed that this is what was really threatening in
Darwinism for those like he who were convinced theists. The idea of organic
evolution, including the mutability of species, posed no threat to Pack's faith;
Darwinism as an explication of the evolutionary process did.38
It was here that Pack reinterpreted evolutionary theory to account for
purposefulness in nature. Contrary to the orthodox Darwinians he argued that
the record shows that life developed along "well directed lines." It does not
35
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support the idea of a random development devoid of plan or purpose. By adding
a concept of plan and purpose, Pack thought that the requirements of theism
could be satisfied. He felt that such a purposeful law as evolution that did not
require "the immediate interposition of Diety" was sufficient. In fact, he argued,
it was a more noble view of God to think that He could set up a process that did
not require constant supervision than to think that He had to build something
that needed constant attention. Someone who built a machine that needed
constant repair was certainly less than the greatest builder.39
But where was man in all of the foregoing? Here Pack was more cautious,
undoubtedly because of the emotional nature of the subject. But he remained an
evolutionist. He suggested that the evidence was not conclusive in proving that
present men had descended from more primitive men and thence from lower
primate forms; but it was very persuasive. "To assert as some theologians do that
science has failed utterly in its search for evidence connecting man with lower
forms of life could only be done by ignoring very pertinent discoveries." Do all
animal forms represent one continuous line of descent down to and including
man? he asked. "Speaking for the great mass of scientists the reply would be an
emphatic 'yes.' " Pack certainly did regard it as highly probable based on
persuasive available evidence.40
Pack thought that none of this upset belief in God or faith in the Genesis
account. "The search for the origin of man is not a question as to whether or not
Diety is the author of his existence. On the other hand the question is merely one
of how man reached his present state of development. . . . the doctrine of
anthropoid origin of man is not opposed to belief in the Fatherhood of God; it
simply attempts to explain the way in which nature operates." The Genesis
account was God's way of explaining his creation to ancient men who could not
have understood the detailed accounts of modern scientists. If God was "the
greatest teacher in the universe" then it seemed entirely reasonable that he would
teach men in accord with their ability to understand. "It should not be a source of
surprise therefore that many of the scriptural narratives intended for ancient
Israel appear to us at least in places to be primitive and even crude." God would
not teach men things that were positively untrue but he would put them in a
form the people could grasp. Pack even suggested that scientific research might
be God's way of giving us new information on the creative process:
If God were to repeat the story of man's origin He would probably clear away many of the
obscurities surrounding the account contained in the Jewish Scriptures. Doubtless,
however, as people become more and more anxious to know the truth, He will supply
means for their enlightenment, but no one would care to say whether this enlightenment
will come as a direct revelation from God or through the researchers of science.41
Pack's discussion of Genesis attempted to turn the tables on his critics by using
evolutionary progression to prove the inspired character of the Genesis
narrative. He thought that Genesis represented the successive stages of the
creation process and that the geological record told exactly the same story. If this
39
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were the case then the revelatory character of Genesis was proved because the
ancient world did not have the benefit of modern science. Moses must have
received his information from elsewhere since no one except God could have told
him such truths. The Genesis narrative was an inspired accounting of the stages
in the creative process in a form that ancient men could understand. As far as it
goes science has confirmed it; science only adds to it more details and modifies the
form of the story.42
It should be abundantly clear that Pack was an outright exponent of organic
evolution as the mechanism of creation. The more intriguing question is how he
was able to depart so greatly from the widely held beliefs and still be considered a
devoted member of the religious community. The answer is found in his absolute
devoutness in areas that mattered more to the great majority of Mormon people.
As Thomas Kuhn has brilliantly argued, scientific departures from orthodoxy
can be tolerated so long as the exponent of the new is viewed as a defender of
orthodoxy. On the important question from Mormon society during the period,
the moral purity of its members as distinct from the Babylon around them, Pack
was a staunch defender of the faith. In fact he could be classed as an ardent
enthusiast. He published tracts against smoking, he defended the evils of
smoking in talks, forums, and before the legislature. He was a key figure in the
passage of the 1921 law which prohibited smoking in public in Utah. Moreover,
he attacked the drinking of cola drinks because of caffeine content. As a defender
of orthodoxy in areas of greatest concern, he could thus be permitted his own
ideas in other areas without harm to his standing in the community.43
NELS NELSON : MORMONISM AS EVOLUTION

Though Pack published perhaps the most definite and rigorous defense of
the scientific thesis of organic evolution, others were engaged in even more
elaborate evolutionary speculations. One of the boldest of these attempts to
expound a more elaborate system of cosmic evolution was that of Nels Nelson.
Nelson taught English at Brigham Young University from 1883 until 1920, with
some time out for a mission and study in the East. He also taught philosophy,
religion, and public speaking during his varied career at the university.44
Furthermore he was a convinced exponent of evolutionary thought.
The most important of Nelson's discussions of evolutionary thought is
contained in his Scientific Aspects of Mormonism. This book wasfirstpublished
in 1904 with the financial and moral support of the church. In a circular sent
around to advertise the book, Nelson quoted from Anthon Lund of the First
Presidency a letter lavishly praising the book. I have been unable to locate a copy
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of this letter but there is no good reason to doubt its existence. It is established
that the First Presidency was so interested in having the book published that they
loaned Nelson $800 to pay the publisher. It seems rather farfetched to suppose
that the First Presidency would have done this without at least one of them
having read the manuscript and approved of its publication. Moreover, it is
known that Joseph F. Smith thought so highly of Nelson that he sent him
manuscripts to review for doctrinal soundness and literary merit before deciding
whether they should be published by the church. From the mass of letters
between Nelson and church leaders it is clear that he was on close terms with
Joseph F. Smith and that they definitely approved of his work, so much so that
they approved of him giving the book to interested people as an explication of
Mormonism with the cost of these gifts to be deducted from what Nelson owed
the First Presidency.45
The avowed intention of Nelson's work was to demonstrate that
Mormonism was compatible with the best scientific thought of the era. He
claimed that Mormonism would be shown to be a uniquely scientific religion.
Moreover, Nelson thought that any religion that "is not scientific is scarcely
worthy of the credence of our enlightened age." Unless religion agreed with "the
Book of Nature" it would fail the test of believability.46 With this fundamental
belief Nelson set out to demonstrate that Mormonism is uniquely in agreement
with the best "scientific" thought of the age.
In the course of this demonstration Nelson developed a vast system of
biological, spiritual, racial, and intellectual evolution. In fact, evolution and
progress are the key words of his work. What he did, fundamentally, was to link
the notions of evolution and progress that were extremely popular at the time
with Mormon ideas of eternal progress and call the result Mormonism. Like his
mentors Fiske and Spencer, Nelson saw the whole universe moving toward
increasing vistas of intellectual, moral, and spiritual growth. In the end Nelson
even interprets that most miraculous of Christian events, the resurrection of the
dead, in terms of gradual evolution.47 We shall only be able to discuss some of the
themes in this complex and sometimes confusing book.
For Nelson the world was neither the product of chance nor was it the
outcome of some instantaneous event. It was the product of gradual growth and
development overseen by God. "If to the idea of evolution there be added the idea
of constant oversight, that things happen not by drifting but by direction, then
we have fairly the Mormon idea of evolution." This growth, or evolution, was
taking place in all spheres of human life. In the intellectual sphere Nelson
argued that mankind's ideas of God are developing as their environment and
their ideals are changing: "The honest man's conception of God is a
progressively growing ideal." Nelson explicitly argued that this is the case
because men project onto God their highest ideals. Moreover, since this is true
45
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any attempt to prevent men from developing even more noble ideas of God
should be rejected: "Let no council of ecclesiastics presume to lay an embargo on
his soul by pronouncing once and for all what God is or is not." This would only
be another form of "priestcraft."48
Nelson carried his system of spiritual evolution out to the conclusion that
heaven was also evolving with the race. Heaven is described by him as "that state
which is the sum total at any moment of what God has achieved." Heaven is thus
not so much a place as a state of the soul, and, as everyone knows, states of the
soul are always changing. As man's highest ideals change, as his vision of what
God is becomes more noble, heaven itself changes. As man comes closer to living
the ideals that he professes, he comes closer to heaven itself. This theme of a
heaven that is always present and evolving is made explicit later on:
That is to say heaven is always a present, not a future state of the soul; and if any being
would know the extent, theheighth, the depth and the breadth, of bliss which the universe
has in store for him at any time, let him take stock of how much heavenly beauty he sees
and feels and lives in the creations immediately around him. . . . He is in the highest
heaven who sees most beauty, feels most harmony in the creations immediately around
him.
The evolution of the whole universe is Nelson's theme and in this extensive vista
even the most central themes of Christianity are changing as they are given new
meaning by developing beings.49
In such a scheme as this Nelson has a place for almost everything, including
Darwin. "It must by this time have dawned on the reader that Mormonism is a
transcendent system of evolution — a system so vast and far reaching that by
comparison the researches of Darwin and his collaborators important though
they have been are but links in an endless chain." Darwin's research was true but
it was all only part of the vast evolutionary system under the control of God.
Nelson was clearly prepared to adopt anything that science might discover about
the process of creation. Whatever way it happened, it was God's way.
Science has traced better than theology can the history of creation since the beginning of
the operation of this law; and with the facts of science Mormonism has no controversy.
Ask me how God created the world and I shall answer: 'In the way it could be created and
not in the way it couldn't.' Ask me how long it took Him and I shall say: 'As long as it
needed to take.' That is the only commentary of Mormonism on the first chapter of
Genesis.
The only thing that Mormonism would add to science is the provision that all
processes are under the control of God; things happen not by chance but by the
plan and supervision of God.50
Nelson's system, thus, clearly has a place for the central evolutionary
hypothesis of the mutability of species. On this he is open and direct; if that is the
way that God worked he sees nothing wrong in accepting it. "Surely it is a
sensible, an economical, a beautiful way of introducing variety into the flora and
fauna of the earth; and if it is God's way — and it surely is if it is the way at all —
48
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let us accept it as a truth with all reverence and humility." Nelson extended his
acceptance of the mutability of species into the spiritual realm. Following
traditional Mormon opinion, he believed in a dual creation, both spiritual and
temporal. For him this becomes a "dual evolution." Even "spirit species"
evolved.
Now whether God created but one such spiritual germ and produced all the other forms
by modification afterwards or whether He created, let us say, many such original
organisms, who shall tell? In any event why should there be bitterness about it? Whichever
plan we assume one thing is fixed: it is God's way of transmitting the formless and
limitless into the formed and the limited.51

Nelson has boldly adopted the central thesis of evolutionary theory and
foreclosed any scriptural debate by proclaiming science as supreme in the
discovery of the creative process. All the arguments about "after its own kind" are
hereby swept aside in the profuse onrush of his system. He seems prepared to
accept almost anything, give it a place in the eternal evolutionary system, and
call the result Mormonism.
The biological evolution of species was only a part of Nelson's system. An
equally important part was an all encompassing theory of racial and social
evolution. Nelson believed that the world's population could be divided into
races and each race would have a role to play in the progressive evolution of
mankind. As human society progressed, each race came to the fore as leaders for a
season, soon to be followed by the next race in the developmental scheme.
But what standard, what measure is to be used to judge the progress of races?
Nelson selected a standard that would give precisely the answer that he wanted.
The Declaration of Independence was for him the "noblest, most far reaching
idea, if possible, which the race has yet conceived."52 This was his criterion of
judgment. With this measuring rod in place he proceeded to divide up the
human family into three great races descended from the sons of Noah, Ham,
Shem, and Japheth. Each of these races had a special place in the evolutionary
scheme.
As expected, the descendants of Ham are the Asiatics and the Africans. These
descendants are themselves lowest on the ladder of racial progress. They are
permeated with the spirit of tyranny and slavery — the very antithesis of the
"perfect law of liberty" embodied in mankind's greatest ideal. He argued that the
cultures of the old world created by the Hamitic race were all permeated with a
perverse desire for despotism. The descendants of Ham are born with such a
spirit; it is part of their nature: "No matter what age of the world they should
have lived in their civilization would have been the same." Even the
contemporary "hordes of Africa and Asia" still are permeated with mis "slavetyrant spirit." The material culture of this race also attests to its inferiority. "No
sadder commentary on their mental inferiority is possible than the hovels they
sometimes build from the crumbling fragments of princes, palaces and in the
very halls of departed royalty." Clearly this race is not a people suited for the
better lot of mankind that is to come.53
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However, the race of Ham could not immediately depart the world stage in
place of a leap to the highest level. An intermediate "compromise relationship"
was necessary. This stage was occupied by the great civilizations of Greece and
Rome and their descendants, chiefly the southern Europeans and the Latin
Americans. According to him these civilizations were "dwellers in the tents of
Shem." They received all that they had from the descendants of Shem since the
Hamitic peoples had nothing of any value to give. These sons of Japheth
certainly did not measure up very well against Nelson's standard: "Does any
student of political science seriously believe that republics can flourish south of
the Alps and the Carpathians?" For him the answer was obviously no. The sons
of Japheth have had their hour upon the stage and the mantle has been passed to
the last and noblest of all the races — the sons of Shem. The Hamitic peoples will
remain as manual laborers and the sons of Japheth will be absorbed into the race
of Shem; but the people of Shem have now taken over.54
Given his criterion of judgment, the result he gets is obvious. The people of
Shem, the northern Europeans, are the "flower of mankind": "the last and
noblest of the great races. Its glory has already eclipsed the combined glories of
ancient world powers and the end is not yet. The base of this pyramid shall be
supported by the Millennium itself, the kingdom of God on Earth." The
American continent had been specifically reserved for this race to populate and
on which it could develop the most noble ideas ever conceived by man. Finally
when the time was ready, "theflowerof Shem" appeared — the Mormon elders.
"Tall and straight and comely, gifted with intellectual vigor and spiritual
insight they are among the flower of Shem reserved for this conflict with
falsehood and artificiality." Mormonism has become a sub-race at Nelson's
hand, one destined to rule the world as thefinalstage of social progress and racial
development.55
Nelson's horizon encompasses so many diverse themes and arguments that
it is impossible and unsuited for any paper to discuss them all. For example, his
moral theory of the atonement or his idea of sin as that which stands in the way of
further progress are each very important. Furthermore, his discussion of
scripture as fallible because it is transmitted through a human medium and his
insistence that all scripture must be viewed as "capable of indefinite organic
expansion and application" are classic modernist ideas. All of these ideas deserve
study in the context of his system.
In a letter written President Joseph F. Smith after the publication of his
book, Nelson proclaimed that his only purpose in writing it was "to make men
and women think not of what the principles of Mormonism are merely but of
what they mean in our lives."56 These are the words of the modernist intellectual.
The separation of eternal principles from changing and growing meaning was
central to the project of reinterpreting the theological framework in order to take
account of the evolutionary understanding of man and nature that was a large
part of the intellectual heritage of the last half of the nineteenth century.
"Ibid., pp. 101-93.
"Ibid., pp. 97-98.
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Though his system was vast, Nelson did not deal here with the story of
Adam. He did seem to claim at one point that Adam came as a divinely directed
being and that his physical body was the product of descent. But he hedged this
in with the idea of even spirit species having evolved and the idea that whatever
way it was it was God's way. He cannot be said to have dealt with Adam at any
length. After his death, however, his son brought out a collection of his writings
that discuss the Eden story in some detail. Briefly, he argued that the Garden story
was "manifestly divine camouflage to satisfy the questioning spirit of man till
his intellect should be ripe enough for the real story.'' As far as the natural world
goes, this story is now being discovered by science. He argued at some length that
the garden could not have been real but that the essential element, the idea of a
fall, really did happen to a real Adam in a spiritual domain prior to his coming to
Earth.57
In his work Nelson had clearly taken up the challenge of evolutionary
thought. He developed a vast system of evolutionary theism clearly in harmony
with theories very popular in his day. One may not think a great deal of Nelson's
system — in some cases it is only a mass of bizarre speculations — but the attempt
to deal with evolutionary thought in an open and all-encompassing framework
is impressive. Moreover, his close friendship to President Smith suggests at least
a hesitancy against closing off the speculative intellectual option represented by
Nelson.
W. H. CHAMBERLIN : PHILOSOPHY, EVOLUTION, AND FAITH

The theological option that was picked up by Nelson was also picked up in
a much more impressive fashion by his sometime colleague at BYU William
Henry Chamberlin. Chamberlin's was, perhaps, the most impressive Mormon
attempt to reconcile evolution and religion. Moreover he was one of the guiding
spirits for a whole generation of young Mormon intellectuals who came of age in
the generation after the Manifesto. It would be impossible to deal adequately
with him and his work short of a paper itself. Here only the barest of sketches can
be given of the way in which he was attempting to deal with the problems raised
by the evolutionary understanding of nature, man, and history.
Chamberlin had an impressive background for his work. In 1886 he entered
the University of Utah, where he studied until 1889 when he left to earn money
teaching in public schools. He returned to the University in 1891 and after five
years finally obtained his B.S. From 1891 he taught science and math at LDS
College in Salt Lake. Following a three-year mission to Tahiti, he returned to a
temporary teaching position for the 1900-1901 year at Brigham Young College in
Logan, teaching geology, then math. He spent two summer terms studying
ancient languages and Biblical studies at the University of Chicago, and by the
1903-1904 school year he was made a professor of theology at BYC. In 1906 he
obtained an M.A. in philosophy from the University of California under George
Howison and in the school year 1907-1908 he studied at Harvard with Josiah
Royce. From 1910 to 1916 he was professor of philosophy and ancient languages
at BYU in Provo. In the summer of 1907 he had studied psychology at Chicago
"Nels Nelson, What Truth Is (Salt Lake City: Stevens and Wallis, 1947), pp. 54-60.
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and at one point he taught all of the psychology classes at BYU. In 1916 he
resigned from BYU and he spent the next year studying at Harvard. He returned
to Utah and first taught at the University of Utah and then finally spent his last
year, 1920-1921, as director of the theology program at Brigham Young College
in Logan. He died in 1921 at the age of 50.58
Chamberlin's system was clearly modeled after his teachers' Howison and
Royce. He was very fond of Howison, Royce, Bowne, and A. K. Rogers, and
quoted from them frequently in his work: At a later time he studied writings of
Henri Bergson, the great French vitalist. In the spring term of 1916 he gave a
seminar at BYU on Bergson.59 Chamberlin was a convinced evolutionist who
thought that he was going to be able to work out a systematic reconcilation of
evolutionary thought and revealed religion on the foundation of personalistic
idealism and its related cousin, the vitalism of Bergson.
The heart of his position was in the emphasis he placed on divine
immanence. For Chamberlin a basic belief was that nature is a living whole. For
example he began a very important defense of evolution by exclaiming, "The
world not only moves but it livesl It is involved in and is a part of a vast dynamic
purposive process." The natural world around man was for Chamberlin a living
whole, almost a living being itself, permeated with the spirit of God. He was
extremely fond of the eighty-eighth section of the Doctrine and Covenants which
speaks of "the light which is in all things, which giveth life to all things which is
the law by which all things are governed, even the power of God who sitteth
upon his throne who is in the bosom of eternity, who is in the midst of all
things."60
This passage is almost a summary of Chamberlin's thought. For
Chamberlin the world of nature was a living whole that is in a very real sense the
body of God. To be precise, God is not nature itself as a strict pantheism might
hold. He is rather "in the midst of all things"; God is at work in and through
nature. But God is not nature. This distinction is important for understanding
Chamberlin. It allows for organic change in nature but not change in the
purposes of God. The natural world evolved, under the control of the Divine
Immanence who is working out His purposes in and through Nature.61
Chamberlin thought that "extra-human nature" (his term) manifested the
same qualities as those that we label "personal." He called these qualities
"attitudes," and he was convinced that nature manifested that collection of
attitudes that are called a "person": "Nature has an organization that only a
person is known to have." Basically these qualities are clustered around two
poles. The first are those that are stable, subconscious, automatic — like
breathing or the process of photosynthesis in plants. The second and most
58
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important are those that reveal a purposeful response to other beings or to the
inorganic environment. It is here that the qualities of purposefulness, selfconsciousness and self directed activity, crucial characteristics of a person, are
most clearly shown in nature. 62
The crucial evidence that Chamberlin presented to demonstrate that these
qualities exist in nature was the evolution of species. He argued that the
purposeful development of species in response to new conditions is a clear
indication of the purposeful, self directed activity of "extra-human nature" as it
adjusts its outward form to new conditions.
A study of the way in which new species originate will even give us a glimpse of the
tentative and often random efforts that arise in the formation of stable repeating attitudes
or habits. The great similarities between the individuals of a species is significant of the
repetitions so characteristic of the life of habit. But whenever or wherever physical
changes of note have taken place in the history of the world, then and there, there has been
as it were a struggle on the part of the Life of extra human nature to modify its
adjustments so that externally viewed, new forms or species such as could live on in the
changed and new stable environment have been produced.63

Nature is constantly involved in the creation of new physical forms in response
to new and more complex situations.
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of Chamberlin's system was that he
considered this "extra-human nature" as God. This nature manifests all of the
personal qualities that have traditionally been attributed to God and it is the
source of individual human lives in much the same manner in which God is said
to be the creator of man. Chamberlin said it is upon this God that we depend for
our physical bodies that he has created through millions of years of activity. God
furthermore is constantly at work calling forth more noble qualities from us, his
children. He has engaged in numberless activities on our behalf such that
"without much apparent effort on our part a large number of powerful and
valuable habits have been formed in us." This activity of God is the measure of
his love for us: "Through the development of such attitudes, God has shown his
love for man, an eagerness to have him develop in more of his unique life, a
reverence for his individuality, a desire to cultivate it."64
Chamberlin's God, like Nelson's, was constantly at work on behalf of the
moral and spiritual growth of mankind. Newer and more noble ideals were
continuously produced by God to call His children forward to the consummation in the Kingdom. He raised up prophets who embodied these ideals and
pointed men toward the will of God.65
In the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, God brought forth the perfect
revelation of His will and the supreme motivation for living in accord with that
will. The resurrection, which Chamberlin fervently believed in, was the central
aspect of that motivation. The resurrection is the supreme source of motivation
62
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for the moral life; faith in it will support our living in accord with the ideals of
Christ as nothing else can. "The knowledge of the resurrection of the Lord gives
us confidence to press on into the very difficult life of service until we have come
to master it and thus know its matchless joys." Furthermore he thought that
evolution would provide a firmer support for belief in the resurrection, and for
theism in general. First, evolution provided a firmer support for theism than
older views insofar as it supported belief in the immanence of God in nature.
Secondly, he argued that the millions of years required to create the human body
implied "a measureless interest in our welfare." Surely God would not destroy
outright this "noble creation." Hence there is a strong prima-facie reason to
expect a resurrection.
In conclusion then let us repeat that if a Divine purpose is immanent in nature, nature's
forms must be thought of as evolving in a way parallel to the unfolding of the Divine
purpose. The use of the theory is a most important means of advancing to a realization of
God's immanence in nature and life and a great remover of intellectual difficulties that
hamper faith in so many. And finally the theory awakens within us from the above point
of view an expectation of the resurrection, or a renewal of God's reactions to our lives, the
restoration of the spirit to the body without which there can be little or no life or
happiness. That God can do this seems certain and that he will do it is at least as certain as
that the uniformity of nature that all science presupposes shall continue. Both the
uniformities in nature and the resurrection depend upon the Father's love.66

Nature is the tabernacle of God through which he is working to bring to
pass His ends. This is the fundamental religious outlook of Chamberlin's whole
corpus of published essays and monographs. The life of man is the product of
this wise and loving father who has created and continues to create the physical
forms of the human body and the spiritual and moral ideals that guide our lives.
This immanentes theology was perhaps best expressed in one of Chamberlin's
favorite sections of Mormon scripture: "The worlds were made by Him; all
things were made by Him and through Him and of Him." The year before his
death Chamberlin expressed much of this same general view in what may be the
most concise statement of his mature outlook:
The greatest person of all, or God, abides through all changes a perpetual cause of our
experience of material nature. Thus the material elements, as they seem to hide their cause
from our view, can be said to be the covering or tabernacle of God and vanishing human
forms are elements of that tabernacle. . . . God is thefixedor eternal cause of most things
visible or changing in material nature. And so anyone who has seen nature has in a sense
seen God.67

To some the immanentes personalism of Chamberlin may not sound like
Mormon orthodoxy. But such orthodoxy is notoriously difficult to define. If
anything, the preceeding pages should have suggested the impossibility of
defining a consistent standard of orthodoxy on the issues discussed here.
Moreover Chamberlin could draw on some important parts of Mormon scripture
66
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and the writings of revered church leaders for support. He was particularly fond
of sections 93 and 88 of the Doctrine and Covenants. These offer at least as much
support for his views as other people have found in other sections of scripture for
other views. He was also conversant with Parley P. Pratt's Key to the Science of
Theology which contains a discussion of the Holy Spirit not unlike his own
theological system. Though Chamberlin never seems to have quoted him,
Parley's brother Orson Pratt, in some of the most competent theological essays
ever to come from a Mormon leader, discussed the idea of God in terms that could
have been easily adopted by Chamberlin.68
Chamberlin's Mormon commitments were deep and genuine. No one who
has read his mission journals, his early article in praise of Joseph F. Smith when
he became church president, or some of the letters he wrote in 1917 after his last
year at Harvard when he was looking to return to Utah could say otherwise. But
his work was threatening on several fronts. First, the philosophical acumen was
threatening to a religious leadership that wanted practical men, not speculative
theologians. Such speculating would, in their eyes, only destroy the faith of the
young; it would do no good in the conduct of life. But a deeper concern lies
behind this argument. Mormonism was a religious system that had a unique
impact on the lives of many common people. Mormon theological simplicity
and scriptural literalism brought the central theological symbols and beliefs into
the thought world of common people where they could be easily grasped and
firmly held. The world of Chamberlin, sophisticated and philosophically
intriguing though it was, posed a difficulty at this fundamental level. His work is
subtle and not easy to understand. To encourage such work threatened, to some
extent, the vitality of the community of faith.
There is, however, another side to this issue, one that Chamberlin saw better
than his antagonists. In an era when the choicest sons and daughters of the
church were studying secular ideas and naturalistic sciences, more than simple
answers were needed. Unless the great features of the Mormon theological system
could be expressed in ways at least compatible with modern knowledge, would
they be any match in the marketplace of ideas? Those who had tasted the wisdom
of modern science needed more than facile answers, without a thorough analysis
and defense of its beliefs, another kind of threat faced the community of faith and
the commitment to it of these members would be tenuously maintained.
CONCLUSION

Leonard Arrington once argued that one of the major biases in the writing
of Mormon history had been the picture of unity where the story was otherwise.69
If anything, this has nowhere been as true as in the writing on the history of
Mormon ideas. Frequently the desire to see unity on important intellectual or
theological issues has led to ignoring or distorting the evidence available from
many sources. The response of Mormons to the challenge of evolutionary
thought was as diverse as anything found outside of Mormondom. The spectrum
68
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of opinion in "Zion" was a microcosm of the spectrum of opinion in other
religious communities and among American religious leaders and theologians
in general. The Mormon segment of American religious life was more of a
reflection of and less of an escape from the vicissitudes of the challenge of
evolutionary thought in the post-Darwinian era. The tension between diversity
and unity in communities and groups is as old as man himself. To a large
measure diversity is healthy, for it prevents men from absolutizing their own
private perspectives. But unless there is some unity, some set of beliefs, values, or
loyalties common to all members of the group, the group will cease to exist. The
profound diversity of Mormon reactions to evolutionary thought suggests an
even deeper struggle with the increasing pluralism of twentieth century
Mormonism. The conservatives wanted some firm standard, the literal word of
scripture, as a guide and test of loyalty and orthodoxy. Their critics saw too much
truth in modern thought to accept the conclusions of those who would deny it.
The struggle of these two outlooks has been the agony of every major religious
system in the modern west. Mormonism may have been less vociferous in its
struggle but the agonizing dilemma has been no less real.
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The Mormon Ward: Congregation or Community?

By Douglas D. A Ider

Recently in East Lansing, Michigan, a young LDS graduate student family
with loaded U-Haul from Utah drove up to an address scribbled in a notebook.
They had searched unsuccessfully all day (and for weeks through the mail) to
find a student-priced apartment large enough for their family of five children.
Now in desperation they were hoping for some suggestions from a local LDS
leader whom they did not know. The stake president's wife greeted them at the
door, harried in last minute preparations for her family's summer vacation.
Nonetheless she paused to receive the young family. Within minutes she felt a
trust; she suggested that the newcomers were welcome to move in with her
teenage son who was going to tend the house for six weeks. That would give
them time to search for an apartment. The Utahns were embarrassed for
importuning but accepted the gracious offer, knowing that they would have
done the same in the reverse situation.
In Salzburg, Austria, two and a half decades ago, a young American corporal
walked into a USO Center on Sunday morning where an early morning LDS
testimony meeting was under way. Upon arriving he did not know any of the
forty assembled servicemen; nevertheless, he rose to speak: "I am so glad to
finally be here. I have been a month in transit, two weeks pitching about on a
miserable troopship crossing the Atlantic. And for those two weeks I walked the
decks whistling 'Come, Come, Ye Saints' without receiving a single answer. I
never felt so alone. Once I finally arrived in Salzburg I could hardly wait tofinda
branch, whatever size."
In both cases the members knew they would find immediate acceptance in
their new ward. They would not shop around for a "suitable church" as C. S.
Lewis aptly puts it, but would adapt to whatever ward geography assigned
Douglas D. Alder, professor of history and director of the Honors Program at Utah State
University, Logan, Utah, delivered this presidential address at the Mormon History Association's
Thirteenth Annual Meeting, in Logan, 6 May 1978.
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them.1 They knew they would be called to serve and that they would accept
whatever call came — even if it was running the Relief Society nursery or being
financial clerk.
The family assumed that their children would make friends in Primary,
Sunday School, and Mutual activities. They would carry on with the same
continuing lesson series from their previous ward. The soldier expected that new
church buddies would likely take him to the local Austrian Branch as well as the
army group meetings. There he would learn to bless the sacrament in German,
give talks in translation, go on outings, do ward teaching, and even help build a
chapel with members with whom he could scarcely talk. In both cases the new
members and the receiving hosts were bound by a common commitment.
Sacrifice was assumed and it intertwined their lives through a Christian
community — in one case a ward, the other in a branch.2
These simple anecdotes of Mormon communal relationships are but
glimpses of the society familiar to virtually all active Latter-day Saints. Most
Latter-day Saints could share countless tales that reflect the lives of Mormons in
the past decades as well as the present, in the center stakes and in the Diaspora.
Such stories constitute the living folklore and exemplify the essence of the
Mormon community.
Although we associate these tales with Mormonism, many elements do not
differ substantially from those in other Christian congregations. Showing
concern for the lonely, being hospitable to guests, directing youth programs,
preparing group dinners, singing in choirs, praying, assisting with weddings
and funerals, helping missionaries, reading scriptures and church publications,
searching for conviction, teaching classes, fellowshiping converts, and
cherishing friendships — all are common religious acts that cross denominational lines.
Despite some commonality with other congregations, there are distinctive
aspects to the Mormon community: storing a year's supply of food, conducting
family home evening, working on a welfare farm, going to tithing settlement
and temple recommend interviews, pursuing heritage through genealogy or by
performing proxy ordinances for the dead. Yet even these peculiarities do not
constitute the basic difference between a Mormon ward and other Christian
congregations.
The Oxford dictionary suggests that a congregation is a "body of persons
assembled for religious worship or to hear a preacher." This seems to apply to
many established Christian churches. A religious community, on the other
hand, is something in addition to that: "a body of people organized into a social
unity including fellowship, communion and association with each other."3 One
obvious example of this definition would be the Trappist monastery at
Huntsville, Utah.
l

C. S. Lewis, The Screw tape Letters (New York: Macmillan, 1961), pp. 72-75.
The distinction between a ward and a branch is difficult to describe in terms of size. Usually a
branch is a small congregation and a ward is a large one, but that distinction is not foolproof.
Mormons understand the difference clearly because a ward is a self-sustaining unit, while a branch,
less independent, relies on a stake or mission for leadership help.
3
The Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), pp. 702, 824.
2
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The Mormon ward seems to be somewhere between the casualness of a
congregation and the totality of a monastic order. It carries out the basic
functions of most Christian congregations which are the locus of the life cycle
from birth to death. But there are essential communitarian functions also — the
fellowship, the communion, the association. The ward has a distinctive
Mormon mix that is beyond a congregation. Instead of the casual acquaintances
based on attendance at religious services in a congregation, there is acceptance
for everyone who wishes to be part of the closely knit ward. Thus, experiences
like those of the Michigan graduate student and the Salzburg soldier are
commonplace. There is involvement well beyond those who volunteer. In fact,
volunteering is not the Mormon mode; accepting "callings" is the norm for all
active Mormons. Nearly everyone who attends the ward is "called" to serve, to
speak, to teach, to officiate, to visit, to preside. The sacramental, pastoral, and
instructional functions are carried entirely by the laity because there is no paid
clergy. The responsibility for the whole rests on the shoulders of all. This makes
Mormonism different from many main-line religions where professional clergy
play a major role. Yet the ward also differs from the congregations of many laityled churches because it is based on an acceptance of central authority to a greater
degree than most small Christian churches. No congregational autonomy exists
among Mormons. Their respect for authority at both local and central levels is
almost anachronistic in the twentieth century. Even though many Mormons live
in democratic countries where criticism of civil officials is a national sport, they
consciously honor central church authority as a fundamental principle.
THE MORMON VILLAGE : PROGENITOR OF THE WARD

Beyond participation and reverence for authority, something else about the
ward makes it distinctive. There is a communal heritage in which early
Mormons created a particular subculture — almost a nation within the state.4
Two years ago at the Mormon History Association annual meeting, Charles
Peterson reminded us of that communal spirit as we gazed out the Dixie College
panorama window toward the nineteenth-century Mormon villages still dotting
the desert of the Southwest — the Snowflakes, Toquervilles, Santa Claras. These
are examples of the several hundred Mormon villages which he described as the
nineteenth-century sinew of Mormonism, the habitat of the Saints.5 These were
the Mormon fusion of congregation and community.
This Mormon village was where pioneers settled, where this vibrant young
religion and the lives of nineteenth-century Mormons came together. This was
where the Saints prepared for the imminent millennium. The village was the
union of the sacred and the secular, the locus of the "gathering," the place of
geographic and theological separateness from the world, the outpost against the
United States government and its persecution, the implementation of an
agrarian and cooperative life-style. This was the heroic Mormonism that has
4
Lowry Nelson, The Mormon Village: A Pattern and Technique of Land Settlement (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1952). This standard work icontinues' to command respect as an
insightful analysis of the Mormon communities in the Mountain West.
5
Charles S. Peterson, "A Mormon Town: One Man's West," Journal of Mormon History 3
(1976): 1-12.
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attracted scholars and writers like a lodestone. It was an identifiable subculture
with a history, folklore, and politics.
Many in this room, like Charles Peterson, are drawn to the scholarly study of
Mormonism. Yet there are other scholars of religion who are not so close to our
subject who can provide a leaven. Writers such as John C. Gager, for example,
have suggested some generalizations about what they call "millennial sects."6
(That is how they describe Mormonism.) One thing they notice is that young
millennial religions offer a promise of heaven on earth — soon. For the early
Mormons, this was expressed not only in the expectation of Christ's imminent
second coming but also in their concept of Zion as a tangible network of
communities built from their own sacrifice.
Scholars suggest further that many American millennial religions expected
to reverse the dominant social order. One can just hear Heber C. Kimball, for
example, predicting the demise of the United States as a just punishment for the
persecution of the Saints.7 In the eyes of many early Mormons like Elder Kimball,
the Kingdom of God was about to replace the crumbling governments of men.
Thirdly, social scientists ci te a tremendous release of energy as characteristic
of young religions. In the Mormon case we think immediately of temple
builders, or the zealous missionaries traveling in poverty as far as India and
China, or heroic treks of immigrants and the building of five hundred
communities. We still marvel at their energy and drive.
Another characteristic of young religions, they suggest, is the central role of
a charismatic, prophetic leader. This is obvious in the Mormon context,
especially in Joseph Smith and Brigham Young.
Then finally these scholars emphasize that the millennial period ends either
with extinction of the sect or transformation into a church. In the Mormon story
this millennial period occupied most of the nineteenth century with the
priesthood restoration, creation of scriptures, theological innovations, missionary zeal, communal experiments, the "gathering," the building of a literal Zion,
the evolution of the temple, a new form of marriage, founding of schools and
colleges, and even an attempt to replace the English alphabet.
This contemporary scholar is not alone in his examination of millennialism and the village. Non-Mormon contemporaries of the Mormon village were
critical and outspoken about what they considered an abscess in America. They
often felt that the village lacked the pluralism so essential to American society.
Some main tained that Mormonism was un-American because the Saints claimed
to have exclusive religious authority, a tenet which violated the Protestant
covenant and brought on the wrath of other religions. Some crusaders among
these critics tried to crush Mormonism because they considered it to be a
dangerous and heretical cult.
As we all know, that confrontation with the support of the federal
government reached its climax in 1890 and led Mormonism into a transformation instead of demise. In that confrontation the church leaders had to choose
6
John G. Gager, Kingdom and Community (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1975), pp.
20-36.
1
Journal of Discourses, 26 vols. (London and Liverpool, 1854-86), 9:55. See also Franklin D.
Daines, "Separatism in Utah, 1847-1870," Annual Report of the American Historical Association for
the Year 1917 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1920), pp. 333-43.
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between politics and religion, between being emperors or prophets. In the
tradition of the Book of Mormon prophet-judge Alma the younger, they stepped
down from their de facto political role. Thus began the long process of
extricating the church from secular affairs. By mobilizing both sacred and
secular resources the Mormons proved they could survive in the desert but
thereafter they had to choose between the two in order to exist permanently.
The Mormonism that emerged in the twentieth century is a clear offspring
of the village, but a modified one. It has inherited the theological separateness,
the communal spirit, the lay organization, the cooperative attitude, the
authoritative organization, the refuge from secularism. Yet enough of the
original has been adapted to bring the Mormons into acceptability. The scholars
would say the sect has become a church.
One obvious but seldom considered point is that the Mormon village gave
way to a less tangible unit, the ward. The ward has become a less demanding but
more expandable unit than the village. Instead of being agrarian like the village,
the ward has become largely suburban as has the society in which it thrives.
Instead of focusing on millennial anticipations, the ward is pragmatic and
presentist. Instead of being the locus of the gathering, the ward has become the
vehicle of the scattering. Instead of harboring hostility for political government,
so common during the polygamy persecutions, it enthusiastically encourages
loyalty. Instead of promoting the organic unity of religion with economy, the
ward is now the center of religious and social activities.
Nonetheless, the ward lives and breathes its continuity with the village.8
Either consciously or unconsciously its leaders strive to create a community
where saints gather for reinforcement in their combat against secularism. In
some places, such as the American Great Basin, the inheritance from the village
era is direct. In others such as Asia, Europe, and Latin America, the tie with the
communal past does not exist. The question for the next few decades will be how
effectively the ward can be adapted to these new settings. In distant continents
will it take root with a strong sense of community or will it become more like a
congregation? Will mature priesthood leadership emerge from within the wards
or will a quasi-professional clergy arise from seminary teachers or other paid
church employees? Will the community be self-supporting or be economically
dependent on American resources? Will the responsibility of lay participation
involve most of the members in active service or will the pastoral work be
centered in the hands of a few? Is the ward community too American to attract all
cultures or are its basic functions transferable worldwide?9
As we examine the history of Mormonism in the twentieth century, we will
find very few Mormon villages remaining; rather we will see many Mormons
living in suburban neighborhoods, intermingled with non-Mormons. If we ask
"Leonard J. Arrington, Feramorz Y. Fox, and Dean L. May, Building the City of GodCommunity and Cooperation among the Mormons (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976), p. 10.
9
W. D. Davies, British-born scholar of Christianity at Duke University, recently suggested that
Mormonism is an intensely Judaic Christianity that makes America its sacred territory. Such a
theology, along with the historical experience in America, could make Mormonism appear as an
American religion rather than a universal one. See Davies's address, "Israel, the Mormons, and the
Land, in Truman G. Madsen, ed., Reflections on Mormonism: Judaeo-Christian Parallels (Provo,
Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1978).
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the question "What was it like to be a Mormon in the twentieth century?" We
will have to start looking at all the Mormons, not just the famous ones. The place
to find them is in the family and the ward. That is where Mormon reality is
rooted. We may even find some tension in the demands of these two — the ward
and the family. Certainly present Church leaders are pondering whether to place
priority on family activities or on the programs centered in the ward.
There are now four million Mormons of record organized into thousands of
wards and branches. It seems that they deserve some serious attention, using the
best tools of social science. In this spirit there is excitement among researchers
about social history, family history, community history. There are new
quantitative tools for analysis of such history. The families will no doubt attract
more and more attention. Perhaps some historians will follow the example of
Herbert Gutman, the accomplished writer about black American families, in
studying the Mormon family.10 The wards I fear might get ignored. For that
reason I want to sketch a few tentative ideas about Mormonism's basic pastoral
unit, the ward.
THE WARD : HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

It is fairly clear that the ward as an institution began in Nauvoo, not before.
The city builders on the bend of the Mississippi laid out several political wards
within their grandiose plans just like dozens of other land speculators on the
frontier. Then they simply appropriated the wards for the temporal functions
within their welfare-minded religion. Bishops were called to work in each of the
existing political units in Nauvoo. Their first function was to seek out the poor
in these neighborhood wards and provide for their needs, a responsibility that
continues today. A second temporal duty fell upon ward members — to volunteer
their labor; members were expected to donate every tenth day to build the temple
and the Nauvoo House. Although visiting each member in his home was also
attempted in Nauvoo, major ecclesiastical functions were missing in the wards.
Instead, preaching and worship services were held on a community-wide basis in
good weather and informally in neighborhood groups otherwise.11 Ecclesiastical matters centered in the person of the prophet and increasingly in the Nauvoo
Stake high council rather than the ward. Originally a judicial body, the high
council took on many other duties. The record of their deliberations reveals that
the church institutionalization was still unclear because the council one time
had to inquire whether the ward bishops were subject to the stake presidency and
high council. Hyrum Smith responded that the council could in fact call the
bishops before their meeting.12 So the ward in Nauvoo was but a skeleton of what
it later became.
Those who followed Brigham Young to Utah met the ward again on the
Great Plains. Wards were organized in Winter Quarters with the same functions
'"Herbert Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Pantheon,
1976).
"Dale Beecher, "The Office of Bishop: Its Development through History," manuscript, Church
Archives, Historical Department, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City,
Utah (hereafter cited as Church Archives).
12
Nauvoo High Council, Minutes, 18 January 1842, Church Archives.
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as Nauvoo, chiefly providing for the poor. Wards were replaced by military
companies for the actual treks westward but were immediately organized again
upon arrival in the Great Basin. Salt Lake City was divided into wards in
February 1849. In that setting the union of sacred and secular seemed natural to
the Saints; the wards were assumed to serve as both political and religious units.
Bishops were called to preside in these wards; they functioned in both civic
affairs for the town and temporal affairs for the church: helping the poor,
assigning land, supervising water allocations, collecting tithes, building a ward
school, adjudicating disputes, enlisting work crews, supervising visits by ward
teachers, and calling men to take their teams back along the trail into Nebraska
to "bring in the Poor."13 Sunday religious services were not held on a ward basis,
rather all the members in the city met together in the bowery for worship.
The situation was somewhat different in the outlying villages. Unlike Salt
Lake, most of them were small, generally one ward. Sometimes the villages were
established as planned communities with a bishop and many residents called on
missions to found a new colony. In many other cases, though, the immigrants
themselves chose where to settle, based on the best options available.14 Usually it
was a friendship that drew them to a settling point, a missionary, a relative, or
maybe just a wagoneer who met them halfway in Nebraska or Wyoming.
Cache Valley is a good case in point. People were not usually "called" to
Cache Valley. It was sort of a land bonanza, with plenty of water — unusual for
Utah — and rich land. Yes, the cold weather delayed its settlement, but it was a
highly desirable place, as it still is. So, virtually thousands of immigrants
reached Cache Valley on their own motivation — eight thousand by 1870, sixteen
thousand by 1880. But it was an orderly program — the Mormon village system.
In the 1860s, as the immigrants arrived, Peter Maughan and Ezra T. Benson
directed the groups to desirable locations. Some twenty villages were established;
they remained one-ward towns for decades, before growing to their present size.
In such settings the ward and the village were the same institution; temporal
and ecclesiastical affairs of the community were intermingled. Local bishops and
stake presidents had immense impact. Bishops served as a probate judge
— the chief civic office — as well as the spiritual leader. One thinks of Moses
Thatcher as stake president in Cache Valley. He was a giant for a small place. He
had economic, political, and religious influence that pervaded the whole valley
and gradually expanded beyond the Wellsville mountains to church headquarters. He was not alone in influence. Local bishops such as Henry Ballard in the
Logan Second Ward and William Hyde in the Fifth Ward as well as Bishop Ola
N. Liljenquist in Hyrum became major influences still remembered. These
bishops generally served without counselors and for long terms. Benjamin M.
Lewis, for example, was acting bishop in the Logan First Ward from 1861 to
1877. Then he was ordained as a regular bishop to continue until 1901 — forty
years altogether.
"Arlington, Fox, and May, Building the City of God, p. 51. See also Leonard J. Arlington, From
Quaker to Latter-day Saint: Bishop Edwin D. Woolley (Salt Lake City: DeseretBook, 1976), pp. 31851.
14
Wayne L. Wahlquist, "Settlement Processes in the Mormon Core Area" (Ph. D. diss.,
University of Nebraska, 1974), pp. 94-95.
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It is sometimes difficult to look back at those early wards without
superimposing our present view of the ward onto those times. But some things
from the early period evolved into programs of the present, others did not.15 A
Sunday School, for example, was organized in Logan in 1866 but it was not a
ward activity; it was a city-wide institution, unaffiliated with any one ward. It
even expanded to become a valley-wide organization, somewhat independent of
the wards. Relief Societies became regular organizations by 1868. Deacons and
teachers quorums began in the first year (1859) and were much more important
than they are today. They often met on a valley-wide or at least city-wide basis in
Logan to deliberate on ecclesiastical matters concerned with the general welfare
of the town. Ward teaching was rather important too; in Logan the teachers were
initially called from the high council. Elementary schools in each ward seemed
to have had a regular existence. The wards in reality were sort of subunits in
Logan City. They served as a ward teaching district, a welfare area, and a school
boundary under the overall jurisdiction of a presiding bishop, William B.
Preston.16
In contrast to those programs which survived into the present, there were
other ad hoc activities which did not: a School of the Prophets in 1868, a
cooperative mercantile and farm in 1869, a choral society in 1871, a prayer circle
(with E. T. Benson presiding) in 1867, a Board of Trade in 1872, and several
United Order projects in the 1870s. German and Scandinavian language
meetings were held until the mid-twentieth century, as were "old folks" outings.
Such information about the evolution of the ward is fairly well known.
What we don't know about is the people of the wards. They need much more
attention. We too often describe a ward by focusing on bishops and programs.
We do not look closely enough at the general members. For example, it is
becoming apparent that families exhibited more mobility than we once thought,
more individual initiative, too. The land system of the Mormon village required
people to live in the village and ride out to their small plots to farm. This
arrangement was challenged by the homestead system, particularly in northern
Utah and in Idaho. Though the villages survived, many Mormon settlers moved
directly onto the sections and quarter sections, especially after 1870. The settlers
in southern Utah seem to have kept to the village pattern longer. There is so
much to ask about the lives of these "average people." Questions of wealth
distribution, mobility, social status, justice, education, occupational mix, etc.,
beckon us to take a deeper look into these wards and villages.17 In many cases the
records are available. Thousands of minute books for wards are in the LDS
Church Archives, while less used census reports and land records bid the brave to
come.18
15

Andrew Jenson, comp., "Logan First Ward Manuscript History, 1929," Church Archives.
John P. Cardon, "History of Logan Fifth Ward, 1866-1930," Merrill Library, Utah State
University, Logan, Utah.
17
Dean May has pointed the way in his study of Kanabin Arrington, Fox, and May, Building the
City of God, p. 223. Nelson, Mormon Village, and Wahlquist, "Settlement Processes in the Mormon
Core Area," are also important.
18
The LDS Church Historical Department collected minutes until 1976. The volume of such
records caused the church to instruct the wards to keep minutes at the wards for administrative uses
for three years and then to destroy them, an unfortunate decision for future social historians.
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In the closing months of Brigham Young's life in 1877 and the few years
immediately following, the wards and stakes were further institutionalized. An
administrative reform brought several new stakes into existence, establishing an
important precedent for dividing units when they became large. Unlike the
European parish system that was depersonalized by urbanization in many
places, the Mormon wards and stakes were not allowed to grow beyond the point
of a primary community.
Other transformations occurred during the reform. The church president
instructed bishops to revitalize quorums and to ordain more young men to the
Aaronic Priesthood, a calling traditionally reserved for adults. In Logan, for
example, quorums of teachers and seventies that had been city-wide units were
instituted in each ward.
Most striking was the regularizing of the auxiliary organizations. Shortly
after Brigham Young's death, members of the Quorum of the Twelve were
recalled to headquarters from their regional residences. They turned their
attention to activity programs for the whole membership. Apostles were named
to the presidency of the Young Men's Mutual Improvement Association. They
called new leaders for the Young Ladies' Mutual Improvement Association. The
Primary Association was founded for children and soon adopted church-wide.
Eliza R. Snow was appointed Relief Society president for the whole church and
began to institute a system of local boards. Traveling missionaries were called to
promote membership and activity in the Deseret Sunday School Union.
Everywhere wards were urged to adopt the new uniform programs.
The next phase of Mormonism had begun, the one that produced the ward
we are familiar with today. What emerged could be compared to the corporate
model in business with its production division at headquarters and distribution
force in the field. The ward was seen as the delivery point of church-wide
programs that were designed and regulated by the production staff at church
headquarters, including instructional courses, youth activities, cultural events,
welfare programs, missionary efforts, even visits to members' homes. The
General Authorities used their power of persuasion from the conference pulpits
to urge ward leaders to "follow the program." To a large extent, the wards fell in
line.
After the watershed of 1890, the institutionalizing moved rapidly. By that
time, for example, there were seven wards in Logan, the smallest being the
Logan Third with 402 members and the largest, the Fifth with 729. By 1893 these
wards were receiving printed instructions sent to all bishops from the First
Presidency. Initially they were a few short pages dealing with financial matters.
By 1913 the circulars had becomefiftypages of instructions dealing with records,
recommends, ordinances, buildings, quorums, transgressions, teaching
classes.19 (These booklets were the forerunners of the fifty or more handbooks
that detail current programs to be implemented in the ward — now well over a
thousand pages.) What was quickly emerging was the concept that each member
in a ward should carry some church leadership responsibility, as a teacher,
executive, visiting teacher, youth leader, musician, clerk, or in some other
19

First Presidency and Presiding Bishopric, Circular of Instructions . . . 1893, and Circular of
Instructions, No. 12 (1913).
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capacity. The aim was not only to get the lay work done but to help all members
feel responsible for building the Kingdom of God.
During the twentieth century this process accelerated. More and more
programs emerged from headquarters for implementation in the scattered wards.
Some such as the Welfare Program or the Junior Sunday Schools were initiated
at the local levelfirstand then adopted by the headquarters planners for the entire
church. This process did not usually spread from ward to ward. Instead the
central leaders either accepted it for the whole church or encouraged its
elimination. Thus central control was intentionally guarded, resulting in a
rather thorough uniformity. Even though there have been several tests of that
pattern (especially on the question of buildings), the church headquarters has
weathered them all, maintaining most of the uniform plan in all of the stakes.
More recent efforts include a vast seminary program for daytime religious
instruction of secondary students, beginning in 1912. A companion program,
the institutes of religion system, started in 1926 for college students and is
expanding steadily. Though not taught in the ward, these two programs are
closely linked to ward members. Other programs devoted to youth are more
directly tied to the ward, such as scouting, adopted in 1911. Ward athletic
programs have had major impact on wards almost everywhere. Ward buildings
are now designed to include a basketball floor. Softball is now increasingly
important, with volleyball coming on strong. Women's sports are also growing.
Cultural programs, particularly in drama and dance, were especially strong in
the mid-century but have declined somewhat in importance. A genealogical
program has increasingly moved to a ward basis and is now stronger than ever.
Some of its importance has been enhanced with the recent establishment of
meetinghouse libraries in each ward building and a special branch genealogical
library in each stake.
So today most Mormon wards include a complex set of activities from
worship to welfare, building projects to basketball tournaments. Members who
move into a new ward find virtually all of the programs that they left in their
previous residence. Each ward requires about 150 positions to staff these many
programs (exclusive of the fifty to one hundred home teachers and visiting
teachers and the countless ad hoc assignments).20 Ward members devote a
staggering number of volunteer hours to their church assignments and meetings.
More impressively, they contribute substantial financial donations to the
church. It is well known that Latter-day Saints are expected to tithe their gross
income; a large portion do. What is less well known outside the church is that
tithing is all sent to church headquarters. None is held in the ward to meet local
needs. The tithing funds are then redistributed to the wards as well as to the many
church-wide programs (such as missions, higher education, temples, genealogy
programs, and administration). The local wards receive some of the tithing back
as partial payment on buildings, maintenance, and equipment, but the ward
members are asked to raise additional local funds for welfare, budget,
20

The list includes the bishopric and clerks; librarians; presidencies, secretaries, choristers,
organists, and teachers for auxiliary organizations (Relief Society, Primary, Sunday School, Young
Men, and Young Women); and officers and teachers for Melchizedek and Aaronic priesthood
quorums. Ward members may also serve in stake presidencies, high councils, and auxiliary
positions; as temple officiators; seminary and institute teachers, and as missionaries.
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missionary, and building needs. So local ward members commonly donate well
above 10 percent of their income to the church. In this way the continuity with
the pioneer period of sacrifice and communal activity is alive in the wards today.
THE WARD AS SOCIAL HISTORY

Histories already written have focused on the development of these
programs from scouting to welfare farms as they were conceptualized and led at
church headquarters.21 Another approach would be to examine what they
actually became in the wards.
How should a scholar deal with six thousand Mormon wards, as well as
three thousand more branches? The prospect of studying them individually
seems almost self-defeating. Several amateur histories of wards already exist.22
They are largely antiquarian chronicles of laudatory mind-set. There is clearly
room for a few ward histories that utilize an interpretive view based on an
imaginative use of documents, not just the standard records available in the
Church Historical Department. Interviews, survey research, folklore, family
history, anthropological and geographic analysis — these all could be utilized.
If we try to probe the essence of the Mormon way of life in this manner, we
will not be breaking completely new ground. Scholars of both religion and of
society have examined religious congregations before. Though there are several
dimensions of the ward that do not appear in some other religious groups, we
might still find tools in such studies that we should consider. One of the themes
that emerges from such research is to see the ward as a socialization community.25
Here we would examine the ward as a way in which Mormons sustain and
transmit their values through expressions of belief, rites, rituals, and symbols
which reinforce values among ward members. Abraham Kaplan recently stirred
an audience of LDS scholars with the realization that rituals in Mormonismare
powerful but seldom considered.24 Lay participation, a basic element of the
21
James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard, The Story of the Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book, 1976), pp. 458-65, 475-80, 498-514, 533-602. See also Leonard J. Arrington and Davis
Bitton, "The Mormon Experience: A History of the Latter-day Saints," a book manuscript to be
published in 1979 by Alfred A. Knopf.
22
Examples of these would include: Ada E. Morrell, One Hundred Years of History of theL.D.S.
Logan Second Ward, 1861 to 1961 (Pocatello: Gateway Printers, 1961); John P. Cardon, "History of
Logan Fifth Ward, 1864-1930," manuscript, Merrill Library, Utah State University; Tena A. Weber,
Parma Ward History, 1944-1969 ([Parma, Idaho: Parma Ward, 1961]); [Lloyd S. Hughes and
Johnnie H. Hughes,] Historical Sketch of the Twenty-Seventh Ward, Emigration Stake (Salt Lake
City: n.p., 1970); LucileG. Williams, Historical Highlights of the Twenty-first and North Twentyfirst Wards, Emigration Stake (Salt Lake City: n.p., 1971); Fawn P. Burt and Herbert Gorzitze, The
First 60 Years of the 29th Ward in Salt Lake City ([Salt Lake City: 29th Ward,] 1964); [Leonidas D.
Mecham, ed.,] Book of Remembrance of Sixteenth Ward, Riverside Stake (Salt Lake City: Sixteenth
Ward Book of Rembrance Committee, 1945); [Centennial Committee,] A Century of Spiritual
Guidance: Fifth Ward.. . Salt Lake City, Utah, April 11,1853 - April 11,1953 ([Salt Lake City:] n.p.,
1953); Ruby K. Smith, One Hundred Years in the Heart of lion: A Narrative History of the
Eighteenth Ward ([Salt Lake City:] n.p., 1961); Denese Wecker, ed., A Treasury of Memories of
Colton Ward and Colton Third Ward ([Colton, Calif.: n.p., 1971]); and Through the Years: A Brief
History of the Sixth-Seventh Ward . . . 1849-1955 ([Salt Lake City: n.p., 1955]).
23
John H. Westerhoff III, "A Changing Focus: Toward an Understanding of Religious
Socialization," Andover Newton Quarterly 14 (November 1973): 118-29.
24
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ward, has also been studied in other churches.25 The age of participants, their
status within the group,26 and the size variation of congregations have also been
examined.27 We might find it instructive to probe more deeply into the question
of who actually participates in wards and who does not.
Comparison and contrast with the local units of other religions might also
be instructive. One example: an examination of American Jewish synagogues
has been reported by Sklare.28 As adopted Israelites, Mormons sense a kinship
with Jews. So it is quite enlightening to compare the ward with the synagogue.
Most Mormons, however, are unaware of the dramatic change that has occurred
in American synagogues in recent decades. The traditional activity of study and
worship by Jewish men that dominated synagogues for centuries has given way
in the United States to the growth of synagogue centers. These newer institutions
have expanded the involvement of their members to include women's clubs (the
Sisterhood), youth groups, athletic clubs, and other recreational programs.
These new centers, complete with gymnasiums, seem very similar to Mormon
wards. They are family-centered with about five hundred families to each
suburban unit. The Jewish religion is a permanent minority, so the center
usually becomes a refuge where these "peculiar" people gather for reinforcement
because their lifestyle is looked at with some suspicion by the gentile
establishment.
These similarities seem compelling until one looks at the differences. First,
the synagogue center has aimed particularly at attracting the secular Jews. The
price for recapturing their interest has been to de-emphasize religion. In contrast
to the synagogues in Israel, Sklare maintains that the American synagogue
centers devote about 90 percent of their program to social rather than religious
activities. There is admittedly much social, even athletic, activity in Mormon
wards, but the wooing of secularized members is not the dominant thrust. The
ward is essentially a religious unit. Secondly, the synagogues are tenaciously
congregational; policy emerges from and is implemented within the limits of
each group. No hierarchy above them determines their program. This is in
complete contrast to the episcopal structure of Mormonism where programs and
policy are produced at the center, creating local units that in some respects are
interchangeable.
The predominance of hierarchical structures in Mormonism is obvious and
fundamental. We should not carry the idea too far, however. The business
25

Larry DeBord, "Adolescent Religious Participation: An Examination of Substructure and
Church Attendance," Adolescence 16 (Winter 1969): 557-70; James D. Davidson, "Religious
Involvement and Middle Age," Sociological Symposium 3 (Fall 1969): 31-46; and Frederick A.
Shippey, "Clique Structure in Religious Youth Gangs," Sociology and Social Research 54 (April
1970): 371-77.
26
Jack O. Balswick and Norman R. Layne, Jr., "Studying Social Organization in the Local
Church: A Sociometric Approach," Review of Religious Research 14 (Winter 1973): 101-9; and
Reginald W. Bibby and Merlin Brinkerhoff, "Sources of Religious Involvement: Issues for Future
Empirical Investigation," ibid., 14 (Winter 1974): 71-79.
27
Paul H. Wilken, "Size of Organizations and Member Participation in Church Congregations," Administrative Science Quarterly 16 (June 1971): 173-79.
28
Marshall Sklare, "TheSociology of the American Synagogue," SocialCompass 18(1971): 375-
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allegory about production and distribution is only partially applicable. The
wards are not just like a chain of franchises scattered across the land. Just as we
are now discovering more diversity than we previously saw in the nineteenthcentury Mormon villages, so will we find some initiative and diversity in the
twentieth-century wards, even though they have a hierarchical relationship to
the center.
Another consideration would be to examine the religious convictions of members within wards. Religiosity studies abound but there are even some specifically focusing on particular congregations. One study suggests that participants
in congregations essentially reject utilitarianism in favor of such concepts as
dedication, sacrifice, and commitment to absolutes.29 Such a spirit is closely akin
to C. S. Lewis's view that participation in a religious community appeals to a
basic but unmodern morality.30 In an opposite view, another scholar suggests
that religious activity is an escape. In his so-called comfort thesis, Charles Glock
has suggested that being old, female, unmarried, or having little education or
income is an emotional burden for which people try to compensate through
religious activity.31 Hobart has challenged dock's hypothesis after studying
twenty congregations in Alberta, where he found church attenders to include
normal ratios of young, married, and highly educated people.32 It would be
fascinating to contrast differing kinds of Mormon wards with the Glock and the
Hobart data. Perhaps wards in some areas are in fact similar to the Glock
hypothesis, while wards elsewhere are better described by the Hobart view.
Lay members of the church as well as ecclesiastical leaders will likely be
suspicious about examining the ward with such fancy concepts as socialization,
ritual, religiosity, group interaction, participation, comparison, and refuge
from secularism. They are likely right. These analytical concepts will not
capture the whole of the Mormon experience in a ward, but historians who
utilize both analytical and humanistic insights can certainly bring greater depth
than the descriptive approach currently employed.
THE WARD : A TYPOLOGY

As a modest beginning that I am sure will be quickly surpassed, I would like
to suggest some things about wards in the twentieth century. As of 1 January
1978 the church contained about six thousand wards in 885 stakes. New wards
and stakes are organized each week. There are more than fifteen hundred
branches within the stakes and about seventeen hundred more in missions.33
29
Robert N. Bellah, "Religion and Polity in America," Andover Newton Quarterly 15
(November 1974): 107-23. Dr. Bellah was also a participant at the recent BYU Symposium on
Judeao-Christian Parallels with Mormonism. His paper was titled "Religion and Society in the
Mormon Community."
30
C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (New York: Macmillan, 1943), pp. 20, 79.
31
Charles Y. Glock, Benjamin B. Ringer, and R. B. Earl, To Comfort and to Challenge: The
Dilemma of the Contemporary Church (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967).
32
Charles W. Hobart, "Church Involvement and the Comfort Thesis in Alberta," Journal for the
Scientific Study of Religion 13 (December 1974): 463-70.
33
Deseret News 1978 Church Almanac (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1978), p. 148. Based on
reports as of 31 December 1977.
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None of the wards is large in comparison to many congregations of other
religions. The ward is a community where members can know everyone by
name. In this atmosphere primary relationships can be the rule rather than the
exception. Still, there is more diversity than one may expect. Even though the
church leaders prepare a standard program to be followed in the local wards, it is
apparent that the difference in resources available in the wards is wide; the
implementation of the program is similarly divergent. I therefore propose five
general categories to serve as analytical framework for considering wards in the
mid-twentieth century. It is possible to identify three levels of mature wards
where the full church program is implemented — at an abundant, adequate, or
limited level. Beyond that there are emerging wards with basic or even nascent
programs. 34
In abundant wards the full program designed at church headquarters is
implemented with strong leadership. Some wards in this group actually have
more talented members with willingness to sacrifice than can be effectively
utilized. Leaders in these wards often initiate additional programs to challenge
their affluent and able members. Such wards are largely suburban (some rural)
with 250 or more members attending each week. There are sixty or more active
Melchizedek Priesthood bearers. Most members in these wards were born in the
church; they are likely fourth orfifthgeneration Mormons. The ward is probably
a compact neighborhood ward where a high percentage of all residents within
the tight, contiguous boundaries are members. Children in the ward often attend
the same school; their age mates are the same in neighborhood, school, and ward.
Everyone in the ward speaks English and shares the same Western European
racial heritage. I do not have access to the confidential data, but I hypothesize that
the activity level of these wards is near or above 50 percent, that the financial
contributions are high, that the temple marriage rate is the highest in the church,
as are the number of missionary calls. Probably about 2 percent of the members
are filling full-time missions each year from these abundant wards.
Adequate wards, the second in strength, implement the full program with
only minor difficulty. There is some shortage of experienced and willing leaders.
These wards again are suburban or rural. About two hundred members attend an
average sacrament meeting; about forty-five men are active Melchizedek
Priesthood bearers. In some of these wards there are several converts, but the
influence of the Mormon heritage is still considerable because of the presence of
many fourth and fifth generation Mormons. Some of the wards in this group are
neighborhood wards (many are actually the modern version of old Mormon
villages), while in some of them the members are dispersed beyond what could be
considered one neighborhood. The race is again Caucasian and the language is
generally English, but some of these wards include Spanish-speaking members.
The activity rate is likely between 40 and 45 percent. Other factors such as
contributions and temple marriages are proportionately less than the abundant
wards even though these wards are within areas where Mormonism is highly
visible. The percentage of full-time missionaries in the field is likely closer to 1
per cent.
34
I am indebted to John Sorenson of Brigham Young University for the words "mature" and
'emerging."
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Limited wards begin to show some marked differences. Though attendance
is still fairly high with about 175 members attending sacrament meeting each
week, the priesthood leadership availability drops to around thirty-five active
Melchizedek Priesthood bearers. The most notable difference is dispersion.
There are no neighborhood wards in this group. Distance is a constraint on
many programs, even though most of the wards in this group are suburban.
Members gather at the meetinghouse two or three times a week but then return to
the pluralistic environment of their neighborhoods, schools, and work places
where LDS values are not dominant. The Mormon heritage in these wards is
noticeable mainly in those fourth and fifth generation Mormons who have left
the "mountains" and "scattered" into these areas. They often form the
leadership cadre, but the wards also include a large percentage of active converts.
Stakes in this group are almost all young, most being organized since 1945.
These Mormons are definitely a minority in a pluralistic society where the
church has modest visibility. As a result the wards are a refuge where saints
gather in a tight enclave. The communal nature of the active members in these
wards is often stronger than in any of the others because these members try to
establish a small Zion amid secular surroundings. Despite these efforts, the
contributions, missions, and temple marriages are proportionately lower than
adequate wards because of the lower activity rate. The concept of total dedication
is not as widespread in these wards as in thefirsttwo groups. 11 is very motivating
to a small leadership core who also try to spread the gospel to their nonmember
neighbors.
Geography is not a determining factor in this typology, but as one looks at
the first three groups (the mature wards), it becomes apparent that the wards
which fit each description also tend to congregate geographically. Abundant
wards, as anyone would suspect, are mainly, though not exclusively, along the
Wasatch Front in Utah. Adequate wards include many in that area as well as the
rest of the American Great Basin. Additionally there are wards in California, the
U. S. Northwest and the Southwest also in this category. The amazing thing is
that most, though not all, of the limited wards are located east of the Mississippi
River in the United States.35 Considered together these three groups account for
about three-fourths of the church membership.
Emerging wards tend to be located outside the United States and Canada.
The basic ones, as opposed to the nascent wards, are concentrated in the Pacific
Ocean Basin. Characteristics such as size and activity define this basic group,
with about 150 members attending sacrament meeting regularly and about
twenty-five Melchizedek Priesthood bearers being active. Though the members
are generally in a minority, there are some islands with high concentrations of
Mormons and a resulting high visibility of the church. For thefirsttime in one of
these groups there is major cultural divergence. Many of the forty-four stakes and
266 wards in the Pacific are peopled with Caucasians, but some are made up of
35
It is interesting to contrast thefivekinds of wards suggested in this article with the category
system described by Donald W. Meinig in his landmark article, "The Mormon Culture Region:
Strategies and Patterns in the Geography of the American West, 1847-1964," Annals of the
Association of American Geographers 55 (June 1965): 191-220. Meinig describes the settlement of the
Great Basin as a Mormon Culture region. He also examines the spread of Mormons to California and
the Pacific Northwest. He does not consider growth east of the Mississippi or outside North America.
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Polynesian members. Some wards are racially mixed. There are many lifetime
members among both Polynesians and "Anglos," but the converts are in the
majority among the Australian and New Zealand Caucasians. In addition to the
English language, there are Polynesian languages, even some French spoken in
these wards. This emerging group also has some members with little formal
education.
The nascent wards are the most diverse. Not only are these emerging wards,
but they are very small. In fact they are a new kind of ward altogether. About
twenty years ago the LDS General Authorities decided to accelerate the rate of
transferring leadership responsibility from missionaries to local leaders in
emerging areas. On pre-World War II criteria most of these wards would still be
branches under the jurisdiction of mission presidents. As a result of the rather
dramatic policy change there are now forty-three stakes in Europe (238 wards),
twelve stakes in Asia (66 wards), thirty-seven stakes in South America (216
wards), and fifty-one stakes in Mexico and Central America (325 wards). There
are often fewer than one hundred members attending a sacrament meeting in
these wards, with the priesthood leadership being twenty or less. So these wards
have about half the strength of mature-limited wards which themselves are often
struggling by American standards. Though missionaries have been in many of
these nations for over a century, there are very few third, fourth, or fifth
generation Mormons. Most members are recent converts. Many of the "old
timers" have departed either through emigration or disaffection. None of the
members in this nascent category has experienced the communitarian heritage of
Great Basin Mormons. There are very few third, fourth, or fifth generation
Mormons who have moved to those areas; even these are generally itinerant.
The emerging nascent wards are all dispersed; there are no neighborhood
wards and distance limitations pose severe difficulties. Many of these wards are
genuinely urban, being located in the great cities of the world. Such wards bring
a cultural diversity that has not been a characteristic of Mormons until recently.
The development of wards and stakes in this group is bringing many of the issues
that such diversity fosters — many languages, differing economic systems, value
diversity, and especially different mind-sets. Most Mormons in the first four
groups live in industrialized settings and are actually middle class (with the
exception of some Polynesians). Many Mormons in nascent wards are from the
urbanized middle class, but increasingly in Latin America and Asia people are
joining the church in nonindustrialized settings. Poverty and illiteracy problems
are thus arising in what has been a middle-class church for several decades.
What difference does it make whether a ward is mature or emerging?36 After
all, categories are in flux constantly. Some are simply tentative postulates of
ivory tower minds. At least they demonstrate clearly that a ward in York,
England, and one in Provo, Utah, differ in significant ways. They show that
being one Mormon out of a thousand in an inner city European setting is a stark
contrast from being one out of two in a Maori village or being one in a southern
36
Thefivecategories — "abundant," "adequate," "limited," "basic," and "nascent" —apply to
the regular LDS wards. There are some other wards and branches for specific needs that have not been
considered, such as units for students, inner city ethnic groups, military personnel, and the
handicapped.
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Utah town where ninety-five percent are of the same faith. The schema helps
illustrate that being "active" or "inactive" in the majority setting would have
different implications than in the pluralistic places. It helps us view Mormonism
from a wider spectrum than just the wards in our own culture. Perhaps it has
some implication for planning programs. Certainly, it explains why the
implementation out at the delivery point is more diverse than the standard
program envisions. Such analysis might also help us look at some of the
weaknesses of the ward system — the clanishness it fosters, the imbalance of
wealth and age distribution it confines in boundaries, and the stereotyping of
active and inactive, able and unable it perpetuates.
In any land or any category the ward is a set of human relationships, not
only an organization, or a building, or a calendar of activities, or a ream of
reports. It is people. It is these "plain people" we need to consider. Over a century
ago Leo Tolstoy said, "To study the laws of History, we must entirely change the
subject of our observation, must leave aside Kings, Ministers, and Generals and
study . . . the masses."37 For Mormonism the study of the ward offers that
opportunity. It is there we will see what Mormonism is. There we will see a
young person confessing sins in confidence to a bishop, youdi leaders anguished
about a rebellious youngster who defies principles — maybe even diverting a
whole peer group — parents trying to moderate the competitiveness of a fourth
grade age mate group, a teacher breaking through to a child where a parent
cannot, adult loneliness crying out for someone to care, members of all ages
giving talks — building fledgling confidence — councils and presidencies
planning and worrying about members with personal difficulties, feelings of joy
when someone makes solid decisions, gratefulness for life and for eternal
purpose, a divorcee sitting with her four children and biting her lip through a
Father's Day program, friends helping a mother cope with the shock when her
child is born with imperfections, quorum members trying to help a father regain
his church membership following transgression, vigils beside the dying,
struggles for testimony, the exultant joy of belief, soul-searching before a
mission call, concern about eternal progression, a couple trying to govern their
courtship with traditional values, people struggling to pay tithing, newcomers
who are anxious about acceptance when moving into the tight relationships of a
new ward, temple attenders pondering the meaning of the endowment, a
neighbor raising her hand to the square to support a ward division she really
doesn't want, a mother deciding whether to accept an additional calling that
seems to be one too many, members accepting the irritating personality of
someone they would be tempted to ignore if he weren't a "brother." It is
experiencing love — together.
The Mormon ward embodies a communal religion that is Utopian in many
ways, even if it is not as millennial as it used to be. Though there are individual
moments of meditation, of prayer, of worship, that are private among Mormons,
the faith is mostly experienced in groups. Some wards fulfill the definition of
community better than others. Some may be only a congregation. Certainly,
some Mormons relate to their ward as a congregation while for others it is their
37

Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace, transl. Ann Dunnigan (New York: New American Library,
1965), p. 988.
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primary community. The challenge for scholars is to get inside those groups, to
feel both the faith and the frustration. Then we can describe what it means to be a
Mormon in the twentieth century. Then we can discover whether the
accommodation Mormonism has made to this century has left it essentially a
church like many others with congregations spread worldwide or whether the
communal heritage of the nineteenth century has helped Mormons create a
unique Christian community.

Brigham Young in Life and Death:
A Medical Overview

By Lester E. Bush, Jr.

I
One is often struck when reading nineteenth century diaries by the
astonishing vigor and resilience of our forebears — and by their lengthy and
frequent illnesses. Those people, especially the western pioneers, seem to have
been sicker and hardier than we are today. Such was definitely the case with
Brigham Young. Interspersed with the familiar accounts of his active early life as
a missionary and the monumental colonization efforts of his later years —
activities which took him thousands of miles by ship, wagon, horseback or foot
in nearly every decade of his adult life — are an almost equally impressive
number of less well-known accounts of serious "fevers" and other ailments
which debilitated or even incapacitated him for weeks or months at a time.
As an adult Brigham weathered at least three well-known medical crises,
which limited evidence suggest to have been malaria (at age thirty-eight), an
exfoliative febrile illness — perhaps scarlet fever — which almost proved fatal
when his breathing stopped (age forty-one), and a tick-borne "mountain fever"
from which he was still prostrate at the time of his momentous arrival in the
Great Salt Lake Valley (age forty-six). In addition, he had several other major
illnesses in hisfifties,sixties, and seventies, including what were reported to have
been severe respiratory ailments and influenza, and extended bouts of urinary
blockage. Throughout his life he also was plagued with a recurring
"rheumatism" which on occasion left him severely limited for weeks. He
Lester E. Bush, Jr., is an M.D. working in Alice Springs, in the Australian outback.
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nonetheless regularly reported, and no doubt genuinely believed, that "my
health is good," an impression repeatedly confirmed by the unending stream of
visitors to Utah who consistently underestimated the patriarch's age by nearly a
decade.l
CHILLS AND FEVER

Aside from the date of his birth — 1 June 1801 —and his rank as the ninth of
eleven children, nothing is known of Brigham Young's early medical history.
While it would be safe to assume that he was exposed to the unbiquitous — and
in those days dangerous — diseases of childhood, he is only reported to have had
mumps "on one side," and that at about age fourteen.2 Whatever his early
medical record, with the exception of an intermittent rheumatism which
reportedly "tortured" him "occasionally from his youth,"3 there is no indication
of any lingering effects of early illness. Clearly he was not a victim of the most
common serious sequel to the mumps — secondary sterility.
No more is known of the medical aspects of Young's early adult life than of
his youth and childhood. He married in 1824, at the age of twenty-three, and his
wife had given him two children before she died in 1832 of "consumption"
(presumably tuberculosis), a disease from which his mother also had died when
he was young.4 During at least part of these early years he worked as a painter and
glazier, which in those days carried the occupational risks of lead poisoning.
Again, however, there is no indication of aftereffects, no doubt because he
abandoned the profession early in life.
The first of several serious illnesses reflected in Young's published letters
and journals does not occur until July 1839, by which time as a Mormon apostle
he lived in the small community of Montrose, Iowa, on the west bank of the
Mississippi River. Then at age thirty-eight, remarried and father of three more
children (including twins), Brigham was struck down by "a general siege of
sickness which swept over the entire community."5 For a time he had attended to
the needs of his ailing fellow saints, but quickly succumbed himself to this
'Brigham Young is one of the few people to have escaped inclusion in Judson Bennet Gilbert's
comprehensive bibliography of medical references to the famous, Disease and Destiny (London:
Dawsons of Pall Mall, 1962). My analysis relies heavily on published sources of Brigham Young's
self-evaluation of his own health: Elden J. Watson, ed., Manuscript History of Brigham Young,
1801-1844 (Salt Lake City: Elden J. Watson, 1968); excerpts from the manuscript history of Young,
1844-1848, in Joseph Smith, Jr., History ofthe Church of Jesus Christ ofLatter-day Saints, Period II,
ed. B. H. Roberts (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company for the Church, 1966); Elden J. Watson, ed.,
Manuscript History of Brigham Young, 1846-1847 (Salt Lake City: Elden J. Watson, 1971); Young's
personal correspondence as published in Preston Nibley, Brigham Young: The Man and His Work
(Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1936); and Dean C. Jessee, ed., Letters of Brigham Young to His Sons
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1974).
It is possible to supplement Young's self-assessment by other contemporary accounts and with
the analysis of later biographers. Because of the sketchy nature of these rather infrequent references,
the reconstruction is only partially complete. Nonetheless, as will be seen, a surprising amount is
known.
George A. Smith to Albert Carrington, mid-February 1870, in Nibley, Brigham Young, p. 456.
3
George A. Smith telegram, 8 December 1870, in ibid., p. 465.
4
Watson, Manuscript History . . . , 1801-1844, p. 3; S. Dilworth Young, Here is Brigham (Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft, 1964), p. 32.
5
Nibley, Brigham Young, p. 29.
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epidemic of what was described as "ague" and "chills and fever."6 After
confinement to bed for several days, he was administered to by Joseph Smith, and
thereupon "arose and was healed." His recovery, however, seems not to have
been altogether complete, for he added, "During my further stay in Montrose I
attended meetings and administered to the sick when I was well myself." Eight
weeks later his health was still "so poor I was unable to go thirty rods to the river
without assistance." He nevertheless departed on a mission to England in midSeptember, being conveyed initially on horseback or in a bed "fitted up" in a
wagon. A month later he wrote that he was "unable to sit up," and after yet
another month — in mid-November — that among himself and his companions
"there was not a healthy man."7
This epidemic illness, the course of which appears to have been both
intermittent and to have spanned at least four months, is assumed by Young's
biographers to refer to malaria,8 a reasonable guess. While not necessarily
specific in application, such terms as "ague" and "chills and fever" were often
used synonymously with "malaria," a condition poorly understood in 1839 but
quite prevalent in the Mississippi Valley. The Nauvoo-Montrose area was
deemed a sickly area at the time of the Mormons' arrival in particular because of
the "ague and fever" resident in the vicinity.9 These conditions brought forth
repeated calls within the Mormon press for drainage of the stagnant water and
"sloughs" in the area — as well as ads for "Dr. Vancouver's Powers for the
Immediate Cure of the Fever and Ague."10
This, Brigham's thirty-eighth year, was not a particularly happy time for
him medically. Apparently not fully recovered by mid-winter from his illness of
the preceding summer, he noted in his journal for 1 February 1840 that his health
was "feeble."11 In this uncertain status he fell while jumping onto a ferryboat in
New York (still enroute to England), "putting my shoulder out of joint." His
account of the episode suggests some familiarity with this orthopedic problem,
for he accurately describes the rather harsh but accepted treatment of his day:
I asked brother Hedlock to roll me over on ray back, which he did; I directed brothers
Kimball and Hedlock to lay hold on my body, and brother Pratt to take hold of my hand
and pull, putting his foot against ray side, while I guided the bone with my right hand
back to its place. The brethren wound my handkerchief round my shoulder and helped12me
up. When I came to a fire I fainted, and was not able to dress myself for several days.
6
Ibid., and Parley P. Pratt, ed., Autobiography of Parley Parker Pratt (Salt Lake City, Deseret
Book, 1970), p. 292.
7
Watson, Manuscript History . . . , 1801-1844, pp. 49-50, 52, and 58.
8
See, e.g., Edward W. Tullidge, Life of Brigham Young (New York: Tullidge & Crandall, 1876),
p. 93; Susa Young Gates, The Life Story of Brigham Young(New York: Macmillan, 1930), p. 21; and
Nibley, Brigham Young, p. 29.
9
Pratt, Autobiography, p. 292; Times and Seasons (Nauvoo, 111.) 2 (15 January 1841): 274. See
also Erwin H. Ackerknecht, "Malaria in the Upper Mississippi Valley, 1760-1900," Bulletin of the
History of Medicine, Supplement No. 4, 1945, p. 18; and Robert B. Flanders, Nauvoo: Kingdom on
the Mississippi (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965), pp. 40, 53-54.
l0
Times and Seasons 2 (15 November 1840): 218, 2(15 January 1841):274, and 3 (1 September
1842): 906. The patent remedies were for sale by Ebenezer Robinson and Don Carlos Smith,
according to ibid., 2 (1 November 1840): 208.
"Watson, Manuscript History . . . , 1801-1844, pp. 66-67.
12

Ibid., p. 67.
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Typically, shoulder dislocations are a recurring problem, and one wonders
if this was a chronic condition with Brigham — particularly so because of his
knowledge of the treatment and the apparent ease with which the relocation was
accomplished. To my knowledge, no similar episodes have been reported.
Alternatively, one might assume that this was a fracture rather than a simple
dislocation. In this case, however, one would expect some residual limitation in
the affected (left) arm, which apparently was not the case.
SKINNED ALL OVER

Aside from seasickness enroute to England and on his return the following
year, and an occasional minor illness, Apostle Young apparently did well
medically for the next two years, at last fully recovered.13 In his forty-second year,
however, and again back with the Saints in Nauvoo, Brigham confronted a
second serious medical challenge and this time almost lost.
One evening late in November 1842, he was "suddenly attacked with a slight
fit of apoplexy [i.e., a loss of consciousness]." The next morning he "felt quite
comfortable," but that night was "attacked with the most violent fever I ever
experienced." Thirty hours after the onset of the fever, "the skin began to peel
from my body, and I was skinned all over." It was to be fourteen days before his
fever began to break, at which time he was "showered with cold water," and the
fever finally "left me on the 18th day." For the entire illness he had "laid upon my
back, and was not turned upon my side."14
A severe exfoliative reaction such as that described can be caused by a
number of agents. At that time the most common cause was probably scarlet
fever, although in such cases the exfoliation does not come so soon, nor was there
mention of a rash in Young's case. The prolonged fever is also unusual in scarlet
fever — as well as in the other obvious alternatives — unless a secondary
infection was present. Secondary infections, of course, would have been common
in those days. Alternatively, the illness may originally have been one of the many
unnamed rashes with high fever which result from viruses. One Young
biographer has stated that the illness was accompanied by nausea and violent
vomiting and retching, which is slightly more suggestive of this latter
alternative. The rash in this latter case may have been less apparent, and in either
event could easily have been overshadowed, in retrospect, by the exfoliation
which followed. A much less common alternative diagnosis is a condition, only
recently described, called "toxic or acute epidermal necrolysis." Although the
few reported adult cases of this disease have been attributed to reactions to drugs
not used in the nineteenth century, there are cases among children similar to the
limited description found in Brigham's case which are caused by a staphylococcus bacterial infection. The description, however, isn't sufficiently detailed to
allow a confident retrospective assessment. Based solely on the great disparity in
the relative incidence of the candidate diseases, a combination of scarlet fever
13
Accounts of the sea-sickness are found in ibid., pp. 68-69 and 97-99. Brigham was "so
emaciated from my long journey and sickness" that his friend Willard Richards "did not know me"
on his arrival in England in April 1840 (Ibid., p. 70).
14
Ibid., pp. 124-25.
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with a secondary infection and slightly inaccurate reporting seems the most
likely explanation. 15
Whatever the explanation of the exfoliative phase of Brigham's illness, his
problems were not over when the fever broke. That day, according to his journal
account,
I was bolstered up in my chair, but was so near gone that I could not close my eyes, which
were set in my head — my chin dropped down and my breath stopped. My wife, seeing my
situation, threw some cold water in my face; that having no effect, she dashed a handful of
strong camphor into my face and eyes, which I did not feel in the least, neither did I move a
muscle. She then held my nostrils between her thumb and forefinger, and placing her
mouth directly over mine, blew into my lungs until she filled them with air. This set my
lungs in motion, and I again began to breathe. While this was going on I was perfectly
conscious of all that was pressing around me; my spirit was as vivid as it ever was in my
life, but I had no feeling in my body.16

Brigham's wife clearly anticipated the modern approach to resuscitation, but in
so doing she acted much as many of her contemporaries would have done (had
they the presence of mind to act). Brigham himself reportedly had used mouthto-mouth resuscitation on a drowned child many years earlier. This technique,
traced on a thin thread back to antiquity and 2 Kings 4:34-35, had been popular
in the eighteenth century. The discovery of carbon dioxide in 1754, and the
presence of increased concentrations of this purportedly harmful gas in exhaled
air, eventually led to the recommendation that the mouth be replaced by the
bellows — a notion that appealed to many physicians for hygienic and esthetic
reasons as well. By the early nineteenth century the bellows may well have been
the dominant approach among physicians, but mouth-to-mouth appears also to
have remained popular among society at large. An important study in 1829 next
convinced the medical world erroneously that bellows — or a too vigorous
inflation by simple blowing — caused damage to the lungs (attributable in
reality to the drowning for which the resuscitation had been given). It was
further "demonstrated" that manual stimulation, such as compression, rocking,
rubbing, etc., was an effective and safe alternative. By the end of the nineteenth
century manual resuscitation was the accepted treatment for pulmonary arrest,
and this notion persisted well into the twentieth century. Thus, when Brigham
had his crisis, an effective response was still in fairly common use, if less so
among informed physicians. As late as 1866 both manual and mouth-to-mouth
techniques were used on Abraham Lincoln during his final hours.17
Young's further recovery from this serious episode was very slow and, in part
due to the cold of winter, he was not able to leave his home until mid-January
15
On scarlet fever seeT. R. Harrison et al., Principles of Internal Medicine, 5th ed., 2vols. (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), 2:1520-22. Toxic epidermal necrolysis is discussed in D. Joseph Demis, et
al., Clinical Dermatology (New York: Harper and Row, 1972), vol.1, unit 1:18. Young, Here is
Brigham, p. 332, states without citation that this illness was accompanied by nausea and violent
vomiting and retching.
16
Watson, Manuscript History . . . , 1801-1844, pp. 124-25.
17
See A. Barrington Baker, "Artificial Respiration: The History of An Idea, "Medical History 15
(October 1971): 336-51; and Peter V. Karpovich, Adventures in Artificial Respiration (New York:
Association Press, 1953), esp. chaps. 1-2. For Lincoln's treatment, see John W. Pearson, Historical
and Experimental Approaches to Modern Resuscitation (Springfield, 111.: Charles C. Thomas, 1965),
p. 7. On Brigham's early attempt at mouth-to-mouth, see Young, Here is Brigham, p. 42.
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1843, nearly eight weeks after thefirstfitof apoplexy. Even then he was weak, and
as late as the following August was still not "wholly recovered from my last
winter's illness." While "very sick" that month and suffering from "aking"
teeth, he wrote his wife Mary Ann: "You and I must take som masurs to recover
our health or we shall not last a grate meny years."18
Thereafter, however, Brigham's medical fortunes improved and he enjoyed
apparent good health for the next several years. At least once, at age forty-six, his
rheumatism acted up to the point that "it was with difficulty I could walk."19
Overall this was a very active time for him. In 1844 he succeeded the slain Joseph
Smith as leader of the Mormon community and actively planned the exodus
west. Also during this period, 1842 to 1847, he married eleven of the fourteen
polygamous wives by whom he fathered children. Seven of these wives had their
first child between 1844 and 1847.20
MOUNTAIN FEVER

In the winter of 1846 Young led the Mormon vanguard out of Nauvoo and
brought on himself shortly thereafter the attack of rheumatism noted above.
When it became clear that the migration could not cross the Rockies safely that
year, Winter Quarters was established on the Missouri River. These Mormon
encampments were racked during the ensuing months both by typhoid,
dysentery, and other infectious maladies, and the almost inevitable consequence
of their marginal diets — scurvy. Brigham apparently escaped the worst of these
plagues, but did succumb to several of the camp diseases. One of these, in August
1846, resulted in "one hundred cases of sickness in camp, mostly fever," but the
effects appear to have been minimal for he notes only being "quite unwell and
kept my bed for most of the day." A more dramatic episode occurred later in the
winter. In mid-February he was "taken very unwell, being much distressed in the
stomach and bowels. Fainted away, apparently dead for several moments, and it
was with much ado that he could be kept from falling asleep to await the
resurrection morn." His recovery was rapid; three hours later Brigham informed
a visitor that "I have frequently [fainted] away but never died before." While
Young appears not to have suffered a grave illness during this severe winter,
overall the impact of the deprivations did have a measurable impact: he
reportedly claimed that he had become so wasted that he could wrap his great
coat around himself twice.21
18

Watson, Manuscript History ..., 1801-1844, pp. 126, 149; Dean C. Jessee, "Brigham Young's

Family," Brigham Young University Studies 18 (Spring 1978): 326.
19
Watson, Manuscript History . . . , 1846-1847, p. 54. He reports being "quite" sick for brief
periods in March and May 1845 and in January 1846 (see Smith, History of the Church, 7:379-80,
411, and 562).
20
Jessee, Letters of Brigham Young, pp. 357-59, provides tabular data on Brigham's wives and
children from which these and subsequent observations on Brigham's "reproductive history" are
based.
21
Watson, Manuscript History . . ., 1846-1847, pp. 328, 330. Other illnesses around this time are
mentioned 3 August 1846 (ibid., p. 293) and 28 October 1846, in "Diary of Lorenzo Dow Young,"
Utah Historical Quarterly 14 (January, April, July, October 1946).15. The February illness is
reported in Charles Kelly, ed., Journals of John D. Lee, 1846-47 and 1859 (Salt Lake City: Western
Printing Co., 1938), p. 90, and Watson, Manuscript History . . . , 1846-1847, pp. 526-27. On
Brigham's thinned status at the end of the winter, see Ray B. West, Jr., Kingdom of the Saints: The
Story of Brigham Young and the Mormons (New York: Viking, 1957), p. 172. For a more general
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Brigham's next serious illness came the following summer, in July 1847, as
he led the Mormon advance party across the Rockies to the Salt Lake Valley. Just
a few days short of their destination, several members of the group were "attacked
with [mountain] fever." Brigham's attack began the morning of 12 July, and he
was forced to discontinue his trek at noon. By evening he was "very sick,"
"raving and insensible." To judge by other reports of this illness, he must also
have had excruciating headaches that day ("as if the head were being mashed
between rollers"), high fever, and severe aches and pains in the back and joints.
Typically of this "fever," Brigham was "a little better" the next day, and
"considerably better" the following day. On the fifteenth of July — the third day
after the onset of his illness — he felt well enough to rejoin the main body of the
expedition, which at his direction had proceeded on. Within two days, however,
he was again "very sick," and once again forced to discontinue his journey. Most
of the camp activities were cancelled this time, and a special prayer meeting held
as Brigham appeared to his brethren to be "nigh unto death." The next
afternoon (the eighteenth) he was again "sensibly better." While his health had
improved sufficiently by the twentieth to allow the expedition to proceed, he still
required transportation in a bed prepared in the back of a carriage. It was in this
condition that he first viewed the Salt Lake Valley, the carriage being turned
"half way round so that I could have a view." On the twenty-sixth, though
becoming "very tired and weary in climbing," he was nonetheless able to join in
an "exploring expedition . . . [to] the top of a high peak, on the edge of the
mountains, which they considered a good place to raise an ensign." Thereafter,
his recovery proceeded apparently without major relapse. A week later he once
remained in bed "all day," but there is no published indication of further
difficulties.22
Mountain fever, which regularly struck down emigrant groups passing
through the mountains in the late spring and early summer months, was —and
still is — the source of considerable speculation as to etiology. It is clear, as
traveler Sir Richard Burton observed in 1860, that the term was often only a
"generic popular name" which subsumed "various species of febrile affections,
intermittent, remittent and typhoid."23 Most of the early debate centered on
whether mountain fever was basically "malarious" or "typhous" in origin
(eventually it was deemed "typho-malarious"), and the spectrum of symptoms
ascribed to it confirms in retrospect that it was both — and more.24
account of Mormon difficulties in Winter Quarters, see, among others, William J. Reals and Sidney
Merlis, "Mormon Winter Quarters: A Medical Note," Bulletin ofthe Creighton University School of
Medicine 4 (November 1947): 46-49, and Juanita Brooks, John Doyle Lee: Zealot, Pioneer Builder,
Scapegoat (Glendale: Arthur C. Clarke, 1964), pp. 112-14.
22

Watson, Manuscript History . .., 1846-1847, pp. 562-64; Nibley, Brigham Young, pp. 97-99,

102; William Clayton's Journal. . . (Salt Lake City: Clayton Family Association, 1921), pp. 290-94;
and Andrew Jenson, "The Pioneers of 1847," The Historical Record 9 (April 1890):79.
The parenthetical interpolation derives from many descriptions of mountain fever, the specific
wording here being that of Asst. Surgeon John J. Milhau, who encountered many cases enroute to
Utah with the Sixth Infantry in the summer of 1858. See Thomas Lawson,ed., Statistical Report on
the Sickness and Mortality in the Army of the United States, from January 1855 to January 1860
(Washington, D.C., 1860), pp. 304-6.
23
Richard F. Burton, The City of the Saints and Across the Rocky Mountains to California, ed.
Fawn M. Brodie (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963), p. 308.
24
For contemporary medical commentary from several physicians who practiced in Utah, see the
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Notwithstanding the diversity of contemporary accounts, one distinctive
pattern did emerge — similar to that described in Young's case — which might
be termed the "real" mountain fever: a mild chill lasting an hour or two,
followed by a high fever, severe headaches, back pain, and leg cramps, and
nausea, all of which gradually diminished after the first day leaving the victim
"very much prostrated" but otherwise symptom-free within two days. By the
fourth day victims usually felt well and able to return to work, but "on the fifth
day, in a large proportion of cases, the symptoms return." The pattern was
repeated, following which there was again a slow convalescence.25 After this
second phase there were no further symptoms.
The classic course of this disease, as illustrated in the foregoing summary
from an early army medical report, is strikingly similar to that of what is now
termed Colorado tick fever. This is a non-fatal viral illness transmitted by ticks
found in most areas of the mountain west, and showing the same seasonal
variation reported a century ago for mountain fever. This tick fever — which
should not be confused with the much more serious Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever which is also tick-borne — begins abruptly with a fever, intense headache,
prostrating weakness, nausea and vomiting, in an initial attack which lasts
about three days. After a two- to three-day remission, nearly all cases experience a
similar second bout, often more serious than the first, but thereafter recovery is
usually without any complications beyond a persisting weakness.26 By contrast,
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever is characterized by a much more debilitating
course, high mortality, and a distinctive rash. It does not have a simple biphasic
pattern. Nor can a strong case be made that the mountain fever described above,
or experienced by Brigham Young, was at all suggestive of typical cases of
typhoid or malaria, a popular speculation even among early Young biographers. While one cannot be absolutely certain at this late date, it appears most
likely that Brigham and a number of his overland brethren were, rather, the
victims of Colorado tick fever.27
reports of several army surgeons in Lawson, Statistical Report, pp. 292-93 and 302-6, and in the
American Journal of the Medical Sciences (new series) 39 (April 1860): 323-31; 75 (January 1878): 243; and 79 (January 1880): 38-60. The 1878 article, "On Mountain Fever and Malarious Waters," by
Charles Smart, included fragments of a discussion at the Salt Lake Medical Society, 12 March 1877.
The true etiologies for the various candidate diseases were not accurately identified by medical
science for a number of decades thereafter.
25
As described by Asst. Surgeon Milhau (see note 22 above), an account almost identical to what
is known of Brigham Young's illness. More complicated descriptions were also commonplace, but in
retrospect must have included more than one disease entity.
26
Harrison et al., Principles of Internal Medicine, 2: 1757.
27
Microbiologist Raymond N. Doetsch has recently argued that "it seems likely that 'mountain
fever' was, in fact, Colorado tick fever," in his Journey to the Green and Golden Lands: The Epic of
Survival on the Wagon Trail (Port Washington, N.Y.: National University Publications, 1976), pp.
84-85. Historian Leonard J. Arrington identified a case of "mountain fever," described in similar
terms to that above, as Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever in his From Quaker to Latter-day Saint:
Bishop Edwin D. Woolley (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976), p. 219. This latter disease, a much
more serious illness — with a twenty percent mortality prior to the advent of antibiotics, including
half of those afflicted over age forty — which is endemic in the Rockies and elsewhere, would typically
have had a much longer period of sustained high fever and prostration, not to mention a
characteristic associated rash. The biphasic course of Brigham's illness also is not characteristic of
this condition (see Harrison et al., Principles of Internal Medicine, 2: 1668-73). Utah medical
historian Ralph T. Richards, Of Medicine, Hospitals, and Doctors (Salt Lake City: University of
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RHEUMATISM, FEVER, AND THE MUMPS

The next few years were particularly active for Brigham, who appears to
have recovered fully from the physical ordeal of the exodus. He traveled
extensively, and fathered between 1848 and 1851 twelve children (by eight of his
wives). One visitor mistook him to be "about forty years of age" (actually about
fifty), noting also that he had become "rather corpulent." A photograph,
believed taken on his fiftieth birthday in June 1851, does reveal a surprisingly
youthful appearance, with no visible hint of residual ill-health.28
Brigham maintained both his youthful appearance and vigorous schedule
throughout his fifties, and among other activities fathered during this decade
some twenty-four children by ten wives. As before, however, he also succumbed
to several lengthy illnesses which, if not as severe as those experienced the decade
before, seemed to come more frequently during this sixth decade of his life.
Henceforth they were also to come most often in the colder months of the year, a
distinct departure from the serious summer fevers to which he had fallen victim
in earlier times.
Most of Brigham's difficulties during these years appear to have been
respiratory in origin, though he was also plagued at times by his long-standing
rheumatism. In April 1851 a "cold" was sufficiently debilitating to keep him
from attending the important semi-annual general conference of the church.
That fall he returned from a trip with another "severe cold," and though
"immediately" taking to his bed, "was hardly out of his house" during the entire
month of November. A year later he was again down with a "high fever,'' termed
influenza by one biographer. While Brigham felt well enough two to three weeks
later to go to his office, he thereupon suffered a relapse and it was yet another
three weeks before he had "recuperated sufficiently to resume his work."29
A number of passing allusions to apparently brief illnesses are evident in the
record of Young's activities during the next few years. He was sick in March 1854
and unable to officiate at the funeral of Willard Richards — but had recovered
sufficiently within a few weeks to "[acquit] himself very well on the 'light
fantastic toe' at an 'old fashioned cotillion.' " Then in the winter of 1857-1858,
more serious problems returned and his "bodily afflictions would not permit me
to walk much" for nearly two months, at the end of which they "still hinder my
efforts in speaking or exercising." He attributed this illness to "a rising of the
blood to the head," interpreted by some to mean high blood pressure. Whatever
its true nature — and both his arthritic and respiratory ailments come to mind —
Utah, 1953), pp. 162-66, gives evidence that at least some cases of mountain fever encountered in
Mormon country were typhoid, but he rejects this as a likely explanation of Brigham Young's illness
because of the latter's short duration. He cites Bernard DeVoto and Artemus Ward in defense of his
view.
28
From a New York news correspondent's account, about 1850, quoted in Samuel M. Smucker
[Charles Mackay], Life among the Mormons... (New York: Hurst and Co., [1889]), p. 315. The photo
is the frontispiece in Nibley, Brigham Young. Young was again "very sick" for a short while in late
July 1848, as he led another company of Mormons across the Rockies, enroute from Winter Quarters
to Salt Lake City (Arrington, From Quaker to Latter-day Saint, p. 213).
29
Nibley, Brigham Young, pp. 161, 169, 194. One of these illnesses may have been related to a flu
epidemic which swept the United States in 1850-51. See W. I. B. Beveridge, Influenza: TheLastGreat
Plague (New York: Prodist, 1977), pp. 29-30. Endemic influenza was, of course, always a likely cause
of winter ailments.
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there is no reason to assume that true high blood pressure had anything to do
with it. While hypertension is now known to be common in this age group,
blood pressure measurements — in the twentieth century sense — were neither
appreciated nor routinely taken during Brigham Young's lifetime. Nor is there
any indication in his later years that he had any major complications of
hypertension. A worldwide pandemic of influenza swept over North America in
1857, and would seem a much more likely contributing factor to his concurrent
problems.30
A year later, following successful resolution of the Utah War, Brigham
again fell ill in October, again missing general conference. Details of this illness
have not been reported, but it was several weeks before he could return to work,
by which time he was "in good spirits."31 The following year Brigham was
described by Richard Burton as having "a slight droop in the left [eye] lid
[which] made me think he had suffered from paralysis.'' He reports later learning
that "the ptosis [lid droop] is the result of a neuralgia which has long tormented
him."32 The droop appears to have been a transient "paralysis," as it is not
mentioned in other accounts, nor is it evident in the few later photographs. This
suggests that it was a benign process such as the relatively common "Bell's
palsy." There is no evidence whatever of a serious etiology, such as a stroke.
Brigham entered his sixties looking as youthful as ever. According to
Burton's account, "scarcely a grey thread appears in his hair, which is parted on
the side, light coloured, rather thick, and reaches below the ears with a half curl.
. . . The forehead is somewhat narrow, the eyebrows thin, the eyes between grey
and blue, with a calm, composed, and somewhat reserved expression. . . . His
figure is somewhat large [reported some years later to be about five feet ten inches
and two hundred pounds], broad-shouldered [Brigham once claimed a fortyone-inch chest], and stooping a little when standing." While aware that the
Mormon leader was then fifty-nine, Burton noted that "he looks about fortyfive."33
For the nextfiveyears Brigham enjoyed very good health, perhaps the best of
his adult life. In 1862, shortly before his sixty-first birthday, he observed — no
doubt correctly — that "I am better now than I was 20 years ago," adding that
"my spirit is more vigorous and more powerful today than it has been in any day
I ever saw." Artemus Ward, taking in a Mormon ball in the winter of 1864, found
Brigham (despite a style "more industrious than graceful") to show "a spryness
of legs quite remarkable in a man at his time of life." Several months later FitzHugh Ludlow was similarly impressed with the "aristocratic grace with which
30
Solomon Nunes Carvalho, Incidents of Travel and Adventure in the Far West, Centenary ed.
(Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1954), pp. 223, 243; Journal History of the Church, 1
February 1857, manuscript, Church Archives; Nibley, Brigham Young, p. 272; Beveridge, Influenza,
pp. 29-30. Blood pressure determinations were not routine until after the invention of a clinically
practical sphygmomanometer in the last few years of the nineteenth century.
31
Nibley, Brigham Young, p. 346.
32
33

Burton, City of the Saints, p. 263.
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p. 485. Horace Greeley described Young in 1859 as "portly" and "rather thick set," but
underestimated his age by only three years (fifty-five vs. fifty-eight). See his Overland Journey from
New York to San Francisco (New York: C. M. Saxton, Barker & Co., 1860), p. 216.
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he went through his figures" at an "old-fashioned contra-dance." Overall,
Brigham — who Ludlow erroneously thought to be "nearly seventy years old"
[actually sixty-two] — though "slightly inclining to portliness," appeared "very
little over forty." Not surprisingly, throughout this time Brigham frequently
described his health as "good," "very good," and "excellent."34
By his mid-sixties, Brigham's rheumatism began to extract a more regular
toll. He was confined to his home both by the rheumatism and respiratory
ailments for most of the winter of 1865, and again frequently troubled with
rheumatism in the winters of 1867 and 1870. The respiratory ailment of the
winter of 1865, which "settled upon his lungs" and was associated with a "severe
cough," was attributed by Young to an epidemic of "lung fever." It kept him
confined for about two weeks, but he was adequately recovered a week later to
discourse effectively at general conference.35
In the winter of 1869-70, Brigham also experienced another illness —
suffering "a little with the mumps." This time, in reported contrast to his
youthful illness, he had them "on both sides."36 Itis very likely that either this or
the early report is in error, as recurrences of mumps are extremely rare. He may
well have had two infections localized in this area of his face, one of which could
have been the mumps.
An obvious question arises about the possible aftereffects of mumps in a
man of sixty-eight. The common complication, as mentioned above, is
secondary sterility. While there is no report that Brigham's infection involved
anything but his face, one notes that the last of hisfifty-sevenchildren was born
the year before his infection. A more detailed examination of his family
relationships, however, suggests other factors contributed heavily to termination
of Brigham's reproductive years. In 1870 all but one of the women by whom he
fathered children were of menopausal age or older (the exception, by whom he
had his last child, was twenty-six. Brigham himself appears to have been
experiencing declining fertility during the preceding few years, either for social
or physiological reasons, for he had only one child between 1864 and 1869 (and
none for the last four of those years). Thus there is no compelling reason to
invoke a mumps-related sterility; both Brigham and his many conjugal wives
were simply getting older.37
34

E. P.Hingston, ed.,Artemus Ward (His Travels) among the Mormons (London: John Camden
Hotten, 1865), p. 60; Fitz-Hugh Ludlow, "Among the Mormons," Atlantic Monthly 13 (April
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See contemporary accounts in Nibley, Brigham Young, pp. 404, 410, 431, 465, and 467.
36
Ibid., p. 456; Jessee, Letters of Brigham Young, p. 140.
37
On the average, Brigham's wives ceased childbearing at age thirty-two or thirty-three. Those
who had at least four children gave birth to their last child about age thirty-eight. Allowing for the
infertility of prolonged, exclusive breastfeeding, and the early age of menopause in the nineteenth
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OLD AGE

At the age of seventy Brigham was still a physically imposing figure. A
Chicago Times correspondent, in a description published a few months earlier,
spoke of him as of "fine physical structure, rather lymphatic in temperament,
small boned, and yet staunchly and compactly built." He stood "straight [and]
shows no sign of age in his walk;" "his head [was] covered with a luxurient suit
of auburn hair, among which here and there, a silvery few may be seen."
Altogether he gave the appearance of "great mental energy and indominable
pluck.'' The years must nonetheless have left their subtle marks, for the patriarch
no longer projected deceptive youth. Other visitors found him to be "a very
polite old gentleman," in "a good state of preservation." Even Brigham himself
seemed to look forward to some relief from his accustomed pace: "I am now
nearly seventy-two years of age and need some relaxation."38
His health in thefirstfew years of this, his eighth decade, was much as it had
been in the immediately preceding years. He reported "severe" colds and fever in
the summer of 1872 (at age seventy-one), and again that winter. The following
fall he "contracted a severe cold which brought on a chill followed by fever from
which I have been confined to my room for several days." This convalescence, in
fact, lasted several weeks. There were also periodic bouts of rheumatism, but
overall his health during these years was good.39
It was not to be long before major medical problems again developed. In the
fall of 1874, the seventy-three-year-old prophet fell to yet another illness, perhaps
the most serious he had experienced in over two decades. This illness, about
which little was said publicly, incapacitated Brigham for several weeks and gave
rise to rumors that he was gravely ill. To counteract these stories a statement was
released stating that he had suffered "a severe spell of influenza," from which he
was reported to be recovering. In reality this apparently was, in the words of his
attending physician, a complete "stopage of the urine through enlargement of
the prostate gland."40
The doctor, Seymour B. Young, nephew to Brigham and among the first
Mormons to be sent to an eastern school for formal medical training, had
graduated just the year before from the University Medical College of New York.
He turned to the accepted treatment for "purely mechanical" urinary
obstructions, and while attending Brigham for "20 days & nights," he "drew off
his water [with a catheter]" until he finally "got him educated . .. to draw off his
own water." The experience must have been a grueling one, and it did not end
with this initial episode. One of Brigham's sons in later years recalled that his
38
Nibley, Brigham Young, pp. 469, 472, 490, 522; John Codman, The Mormon Country (New
York: United States Publishing Co., 1874), p. 5.
39
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of Utah Library, 1974), p. 11; Jessee, Letters of Brigham Young, pp. 247-48; and Journal History, 7
September 1873.
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Salt Lake Herald, 30 September 1874, cited in Nibley, Brigham Young, p. 509. See also
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father required regular catheterization for the last years of his life. A year after
this first serious bout, in October 1875, the trauma of his self-treatment led to
local spasm and hemorrhage and Seymour Young again was called on to attend
his patient "night and day" for two weeks. Ultimately, experience and a "Jaques
soft rubber catheter" overcame the initial problems, but even so here was yet
another major burden to be born by the now clearly aging patriarch.41
Despite the urologic difficulties and regular recurrences of his rheumatism,
Brigham remained quite active for most of his early seventies. The pace
periodically took its toll, and more than once his physician noted that "Pres
Young is quite unwell again having worked himself clear down."42 There was
also an occasional bout of "stomach rheumatism" or "biliousness," which
probably was not a new development and no doubt as often related to the status
of the food as to any recurring predisposition to indigestion.43 Overall Brigham
appears to have done surprisingly well for most of his seventy-fourth and
seventy-fifth years, despite the limitations of increasingly frequent bouts of
rheumatism. Invited to a dinner in honor of his seventy-fifth birthday attended
only by men over age seventy, he excused himself with the comment that "you
have invited all the living tombstones in the country to remind me that I have one
foot in the grave; so let them enjoy themselves. I'm going home."44
Approaching his seventy-sixth birthday, Brigham remarked in a sermon,
"As to my health, I feel many times that I could not live an hour longer, but I
mean to live just as long as I can. I know not how soon the messenger will call for
me, but I calculate to die in harness." The messenger was not to be long in
calling, but in the interim Brigham was as good as his word. He traveled
extensively during the summer of 1877, "talking, and laboring in the
organization of the various stakes," occasionally "overtaxing" himself but, as
ever, most often reporting his health to be "very good."45
41
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Late in August 1877, Brigham penned a gentle warning to a son, advising
that "the perusal of novels" was not "a wise means of increasing your appetite to
read." By way of illustration, father Young likened this to "swallowing
poisonous herbs." "I should be very foolish," he wrote, "if because I had a poor
appetite I took to making my meals of poisonous herbs or berries because they
tasted sweet or were otherwise palatable. It would be better for my appetite to
remain poor than that I should destroy my vitality."46
Indeed, Brigham's appetite was poor that day. Later in the evening he was
seized with a violent attack of what his doctor termed "cholera morbus."
Complications developed, and less than a week later the Lion of the Lord was
dead — the victim in some minds of green corn and fresh peaches.47 A century
later another dietary etiology has been invoked, closer still to the seemingly
prophetic analogy — acute arsenic poisoning.48 Other, more prosaic alternatives
also have been suggested over the years — appendicitis, pyelonephritis and, most
recently, diverticulitis or mesenteric thrombosis.49 Not surprisingly, in view of
both the sketchy contemporary accounts and the decades since elapsed, no
consensus has been reached. Then again, the record has never been examined in
much detail.
"CHOLERA MORBUS"

At age seventy-six Brigham still projected resilient good health to many of
his friends. Although tired one August Sunday from "travelling and numerous
meetings," he was back up to par within a day. For the next few days he seemed to
enjoy even "more than his usual amount of health, strength and vitality."50
Thursday afternoon, the twenty-third of August, he felt ill, primarily "an
inclination to vomit," but was not sick enough to curtail his activities. While
lecturing in the Council Hall that evening he looked to be "in his usual health."
Brigham wasn't well, however, and on returning home he retired to rest by
himself. About 11 p.m. that evening he was suddenly "seized with violent
vomiting, purging [i.e., diarrhea] and cramping," which lasted almost
continuously for the next six hours. Dr. Seymour B. Young was summoned
about 4 a.m. Friday morning and diagnosed the president's illness as "cholera
morbus."51
Not to be confused with the more severe and better known "Asiatic" or
"epidemic" cholera, cholera morbus in mid-nineteenth century medical thought
46
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was "generally characterized by the vomiting and purging of bilious matter"
which often came on suddenly and usually was proceded by "a good deal of
nausea." It was "attended by spasmodic pain in the stomach, which is sometimes
excruciating." The symptoms usually subsided with treatment "without
unpleasant consequences, leaving only moderate debility, from which the
patient speedily rises by the aid of a suitable regimen." Twentieth century
physicians long since have abandoned "cholera morbus" as a medical entity. It
proved to be a conglomerate of unrelated (some, initially unknown) diseases,
manifesting a similar set of symptoms. During its archaic period it came to refer
to perhaps the most common of these — gastro-enteritis — but initially its scope
was much broader. It was a popular diagnosis in the nineteenth century, and it
accurately described Brigham's initial symptoms if not his true disease.52
Despite the usually benign course of cholera morbus, Dr. Young must have
been somewhat apprehensive over his patient's prognosis, for in a number of
cases, particularly in "the very old," the disease led to mortal complications. He
initiated the accepted course of treatment and at 5 a.m. Friday morning — "at
[Brigham's] own request" — injected a "mild opiate . . . hypodermically into
each foot." This partially alleviated the "intense" pain which had followed the
initial bout of purging.53
Friday afternoon, the twenty-fourth, the Deseret Evening News announced
publicly mat the president was ill, but added that "his condition was greatly
improved this afternoon. He is gradually progressing toward recovery." In fact
Brigham was no better, and throughout Friday "his sufferings were great." Not
until early Saturday morning was he able to sleep for a few hours — his first rest
since the onset of the attack forty-eight hours earlier.54
Perhaps because of Brigham's cheerful disposition (he continued to make
occasional "humorous remarks") through this early phase of his illness, his
condition was not perceived as serious by his associates. Brother John W. Young
and counselor Daniel Wells, writing a joint letterfivedays later, noted that "none
of us [had] any idea at that time, nor until within a short time previous to his
dissolution, that he was going to be taken from us." The situation at this early
stage was probably viewed as serious, but not grave, by Dr. Young, for no signs of
52
The description of cholera morbus is from George B. Wood, A Treatise on the Practice of
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mortal complications were yet apparent.55 Nevertheless, at some early point —
probably that Friday the twenty-fourth (and certainly by the following day) —
Dr. Young enlisted the aid of three other locally distinguished physicians to join
him in managing the case: Doctors W. F. Anderson, and the brothers J. M. and F.
D. Benedict. Together these four men could offer the ailing president the best
diagnostic and therapeutic acumen available anywhere in the territory.
BRIGHAM'S PHYSICIANS

Although forty years old at the time of Brigham's final illness, Dr. Seymour
Bicknell Young had completed his medical training in New York only three
years earlier. The son of the prophet's older brother Joseph, Seymour worked for
a time in Salt Lake City as a "surgical resident" before he went East from 1872 to
1874 for formal training. In New York he reportedly finished third in his class
and received special recognition for excellence in surgery. Returning to Utah he
established a private practice, including Uncle Brigham, and joined the staff of
Holy Cross Hospital not long after it was established in 1875. In 1876 he became
"City Physician" for Salt Lake and the same year was a founding member of
Utah's first medical society; his subsequent career was both active and
distinguished. In 1878, for example, he established an unusually progressive
asylum for the insane, from which — among other innovations — he would
transfer patients into his own home for the final phases of convalescence. He was
among the first physicians in Utah to promote the use of hospitals, and when the
primarily obstetrical, Mormon Relief Society-sponsored Deseret Hospital was
opened in 1882, he was one of only two men included on the staff. He was also
one of two men on the twenty-nine-person board which ran the hospital. During
this time he was also an active churchman, having been called to the First
Council of Seventy in 1882. He died in 1924, at the age of eighty-four.56
Dr. Washington Franklin Anderson, former mentor to Seymour Young
during his "surgical residency," and colleague in the fledgling Utah Medical
Society, was an obvious choice as a consultant in the management of Brigham's
case. The fifty-four-year-old Anderson was the leading physician in Utah
Territory, and by far the most experienced physician in active practice. Anderson
received his medical education in the early 1840s at the universities of Virginia
and Maryland (graduating in 1844), and at the Baltimore Aimshouse Hospital.
Later he had practiced in Alabama, Virginia, and California, and served in the
Alabama Regiment during the Mexican War. He came to Salt Lake City in 1857
as part of a company of Mormons returning from a colony in southern
California, and while not himself a Mormon was well-received by the
"Young and Wells to Pratt and Smith, 29 August 1877; Deseret Evening News, 31 August 1877.
Even severe cases of cholera morbus generally ended in complete recovery, so Brigham's unremitting
course need not have been undu ly alarming. One of his daughters-in-law, an older woman whose son
attended the president in his final days, also developed cholera morbus the same night as Brigham.
Her son described her as much worse the second day, and "suffering intensely" on the third, but at
this point she began her recovery; Richard W. Young, Journal, 1877-1883, entries of 25-28 August
1877, Church Archives.
56
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community at large and Brigham Young in particular. Shortly after Anderson's
arrival he was appointed a surgeon in the Nauvoo Legion, eventually rising to
the rank of division surgeon. In 1860 he was elected to the Utah legislature.57
For many years Anderson was a dominant (if not the dominant) figure in
Utah medicine. He served at various times as quarantine physician, chairman of
the Board of (Medical Licensing) Examiners, and in 1876 was elected first
president of Utah's medical society. An active exponent of professional
consultation and maintenance of detailed clinical records, he was best known for
his surgical skills, being credited with afirstin abdominal surgery in the territory
in 1881. In 1882 he joined Seymour Young as the only two men on the staff and
board of Deseret Hospital. Not surprisingly he is cited in most major biographies
of eminent nineteenth century physicians, the only Utahn so distinguished. He
died in 1903, at the age of eighty.58
Dr. Joseph Mott Benedict was only twenty-six when he arrived in Salt Lake
City in 1870, but by 1877 when Dr. Young called on him for assistance, he had
already established himself among the vanguard of Salt Lake City's medical
community. In 1875 he was one of thefirstthree physicians appointed to the staff
of Holy Cross Hospital, and from then until 1886 was the only surgeon permitted
to operate there. One historian of Utah medicine states that it "was generally
understood" that Benedict graduated from a New York medical school, and
worked as "an intern in Bellevue hospital," but also adds that "his name did not
appear on their student lists." Whatever his early training, Benedict was believed
by his contemporaries to have served as a surgeon during the Civil War. One
wonders about the reliability of this claim as well, for his name is not on the
roster of Union medical officers — not altogether surprising as he would only
have been sixteen to twenty-one years old at the time. Alternatively he may have
learned his trade from his physician father, or some other preceptor, a common
practice during these years. Despite the uncertainties of his background, and an
apparently egotistical frame of mind, his career at Holy Cross Hospital was at
least initially a distinguished one. On numerous occasions front page articles in
the Salt Lake Tribune extolled his surgical triumphs, and in 1884 he was
presented with a buggy by his "friends of the Holy Cross" "in appreciation of
your generous efforts, in behalf of the hospital." Benedict, however, failed to
keep up with the rapid advances being made in thefieldof surgery, and in 1886 he
was asked to resign as chief surgeon at the hospital. For a decade thereafter he
reportedly "made a pretense of keeping up a general practice," and in 1896 at the
age of fifty-two he died. Later, a former intern recalled Benedict at work at St.
Mark's hospital (Salt Lake City) in 1893: "[he was] a leading character . . . who
had been a Civil War surgeon, and . . . impressed me as still continuing the
57
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practice of 1861-1864." In 1877, at the time of Brigham's illness, this would not
have been terribly out of date.59
The fourth physician assisting Seymour Young was Dr. Francis Denton
Benedict, brother to John Mott Benedict. Like his brother, he had come to Utah
in 1870, both in company of their father, Dr. Francis Knapp Benedict. Little is
known about Denton. He, with his brother and the locally respected Alan
Fowler, constituted the first medical staff of Holy Cross Hospital in 1875. Like
the others he was also a cofounder of the Utah Medical Society in 1876. Nothing
is known of his career subsequent to August 1877, during which he appears to
have been second only to Seymour Young in hours spent at Brigham's side.60
That Brigham should place himself in this, his most serious medical crisis,
in the hands of regular "orthodox" physicians, three of whom were not even
Mormons, spoke much of the evolution of his views toward medicine. Like most
of his fellow Saints, he had for decades turned in times of illness first to the
healing hands of the priesthood, and — if something additional were indicated
— to botanic or other popular folk remedies. Only in cases where it was necessary
"to set bones . . . or to cut off a limb" were even surgeons to be consulted.61
In earlier years Brigham had seen his close friend, Heber Kimball, seemingly
near death from an overdose of opium administered by an intoxicated physician,
and as leader of the Mormons he more than once warned his followers against the
use of such chemical poisons of orthodox medicine. Rather, he turned to mild
herbs, medicinal sulphur baths, tincture of lobelia, and other such "natural
remedies."62 No orthodox treatment was recorded for any of his early illnesses,
nor is it likely that any strong medicinals were administered to him. As late as
1869 he was ' 'happy to say I have never been under the necessity of calling a
doctor to my family for forty years." During the recovery period from his
apparent malarial illness of 1839, he used some "tonic bitters," and may also
have had some restorative "diluted spirits" following his attack of mountain
fever. His rheumatism was treated typically with hot baths, "composition tea,"
59
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and "hot drops" and red flannel applied directly to his knee.63 On balance he
probably came out well ahead of those who were subjected to the bleeding,
blistering, and mercury poisoning of the "heroic" nineteenth century school of
medicine. While he might have profited from the use of quinine in 1839, or on
other occasions from the judicious use of the effective pain killers then available,
most orthodox remedies were as dangerous as they were ineffective. For the
overwhelming majority of Brigham's problems there simply were no satisfactory
treatments.
For reasons yet unclear Brigham's views toward orthodox medicine changed
somewhat in his later years. Perhaps it was the influence of more cautious
therapeutics, and immigration of some distinguished orthodox practitioners, or
other unrelated considerations. Whatever the explanation, he began in the later
1860s to send Mormons, including several women, back East to obtain formal
medical training. And not long after thefirstof these returned, he entrusted himself to their care. In so doing he had not thrown caution entirely to the wind. A
Utah law had been in effect for two decades requiring physicians, on penalty "of
$1000 fine and not less than a year's imprisonment," to explain "to the patient
and his friends" the "medical properties" of "any of the more powerful agents
known to the medical profession" and to obtain "the unqualified consent of all
concerned" before such treatments were employed — a precaution dutifully
taken before Brigham was dosed with morphine.64
THE FINAL DISSOLUTION

Although Saturday's Deseret Evening News optimistically reported
continued improvement in the president's health, the events of the day had left
both family and physicians gravely concerned. About 3:00 p.m. that afternoon,
"inflammation of the bowels set in . . . and the abdomen commenced to swell."
This development, correctly perceived as a very serious complication, probably
brought the first clear impression that Brigham might not recover. Grandson
Richard W. Young, who was with his grandfather through much of his final
illness, recorded his "apprehension" in his diary, adding, "I dare say he never
experienced a more serious illness."65
"Inflammation of the bowels," while now a rather general term, was applied
much more narrowly a century ago. Generally it was reserved for only the most
severe circumstances, which are now known to be associated with such things as
obstruction or perforation of the gastrointestinal tract, or other causes of
infection and "contamination" of the abdominal cavity. The process was not
well-understood by nineteenth century physicians, nor was there much they
could do when it developed.
Brigham continued to receive small doses of opium, which, while less than
the dosage usually recommended, had a "tendency to somewhat relieve the pain
and retching." His nourishment was limited to the medically accepted fare: a
tablespoon of a milk and brandy mixture every half hour, and a teaspoon of ice
64
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water in between. Twentieth century physicians have learned that anything
taken by mouth under such circumstances greatly aggravates the situation, but
this was not realized for years after Brigham's death. These treatments were
continued throughout Sunday, the twenty-sixth, while Brigham moaned
throughout the day — both while awake and asleep. However, when asked if he
suffered pain, his invariable reply was, "No, I don't know that I do." By Sunday
evening, his "sufferings were less severe."66
Monday morning "increasing symptoms of nervous prostration" were
evident, manifest "by constant moving of the hands and twitching of the muscles
of the arms." Despite a continued optimistic public position by the Deseret
Evening News which reported Monday that the president was "still very weak...
but is slowly improving," The Quorum of the Twelve was notified of the gravity
of the situation. A special prayer was held throughout the city and in some
outlying communities at 8:00 p.m. Monday night, and about 9:00p.m. Brigham
"sank into a quiet sleep, at last "resting without moaning." An hour later he
"sank into a semicomatose condition, from which it was difficult to arouse him."
He was nonetheless responsive enough to swallow his regular doses of the milk
and brandy mixture, as well as the ice water. The opiates, however, were
discontinued, and he received no more narcotics during the final stages of his
illness.67
Three hours later, at 1:00 a.m. Tuesday morning, "warm stimulating
injections [enemas] were given, after which he thoroughly aroused, and, by the
aid of his attendants got out of bed twice." While this was the intent in giving the
enemas, such "injections" were potentially even more deleterious than taking
liquids by the oral route. Brigham's vigorous activity shortly took its toll, and "at
four o'clock the same morning he sank down in bed, apparently lifeless."
Resuscitation efforts were immediately begun — "continually rocking his chest
and rubbing his limbs to keep life within him," and placing "hot poultices .. .
over the heart, to stimulate its action."68
Throughout his illness, Brigham had been administered to by the laying on
of hands repeatedly, and always managed a "hearty" amen at the close of the
prayer. At this grave hour, John W. Young and others again called "on the
Almighty to restore him," and once again Brigham revived long enough to
respond, "Amen." The artificial respiration was continued for "nineconsecutive
hours," following which Brigham "seemed greatly revived and spoke to those
around him, saying he felt better and wished to rest." His precarious stability
continued throughout Tuesday afternoon, and the News was able to report —
this time somewhat less inaccurately — that while "Young's condition was
deemed to be quite critical" that morning, "it was more hopeful this afternoon.
It was believed he was again improving."69
66
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Despite Brigham's remarkable resilience, his rally was short-lived. At 8:00
p.m. Tuesday night "partial prostration set in," a development considered
"exceedingly critical by the attendant physicians." After consultation they
decided "an entire filling up of the lower part of the bowels [a vigorous or "high"
enema] by injection" was indicated, "for the purposes of creating an action
through the alimentary canal." Brigham's failure to have bowel function after
the initial "purging" of the first few hours of his illness would have been
perceived in those days as causally related to his ongoing deterioration, so there
was a rational basis for this decision. It is now known that the intestinal paralysis
is an entirely secondary effect, even affording some protective value — so such a
vigorous attack on the system as was proposed could only be catastrophic. The
treatment was commenced about midnight, and — not surprisingly — "was not
persevered in, on account of fainting symptoms, and the patient objecting to the
treatment, which caused him to cry out with pain." Brigham passed the
remainder of the night in a semi-comatose state, with both physicians and family
continually at his side.70
By Wednesday morning, August twenty-ninth, it was apparent to all that
the end was rapidly approaching. Even the Deseret News described the situation
as exceedingly critical. Brigham remained in a coma much of the morning,
"entirely attributable, so the doctors say, to a poisoning of the blood, from the
pressure of the swelled bowels, causing a prevention of return currents of the
circulation to the heart and lungs." (Precipitated, they might well have added, by
the "injection" of the preceding evening.) His temperature slowly began to rise,
increasing from just under 102 degrees F. early that morning to 105 degrees by
mid-afternoon. His family was gathered. Once again, about 2:00 p.m., several
brethren administered to him, and again he roused briefly to respond "in a clear
and distinct voice, 'Amen.' "71
Grandson Richard, present continuously for the last days of the illness,
described the final events:
He sank from one stage of dissolution to another so easily and rapidly that at one minute
past Four he rendered up his spirit and the person of Brigham Young, so long and
favorably known to his thousands of followers, as a great and good and magnanimous
man but to all the intelligent world as a practicer of righteous precepts, lay lifeless &
powerless among those who were accustomed to call him father and friend, and to whom
they were wont to resort for spiritual and temporal adjurations.
It is gratifying to think that he departed comfortably and placidly, evidently
undisturbed by that pain which had been racking his body during his illness.
It was but a gasp or two — a slight and almost imperceptible tremor — the rush of a
thimble of blood to his lips — when his pulse ceased to denote the vibrations of his heart
— his countenance assumed the blanched palor of death, and all was quiet in the room
save the sobs . . . of a grieved and bereft family and friends.72
70

Richard Young, Journal, 28 August 1877; Deseret Evening News, 28 August 1877.
"Richard Young, Journal, 28 August 1877; Deseret Evening News, 29 August 1877.
72
Richard Young, Journal, 29 August 1877. The dying exclamation, "Joseph, Joseph, Joseph,"
later attributed to Brigham by a daughter present at his death is mentioned neither by Richard Young
nor the doctors.
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POST MORTEM

Brigham was laid to rest four days later, in a redwood box of his own
specifications and with no autopsy having been performed. Possibly in lieu of a
definitive post-mortem examination, interested observers were given a remarkably detailed summary of the final illness prepared by the attending physicians
and published two days after Brigham's death in the Deseret Evening News. It is
this account that forms the basis of much of the foregoing narrative.
Of what, then, did Brigham Young die? In later years Seymour Young
concluded that it must have been appendicitis — a clinical entity unknown in
1877. This conclusion was tentatively accepted by at least one early biographer,
but most chose to stick with the increasingly meaningless "cholera morbus."75
Much more recently a urologist, who many years before had been told by
Brigham's "last surviving son . . . [that] his father was in complete [urinary]
retention and required catheterization for perhaps the last 10 years of his life,"
has suggested another possibility. Viewing appendicitis as a "comparative
rarity" in the aged, and aware of the septic risks of repeated catheterization, he
proposed a secondary kidney infection, acute pyelonephritis.74 Next, and most
sensationally, a gynecologist from Sacramento, after "consulting with
pathologists" on the News account, proposed a case of acute arsenic poisoning.
He briefly considered, but dismissed, several alternative diagnoses — "typhoid
fever, paratyphoid, or bacillary dysentery" — but failed even to mention the
previously advanced possibilities.75 Finally, a Salt Lake City cardiologist, noting
that diarrhea was not a usual symptom of appendicitis and that the expected
early temperature rise appeared not to have been present, proposed that Brigham
died rather of mesenteric thrombosos or diverticulitis.76
Are all these alternatives equally likely? The answer, simply stated, is "no."
Most of these proposals appear to have come from individuals either unfamiliar
with the details of Brigham's final days or unfamiliar with nineteenth century
medicine. Only Seymour Young was well versed in both these subjects and, as
will be seen, there is ample reason to believe his later judgment to have been
correct.
Consider first the alternatives. An acute fulminant pyelonephritis, while a
relatively rare entity, could conceivably have led to a condition such as that
initially described by Brigham's physicians. A case as severe as this, however,
would quickly have led to a high fever which was not present, and to changes in
the urine which would have been apparent to the doctors even in 1877. In
addition, Brigham's total cessation of bowel function, so much a cause of
concern at the time, is not associated with acute pyelonephritis, nor was the
progression of events (to "inflammation of the bowels," etc.) suggestive of
73
On Dr. Young's views, see J. Cecil Alter, "Addenda (F) — Brigham Young's Death," Utah
Historical Quarterly 10 (January-October 1942): 48; Divett, "Medicine and the Mormons," p. 9;
Gates, Life Story of Brigham Young, pp. 361-62, reports the cause of death as "perhaps
appendicitis." Dr. Young's diary for 24 August 1877 has the addendum, pencilled in later, "appendix
broke."
74
Middleton, "Highlights of Early Surgery in Utah," p. 34.
"Taylor, The Kingdom or Nothing, p. 3.
76

"He Died 100 Years Ago Today," Deseret News, 29 August 1977.
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pyelonephritis. This speculation thus appears to have been based solely on a
slightly misleading assumption that the illness was "a febrile illness with
abdominal pain" and, possibly, on the misunderstanding about the length of
time Brigham required catheterization (three years, not ten).77
The notion that Brigham died of acute arsenic poisoning has even less
support than pyelonephritis. The proposal seems to hinge on a misunderstanding about the meaning of cholera morbus, which in the gynecologist's published
remarks is clearly confused with the unrelated Asiatic cholera, the devastating
illness still around today. Acute arsenic poisoning — which probably would
have been recognized by Brigham's physicians — can look much like Asiatic
cholera, with its protracted "rice-water stools" diarrhea. After the first few hours
Brigham was free of his purging. His problem, in the minds of the physicians,
was just the opposite; and the course of his illness, as before, was not that of a
terminal case of arsenic poisoning — being unusally long for the latter
condition. Nor does arsenic poisoning have the lengthy period of preliminary
malaise experienced by Brigham prior to his evening siege. In short, acute
arsenic poisoning is an extremely unlikely candidate.78
Mesenteric thrombosis (blockage of blood vessels to the intestines) is
another rare disorder, the course of which would usually have been much shorter
than that experienced in this instance. While it could have led to symptoms such
as those described, such a pattern would have to be termed a very unlikely
occurrence. Diverticulitis, by contrast, is not uncommon in older individuals,
but typically does not have a fatal outcome. It results from inflammation of small
out-pockets of the intestinal tract, and is generally a recurring problem.
Brigham's periodic stomach upsets could conceivably have been related to bouts
with this ailment, severe episodes of which can occasionally be indistinguishable
from appendicitis. Although this alternative diagnosis cannot be ruled out,
diverticulitis would nonetheless have to be considered a less likely alternative, if
solely because it is a less common cause of death even in this age group than
untreated acute appendicitis.79
"On pyelonephritis, see Harrison et al., Principles of Internal Medicine, 2:870-76; compare
Wood, Treatise on the Practice of Medicine, 5th ed., 2:560-68, for the nineteenth-century perspective.
78
On arsenic poisoning, see Louise S. Goodman and Alfred Gilman, eds., The Pharmacologic
Basic of Therapeutics, 5th ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1975), pp. 924-28; or Paul B. Beeson and
Walsh McDermotts, eds., Textbook of Medicine, 14th ed. (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1971),
pp. 57-60.
79
Gyorgy Fenyo, "Diagnostic Problems of Acute Abdominal Diseases in the Aged," Ada
Chirurgica Scandinavica 140 (1974): 396:405; Harrison et al., Principles of Internal Medicine,
2: 1007, 1021-22. Fenyo provides a useful summary of other studies on the differential diagnosis of
conditions such as described in Brigham's case, some of which may be more common than either
diverticulitis or appendicitis as a cause of acute abdomen in the elderly. While usually manifesting
somewhat different symptoms, occasionally these latter conditions (e.g., a strangulated hernia) may
be indistinguishable from appendicitis, so they cannot be entirely ruled out. The failure of
Brigham's physicians to record the specific location of his initial abdominal pain or tenderness —
neither being of great diagnostic value at the time — is a major limitation on our ability to identify
the cause of his death with great confidence. Recollection that the affected area was in the region
characteristic of appendicitis may have influenced Seymour Young's later opinion, but if so, there is
no published indication.
The cardiologist proposing mesenteric thrombosis and diverticulitis argued that diarrhea was
not a usual symptom of appendicitis, and that body temperature usually rose early, "but fever was
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One arrives then at Seymour Young's retrospective diagnosis. The definitive
early description of appendicitis is found in Kelly's The Vermiform Appendix
and Its Diseases (1905). In his chapter on the clinical history, Kelly describes at
length the typical courses of the disease in the pre-antibiotic era, and there one
finds an account with a remarkably familiar ring. With the caveat that there is
considerable variation in the manifestations of this disease, the following
extracts illustrate the similarities to the case in question:
In a number of cases a feeling of general malaise precedes the attack. The early symptoms
may include pain, tenderness, rigidity, muscle spasm, nausea, vomiting. . . .
[Sharp cramp-like pains in the abdomen are] always present at some stage of the
disease. . . . This pain lessens in intensity after a few hours, and in simple cases usually
ceases in from twenty-four to forty-eight. . . . A sudden lull in the local symptoms, not
accompanied with a corresponding improvement in the general condition is an ominous
symptom. . . .
[Vomiting] is a more or less constant and prominent early symptom. . . . There is
often a single attack . . . at the beginning of the attack, and it may not recur. . . . It rarely
continues for more than a few hours. . . .
Constipation is present in the majority of cases. ... In a considerable number of cases
the initial violent intestinal contractions cause a sudden evacuation of the bowels, and in
a small number, more or less severe diarrhea may continue for a day or two, being then
followed by constipation. . . .
In ordinary cases the temperature is rarely high, often not going above 100° F., and
seldom above 103° F . . . . In a majority of cases, the pulse-rate is affected early, and while an
active process is going on, continues slightly elevated. . . .
With the beginning of spreading peritonitis, the abdomen is often flat, and even
scaphoid. Distention usually occurs early, however, and may be extreme, the abdomen
being dome-shaped and perfectly motionless... .Extreme distention is one of the gravest
symptoms observed in appendicitis, whether due to a local infection, to mechanical
obstruction, or to general intoxication. . . .
. . . a general peritonitis may develop with practically no elevation of temperature....
General peritonitis is marked from the outset by an expression of anxiety, but after
recovery from the primary shock the patient may appear to be improving and look fairly
comfortable and well.
The symptoms of septicemia [in which the local infection is disseminated into the
blood stream] may set in within twenty-four hours or they may not appear until the third
or fourth day.... The temperature rises gradually and remains high, or is marked by daily
remissions or intermissions; and pulse is rapid and small, and there is usually great
prostration. . . There may be marked mental disquietude and restlessness, or the patient
may gradually sink into a typhoid state and die in a comatose condition.80
While there are, as noted, quite a number of paths that an attack of
appendicitis may follow, it is clear that this relatively common affliction can
readily account for Brigham's particular course. Of the possible scenarios, the
most concise and relevant might proceed as follows: The acute phase of
Brigham's attack, following an afternoon of nausea, began with several hours of
vomiting and diarrhea, and pain which continued on for nearly two days. By late
the second day signs of peritonitis were evident, and he thereafter followed an
uneven, but downhill course. Very early on the sixth day a vigorous enema
not mentioned until the end of the Prophet's life." As will be seen in the extracts in the text from
Kelly's Vermiform Appendix, neither Brigham's initial bout of diarrhea nor his fever pattern (which
is not even reported for thefirstseveral days) were uncommon in pre-antibiotic days.
80
Howard A. Kelly and E. Hurdon, The Vermiform Appendix and Its Diseases (Philadelphia: W.
B. Saunders and Co., 1905), pp. 385-404.
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probably pushed him to the conclusion of his final struggle, the terminal phase
of which was very possibly a secondary septicemia. Thus, what has been termed
"the strange death of Brigham Young" was not so peculiar after all.
Ill
Dr. Young often lamented that appendicitis had not been discovered just a
few years earlier, for had it been, he felt, Brigham's life could have been saved.81
As it was, orthodox medicine had contributed little to Brigham Young's wellbeing, but then it hadn't done much damage either. Like most pioneers,
Brigham had gone it pretty much alone medically, and in so doing managed to
outlive the majority of his contemporaries — stomach rheumatism, lung-fever
and all. But, by finally opening the door to the practice of modern medicine
among the Mormons, Brigham did help those who followed him in a very
concrete way. In 1897, just twenty years after his death, forty-year-old Heber J.
Grant was struck down "with severe pains in the bowels and lumbar regions."
Dr. Seymour Young and several others were summoned, and this time the
diagnosis was the relatively "new" disease, appendicitis. Even so, it was almost
too late to intervene. An appendectomy the following day — one of the first in
Utah — revealed Grant's appendix to be ruptured, with nearly a quart of pus in
the abdomen. After a precarious post-operative period, Grant recovered fully,
living another forty-eight years, to the age of eighty-eight.82 Given his declining
health, Brigham may well have been just as happy not to have gained those extra
years.
81
Richard Divett, personal communication with author. Appendicitis was "officially"
discovered in 1886.

^Deseret Evening News, 29 May 1897; Salt Lake Herald, 29 May 1897.
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PLAN AHEAD! !
MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL MEETINGS
1979: Graceland College
Lamoni, Iowa
May 25-28
1980: Palmyra, New York
late April

Watch for details in the
MHA NEWSLETTER

Nauvoo and the New Mormon History:
A Bibliographical Survey

By Richard D. Poll

In the editorial foreword to one of the significant collections of articles on
the Illinois period of Mormon history, Truman G. Madsen speaks of "a feeling
that lingers around the record of the rise and fall of Nauvoo: the impression that
around every corner is still an untold story.''l The feeling is still there as one takes
visitors to the reappearing city on the banks of the Mississippi, but it is not quite
so strong as when Madsen wrote and by no means as strong as when historians
turned anew to the subject less than two decades ago. Two developments are
primarily responsible for the change: the radically improved accessibility of
documentary materials and the impressive restoration work in progress in the
City of Joseph.
There is a temptation to begin any bibliographical treatment of the
Restoration movement with an essay on the "new history" — of which the
Journal of Mormon History and its sponsoring organization are symbols. This
reviewer with difficulty resists that urge but cannot pass up the opportunity to
quote several comments which suggest the spirit(s) with which the Nauvoo story
has been approached:
Our individual and collective authenticity as Latter-day Saints depends on the historians
telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth about our past.2
— Leonard J. Arrington
Richard D. Poll is professor of history at Western Illinois University. He acknowledges helpful
suggestions from T. Edgar Lyon, James L. Kimball, Jr., Robert B. Flanders, David E. Miller,
Kenneth Stobaugh, William D. Russell, Stanley B. Kimball, F. Mark McKiernan, Danel W.
Bachman, Maureen Ursenbach Beecher, Peter Crawley, Janie Holliday, and David C. Martin.
'"Guest Editor's Prologue," Brigham Young University Studies 15 (Summer 1975):387.
2
"The Search for Truth and Meaning in Mormon History," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought 3 (Summer 1968): 65.
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Mature historical writing is most likely to result when thoughtful people raise important
questions about the present which can only be answered by a resort to their past.3
— Robert B. Flanders
We will only know what Mormon history is when Mormons write it.4
— Richard L. Bushman
The time interval between us and the early Church makes us curious; security in the faith
makes us willing to accept whatever is discovered.5
— Bushman
There is room in Mormon historical writing for several angles of historical vision,
certainly for at least a dual interpretation of "faithful history." The historian as believer
must be faithful to his religious assumptions, his vision of man's life as a spiritual quest;
the historian as skeptic must be faithful to his secular assumptions, his view of man's life
as a striving not always so illuminated.6
— William Mulder

When Leonard Arlington reviewed "Scholarly Studies of Mormonism in the
Twentieth Century" in the first issue of Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought 1 (Spring 1966): 15-32, he listed seventy-one dissertations, only one of
which had Nauvoo in the title and only fourteen of which dealt with the Illinois
era of Mormonism at all, usually as introductory to a Western theme. The
literature in print then did not present a much better picture, especially if
polemics and hagiography were ignored. Today Nauvoo is a different story, the
quest for its past so lively that it has rated a note in Hobbies: The Magazine for
Collectors (Steven B. Barnett, "Nauvoo, Illinois: The City of the Mormons as a
Collecting Subject," 80 [June 1975]: 154-55). And it has its annual historical
pageant, "The City of Joseph," which has played to expanding publics since
August 1976.
Works of synthesis have begun to appear, but most of the new history
featured in this review has appeared in the following journals: Dialogue: A
Journal of Mormon Thought (hereafter cited as Dialogue), Courage: A Journal
of History, Thought and Action (Courage), Brigham Young University Studies
(BYU Studies), Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society (JISHS), Utah
Historical Quarterly (UHQ), and Journal of Mormon History (JMH). The
designations LDS and RLDS refer to the churches with the most historical
resources and the most at stake in the outcome of the historical investigation of
Illinois Mormonism: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and The
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Even before the archival policies in Salt Lake City and Independence began
to change, Nauvoo studies were stimulated by the historic restoration work
conducted by the two churches. The catalytic factor was the organization of
Nauvoo Restoration, Incorporated, in July 1962. T. Edgar Lyon, for many years
research historian for NRI, tells the story in "The Current Restoration in
Nauvoo, Illinois," Dialogue 5 (Spring 1970): 11-25. With the designation of a
3

"Writing on the Mormon Past," ibid., 1 (Autumn 1966):61.
"Faithful History," ibid., 4 (Winter 1969):24.
5
"The Historians and Mormon Nauvoo," ibid., 5 (Spring 1970):52.
'"Mormon Angles of Historical Vision: Some Maverick Reflections," Journal of Mormon
History 3 (1976): 21.
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National Historical Site by the National Park Service and the commitment of
substantial funds by the LDS church, restoration has proceeded in general along
the lines envisioned by Dr. James LeRoy Kimball, the founding father of NRI.
Just under a thousand acres of land have been acquired, including most of the
parcels in which there is current interest. Ownership and site utilization during
the Mormon period have been extensively investigated. A resource of great
historical value is the file of land records and other documents collected by NRI
secretary Rowena Miller; the Nauvoo Record Index (to 1973) in the LDS Church
Archives catalogues much of this material, but the files themselves are not
presently open for general research. The excavation of sites and the rehabilitation and/or reconstruction of the eleven structures now open to the public have
been marked by notable concern for historical authenticity, with Lyon as the
resident conscience of Clio. Ten other projects are in progress or authorized. The
dismantling of the Icarian community center which stood on the Nauvoo
Temple block, the development of the temple site and the restoration of the
Masonic Hall are the undertakings which have engendered the most discussion.
The RLDS church has also expanded its restoration work. The Joseph
Smith Historic Center, including the Homestead and the Mansion House, have
been refurbished. Students and faculty from the University of Missouri,
Columbia, and Graceland College have participated since 1970 in archaeological and historical investigations. The archaeological intern program was
recognized by a certificate of commendation from the American Association for
State and Local History in 1977. According to Kenneth E. Stobaugh, resident
director of Joseph Smith Historic Center, the ground around the Mansion House
is currently engaging attention.
Illustrative of the series of reports prepared byfieldstudy director Robert T.
Bray and published by the University of Missouri are "Archaeological
Investigations at the Joseph Smith Red Brick Store, Nauvoo, Illinois" (1973) and
"Times and Seasons: An Archaeological Perspective on Early Latter Day Saints
Printing" (1976). The former reports the ground work upon which plans have
gone forward for reconstructing Nauvoo's second most significant civic
building; when completed in 1979 the Red Brick Store will be equipped and
furnished as it was in 1842. The other Bray report identifies one of the several sites
where Times and Seasons was printed before moving to the John Taylor
property. F. Mark McKiernan, "Preserving and Interpreting Our Physical
Heritage: A Master Plan of the Historical Properties of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints" (1977), reports and illustrates with
photographs and maps what has been done and should be done for RLDS sites in
Illinois and other states. According to McKiernan, a new visitors center will be
under construction on the block east of the Mansion House in time for
completion in the sesquicentennial year. To be built in the architectural style of
Mormon Nauvoo, it will house a historical museum, library, bookstore, two
theatres, and the administrative offices for the Joseph Smith Historic Center.
The completion of the LDS Visitors Center in September 1971 led to an
effort to revive Times and Seasons as a tourist-oriented monthly with historical
pictures and excerpts from the 1840s newspaper, but the private venture failed
after four issues. Two illustrated pamphlets of historical miscellany by Nauvoo
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resident Ida Blum are also oriented to the visitors: Nauvoo: An American
Heritage (Carthage: Journal Printing, 1969) reprints her portion of the Hancock
County sesquicentennial history; Nauvoo — Gateway to the West (Carthage:
Journal Printing, 1974) is a revised and expanded work with virtually all the new
material on the Mormon epoch. Virginia S. and J. C. Harrington, Rediscovery of
the Nauvoo Temple: Report on the Archaeological Excavations (Salt Lake City:
NRI, 1971), is an attractively printed description of the work done with the
temple foundations. Dale L. Berge, "Archaeological Excavation of the Masonic
Hall, Nauvoo, Illinois" (1976), is a brief account with extensive drawings, maps
and photographs. NRI hopes to prepare interpretive literature for the general
public.
At the first annual meeting of the John Whitmer Historical Association, in
Nauvoo, 29 September 1973, Robert Flanders remarked to the RLDS, LDS, and
Gentile participants that "this New History dialogue is a threat to sectarian
boundaries."7 Certainly the strengthened historical emphasis of recent years has
muted somewhat the interdenominational battle for the tourist ear, but the
pattern of staffing the Nauvoo and Carthage sites with volunteer missionaries
insures that the versions of history accentuate the positive. From 1971 to 1974, the
LDS Nauvoo Mission, with Dr. Kimball as president, functioned simultaneously with Nauvoo Restoration, Incorporated. Since 1971 NRI has been
administered by a board of directors, with Dr. Kimball as president and three
General Authorities as members. Oversight of the Joseph Smith Historic
Center is by the First Presidency and Presiding Bishopric of the RLDS church.
The point of departure for almost any study of the Nauvoo era of Mormon
history continues to be Joseph Smith's History. But this record, so far from
finished at the time of Smith's death, does not stand in the same light with
historians as it did when B. H. Roberts and his contemporaries based their
volumes upon it. Since the men doing the writing under the Prophet's
supervision had not brought the narrative beyond August 1838 when he was
killed, the entire llinois story was written by his followers, and the LDS and
RLDS versions are substantially different. The work used by the Utah church
was not completed for serial publication until November 1856 and was then
extensively revised by Roberts for publication in book form after 1900. Smith's
Illinois career encompasses part of volume 3 and all of volumes 4-6 of History of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Period I: History of Joseph
Smith, the Prophet, by Himself, 2nd ed. (Salt Lake City: Published by the
Church, 1948-1950). Events subsequent to Carthage are told in volume 7,
History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Period II: From the
Manuscript History of Brigham Young and Other Original Documents (Salt
Lake City: Published by the Church, 1932).
Joseph Smith III and Heman C. Smith, History of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints (Independence: Herald House, 1898), encompasses
the Prophet's life in the first two of its four volumes and is consequently much
briefer on Nauvoo. The version of the History which appeared in the Millennial
Star is a primary source. The anti-Utah bias is evident both in what is presented
'"Some Reflections on the New Mormon History," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought*}
(Spring 1974): 41.
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and what is omitted; significant additional material which was subsequently
destroyed in the Herald House fire of 1907 is included, mostly relevant to postCarthage developments.
Users of any version of the History are well served by Dean Jessee's two
excellent articles, "The Writings of Joseph Smith's History," BYU Studies 11
(Summer 1971): 439-73, and "The Reliability of Joseph Smith's History," JMH
3 (1976): 23-46. His advice in the second article is particularly valuable now that
handwriting analysis and other tools of textual criticism are being brought to
bear on the monumental task of identifying those who not only transcribed but
in many instances composed the writings of Joseph Smith: "Asa compilation of
primary historical sources the Joseph Smith History will continue to be a most
important source of information on the life of the Mormon prophet and early
Latter-day Saint history. But none who use it seriously can afford to ignore the
original documents upon which it is based." (p. 44)
Three works which aim at synthesis belong in the library of everyone who is
even casually "into" Nauvoo history. Each is different in purpose, tone, and
emphasis. None tapped the resources now available in the LDS Church
Archives, and none reflects the specialized studies of the last decade.
Robert B. Flanders, Nauvoo: Kingdom on the Mississippi (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1965), is based upon the doctoral dissertation
(Wisconsin, 1964) of one of the ground breakers of the new school of Mormon
history. Political and economic in emphasis, it concentrates on the effort at
Nauvoo to fashion "the Kingdom of Heaven into a kingdom of this world." (p.
vi) Richly informative, drawing upon the important open repositories of
Mormoniana from Illinois to Utah, the book quickly became a benchmark. In a
perceptive and provocative review in Dialogue 1 (Summer 1966): 103-17, Klaus
J. Hansen notes that Flanders, a product of the RLDS tradition, clearly
establishes that "Joseph Smith did start a political kingdom of God . . . ; he did
originate polygamy;... he was the author of those new rituals... practiced in the
Nauvoo Temple." (p. 104) Yet, Hansen avers, the protracted and largely
unsuccessful attempt of the Utah Mormons to defend the Illinois innovations
produced a twentieth century disposition to forget, which has had approximately the same effect as the RLDS disposition to deny. "In many ways Nauvoo was
less the prototype of the future than was the Mormonism of those who rejected all
the city stood for." (p. 107)
Samuel W. Taylor, Nightfall at Nauvoo (New York: Macmillan, 1971), is a
dramatic and episodic fictionalized account, with some insights which can be
very helpful to the person who finally gets around to writing a social history of
Joseph's city. Successes, failures, heroics, and villainy are treated in human
terms, and the product is highly readable. Flanders points to the primary
weakness in a review in Courage 2 (Winter 1972): 393-96: "Where then does 'fact'
leave off, and 'poetry' begin?" (p. 395) Taylor's hobby of tilting against
institutionalized Mormonism is evident in the bibliography, pp. 400-417.
David E. and Delia S. Miller, Nauvoo: The City of Joseph (Salt Lake City:
Peregrine Smith, 1974), is a shorter work which aspires to serve both Mormon
and non-Mormon publics. Based primarily on a detailed study which David
Miller made for the National Park Service in 1963 in connection with the
establishment of NRI, the book is particularly useful on land purchases and
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descriptions of places and buildings; civic and religious activities also receive
major attention. Sympathetic in tone, the book relies primarily on Joseph
Smith's History, Hancock County records, and the Southern Illinois University
microfilm collection. In a review for BYU Studies 15 (Autumn 1974): 125-27,
Glen M. Leonard describes Nauvoo: The City of Joseph as "an alternative to the
polemical work of B. H. Roberts, the sentimental recitals of E. Cecil McGavin,
and the secular analysis of Robert B. Flanders." (p. 126)
McGavin's Nauvoo the Beautiful (Salt Lake City: Stevens & Wallis, 1946),
like Mabel A. Sanford, Joseph's City Beautiful (reprint, Independence: Herald
House, 1976), belongs to the faith promoting genre. Roberts wrote The Rise and
Fall of Nauvoo (reprint, Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1965) in 1900, and the
Mormon-Gentile conflict is its central theme. Reva Latimer Halford,
"Nauvoo — The City Beautiful" (M.A. thesis, University of Utah, 1945),
is a voluminous work drawn from materials then accessible to a Utah-based
graduate student.
No work of the 1970s more clearly reveals both the progress and the
challenges of the new history than James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard, The
Story of the Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976). The first
institutionally-sponsored one-volume survey to come to grips, even gingerly,
with the complexities of Nauvoo, its ninety-page narrative and extensive
bibliography on the Illinois period of what became Utah Mormonism are
noteworthy. Saints who teethed on Joseph Fielding Smith's Essentials in
Church History or Inez Smith Davis's The Story of the Church will be delighted
and/or disturbed by how much more there is to the story. Allen and Leonard
make no apology for writing faithful history. But they acknowledge things long
obscured in Utah tradition, like Freemasonry and the Council of Fifty, and they
show the Prophet's political and economic undertakings and doctrinal
innovations to have been more intricate and tentative than the stereotypes
current in that tradition. Smith and his followers are seen in a historic context;
there is more than a coincidental connection between their circumstances and
the content and course of the Restoration movement. The bibliography in The
Story of the Latter-day Saints mentions most of the titles considered in this essay,
and there is evidence that their content is known to the two authors.
According to William D. Russell, a committee headed by Church Historian
Richard P. Howard is considering the preparation of a documentary history and
possibly a one-volume survey as part of the RLDS sesquicentennial observance.
Of Nauvoo's central figure, Joseph Smith, Flanders wrote in 1966 that
"there is no satisfactory biography" and one is "not likely . . . in the near
future."8 At the time there was only one serious contender. Now there are two,
and the second shows how much recent research may be bringing us nearer to the
definitive account(s) of the Prophet. That there will never be less than two contenders for the accolade seems virtually certain, because one fundamental
question cannot be definitively answered: Is there a transcendent "something"
beyond the realm of documentable proof which is an element in some mystical
experiences?
""Writing on the Mormon Past," ibid., 1 (Autumn 1966):61.
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In 1945 Fawn M. Brodie wrote what has proved to be a durably notable
biography on the implicit premise that the answer to the question is "no" and
that in the case of Smith the question is really irrelevant. No Man Knows My
History: The Life of Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet, 2nd ed. rev., (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971) is an extensively researched and effectively written
volume — almost certainly the most thoroughly reviewed work on Mormonism
yet to appear. Its assumptions have made the book unacceptable to most Latterday Saints and Latter Day Saints, and its psychological inferences and historical
errors (some of the latter acknowledged in the revision) have made it vulnerable.
Marvin S. Hill, "Secular or Sectarian History? A Critique of 'No Man Knows My
History,' " Church History 43 (March 1974): 78-96, is a more serious analysis
than was Hugh Nibley's treatment of the first edition, No, Ma'am, That's Not
History: A Brief Review . .. (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1946). So is Hill's "Brodie
Revisited: A Reappraisal," Dialogue 7 (Winter 1972): 72-85. Acknowledging the
considerable merit and impact of No Man Knows My History, Hill challenges
some of the historical analysis upon which Brodie bases her thesis that Smith was
role-playing. He then concludes: "To write the truth about a man who was so
many sided, so controversial as Joseph Smith is a very difficult thing.
Nevertheless, with an attitude less cynical than Fawn Brodie's, it is time for some
of us to try." (p. 85)
Hill's challenge was first accepted by his sister, Donna, who acknowledges
his collaborative assistance. In Joseph Smith, The First Mormon (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977), Donna Hill accepts but does not argue the basic premise
of faithful history: there is an involved God and Smith was in some manner His
agent. Having affirmed this in her preface (p. ix), Hill seeks to retell the story on
the basis of the voluminous information which has become accessible since
Brodie and Flanders appeared. The extensive notes and bibliography, pp. 452513, show the extent of this utilization, though much of the new material is
mediated through the authors of books and articles on which she relies for many
judgments. In common with most recent historians, she accepts as a historical
fact about Joseph Smith that "he believed that God was speaking to him through
his thoughts by putting ideas and words into his mind, thus giving him
inspiration." (p. 344) Those who accepted his claims became his followers.
Those who rejected them ignored him or opposed his work. Those who accepted
and then came to question, apostatized. These patterns of belief may be accepted
as facts; the ultimate validity of the beliefs need not enter into the story.
Joseph Smith, The First Mormon is readably written and very informative.
The chapters on celestial and plural marriage, the Kingdom of God, blacks in the
church, and the external and internal opposition to the Prophet incorporate
recent findings. Where the book stands vis-a-vis Brodie depends primarily on the
perspective of the judge. Davis Bitton, writing in BYU Studies 17 (Spring
1977): 376-79,findsit "middle-of-the-road, sympathetic, thoroughly researched"
— a treatment that can be recommended to most readers, (p. 379) William D.
Russell, UHQ 45 (Fall 1977): 408-10, sees "too many instances where her reverence for the prophet and his work flaws her biography." (p. 408) Bitton would
probably not dispute Russell's suggestion that "Hill's primary contribution lies
in the fact that she has written a reasonably competent biography . . . that —
unlike Brodie's — will be read by orthodox Mormons." (p. 410)
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Francis M. Gibbons, Joseph Smith: Martyr, Prophet of God (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book, 1977), is the latest full-length biography in the faith promoting
genre. Its appearance at about the same time as Joseph Smith, The First Mormon
illustrates a point made by Bitton in his review of the Hill book: "Those
Mormon readers who prefer to close their eyes to some of the unedifying scenes or
the difficulties of interpreting conflicting testimony do not really want
biography; they want hagiography, and there are other works that will provide it
for them." (BYU Studies 17 [Spring 1977]: 379)
Since the Nauvoo period is by no means the least perplexing phase of the
Prophet's career for those who want to "know his history," it may be appropriate
to call attention to four recent articles which look beyond Smith's conviction of
his inspiration to the nature and wellsprings of that conviction. Two of the
authors are non-Mormon, one is LDS, and the fourth is RLDS. The essays are:
Jan Shipps, "The Prophet Puzzle: Suggestions Leading toward a More
Comprehensive Interpretation of Joseph Smith,"JMH 1 (1974):3-20; T. L.
Brink, "Joseph Smith: The Verdict of Depth Psychology," JMH 3 (1976): 73-83;
Marvin S. Hill, "The 'Prophet Puzzle' Assembled; or, How to Treat Our
Historical Diplopia toward Joseph Smith," JMH 3 (1976): 101-5; and Richard P.
Howard, "Latter Day Saints Scriptures and the Doctrine of Propositional
Revelation," Courage 1 (June 1971):209-25. All credit Smith with mental health
and a certitude about his calling. All question the historicity of what Howard
calls "propositional revelation" — the concept that revelation is "divine truths
communicated inerrantly through the living oracle." (p. 220) To some degree,
the medium is the message.
Several of the associates of Joseph Smith are now the subjects of studies
which throw significant light on the Nauvoo period. F. Mark McKiernan, The
Voice of One Crying in the Wilderness: Sidney Rigdom, Religious Reformer,
1793-1876 (Lawrence: Coronado Press, 1971), makes one wish that Rigdon's
widow had not destroyed his manuscript memoir; on the Illinois years
McKiernan goes only a little way beyond what can be learned from Smith's
History. First-hand observations of the Illinois-Iowa scene are found in the
relevant chapters of Juanita Brooks, John D. Lee: Zealot, Pioneer Builder,
Scapegoat, rev. ed. (Glendale: Arthur H. Clark, 1972); Harold Schindler, Orrin
Porter Rockwell: Man of God, Son of Thunder (Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1966); Andrew Karl Larson, Erastus Snow: The Life of a Missionary
and Pioneer for the Early Mormon Church (Salt Lake City: University of Utah
Press, 1971); Leonard J. Arrington, From Quaker to Latter-day Saint: Bishop
Edwin D. Woolley (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976); and Arrington, Charles
C. Rich: Mormon General and Western Frontiersman (Provo: BYU Press, 1974).
Brooks, ed., On the Mormon Frontier: The Diary of Hosea Stout, 2 vols. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1964), is invaluable because of Stout's roles
in law enforcement and municipal and church planning and the superlative
work of the editor.
Stanley B. Kimball, "Heber C. Kimball and Family, The Nauvoo Years,"
BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 447-79, is an excellent treatment of a key figure;
Kim ball's full-length study of his colorful progenitor is being reviewed by a
publisher at this writing. Brigham Young is another character critical in the
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Nauvoo drama. Although several biographies of Young exist, none is definitive
and no one deals adequately with the Nauvoo years. Two other key people in the
Nauvoo story — Thomas Ford and John C. Bennett — still await scholarly
treatment. Ford's History of Illinois from Its Commencement as a State in 1818 to
1847... (Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co., 1854) and John C. Bennett, The History of
the Saints; or, An Expose of Joe Smith and Mormonism (Boston: Leland &
Whiting, 1842), are basic sources. Arrington uses Bennett to illustrate
"Centrifugal Tendencies in Mormon History" in his essay in Truman G.
Madsen and Charles D. Tate, Jr., eds., To the Glory of God: Mormon Essays on
Great Issues (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1974); this article on causes of
apostacy reflects one characteristic of the "new history" in finding some strengths
and redeeming features in even this arch-villain of traditional Nauvoo history.
Of all the dramatis personae, none cries out more for a biography than
Emma Hale Smith Bidamon. Two fictionalized treatments are her only standalone memorials so far, and nothing scholarly has appeared in the journals.
Brodie and Hill both treat Emma sympathetically, but except for her
connections with polygamy she appears only incidentally in both biographies.
Raymond T. Bailey's "Emma Hale, Wife of the Prophet Joseph" (M.S. thesis,
BYU, 1952) provides a good preliminary overview. Margaret Wilson Gibson,
Emma Smith, The Elect Lady (Independence: Herald House, 1966), denies
plural marriage and otherwise displays an RLDS perspective; Erwin E. Wirkus,
Judge Me Dear Reader (n.p., 1978), is a sentimental booklet in which Emma
speaks for herself in an LDS frame of reference. Buddy Youngreen, "Joseph and
Emma: A Slide-Film Presentation," BYU Studies 14 (Winter 1974): 199-226, is
chiefly of historical interest for the pictures of the Smiths and their posterity.
Approaches to the family life of Joseph and Emma may be made through the
biographies already mentioned and Mary Audentia Smith Anderson, ed., Joseph
Smith HI and the Restoration (Independence: Herald House, 1952); and F. Mark
McKieman, "David H. Smith: A Son of the Prophet," BYU Studies 18 (Winter
1978): 233-45.
Eliza Roxcy Snow has fared a little better than Emma, Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher having pioneered in recovering the real Eliza from the realm of folklore.
(Since Emma had disqualified herself for the role of ideal female Saint insofar as
Utah Mormons were concerned, it was natural that the highly visible Eliza, a
plural wife first of Joseph Smith and then of Brigham Young, should be elevated
to that position). Beecher's "The Eliza Enigma: The Life and Legend of Eliza R.
Snow," Essays on the American West, 1974-1975, ed. Thomas G. Alexander
(Charles Redd Monographs in Western History, no. 6. [Provo: BYU Press,
1976]), is an interpretation and framework for a biography. Her "Eliza R. Snow's
Nauvoo Journal," BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 391-416, shows how the firsthand materials on the Nauvoo period can be used to humanize heroic figures.
Two anthologies which deal primarily with Mormon women of Utah
contain segments on the Nauvoo era: Claudia L. Bushman, ed., Mormon Sisters:
Women in Early Utah (Cambridge: Emmeline Press, 1976), and Vicky BurgessOlson, ed., Sister Saints (Provo: BYU Press, 1978). Jill Mulvay Derr and Susan
Oman, "The Nauvoo Generation: Our First Five Relief Society Presidents,"
Ensign 7 (December 1977): 36-43, is laudatory. It contains new information and
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helpful notes; plural marriage is mentioned in connection with Zina D. H.
Young and Emmeline B. Wells, but not Emma Smith, Eliza R. Snow, or
Bathsheba Smith.
Turning from people to principles, the Nauvoo years witnessed the
extension of Joseph Smith's religious thinking in several new directions, with
profound implications for the future of the Restoration movement, the city, and
the Prophet himself. A systematic overview with an LDS perspective is T. Edgar
Lyon, "Doctrinal Development of the Church during the Nauvoo Sojourn,
1839-1846," BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975):435-46. More analytical and
suggestive is Marvin S. Hill, "Mormon Religion in Nauvoo: Some Reflections,"
UHQ 44 (Spring 1976): 170-80. Donald Q. Cannon, "The King Follett
Discourse: Joseph Smith's Greatest Sermon in Historical Perspective"; Stan
Larson, 'The King Follett Discourse: A Newly Amalgamated Text"; and Van
Hale, "The Doctrinal Impact of the King Follett Discourse"; all in BYU Studies
18 (Winter 1978): 179-225, enhance understanding of that controversial and
esoteric subject. The same issue includes D. Michael Quinn, "The Practice of
Rebaptism at Nauvoo," pp. 226-32. James B. Allen and Thomas G. Alexander,
Manchester Mormons: The Journal of William Clayton, 1840 to 1842 (Santa
Barbara and Salt Lake City: Peregrine Smith, 1974), is a firsthand look at the
proselyting which was so much a part of the life of the Illinois Mormons and the
impressions of converts as they gathered there.
That Joseph Smith instituted the practices of plural and celestial marriage
as well as additional temple-related endowments and sealings now seems historically settled. Davis Bitton extensively describes the literature in "Mormon
Polygamy: A Review Article," JMH 4 (1977): 101-18. Two academic studies
merit special mention: Danel W. Bachman, "A Study of the Mormon Practice of
Plural Marriage before the Death of Joseph Smith" (M.A. thesis, Purdue, 1975),
summarized in an article in this issue of JMH, carries the quest for origins as far
back as 1831, possibly earlier. Lawrence Foster, "Between Two Worlds: The
Origins of Shaker Celibacy, Oneida Community Complex Marriage, and
Mormon Polygamy" (Ph.D. dissertation, Chicago, 1976), emphasizes the
Nauvoo period in the more than two hundred pages devoted to Mormonism.
Foster also points a direction for fruitful future inquiry: why was plural
marriage accepted among the followers of Joseph Smith and what were the
personal and social implications and consequences?
Flanders, the Millers, Taylor, Allen and Leonard, Brodie, and Hill all
emphasize the importance of the temple as an economic fact and spiritual force
in Nauvoo and the other Mormon communities of the early 1840s. It was an
employer of labor and a consumer of the products of mill and shop, as Don F.
Colvin details in "A Historical Survey of the Mormon Temple at Nauvoo,
Illinois" (M.S. thesis, BYU, 1962) and Flanders underscores. The definitive study
of the development of the temple ordinances of the Utah church is probably a
long way off, but the extant journals, diaries, and correspondence show that the
Nauvoo period was experimental and that patterns and meanings changed both
during and subsequent to the Prophet's lifetime. Gordon Irving, "The Law of
Adoption: One Phase of the Development of the Mormon Concept of Salvation,
1830-1900," BYU Studies 14 (Spring 1974): 291-314, illustrates the point.
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The relationship between the temple ceremony and the spectacular rise and
decline of Freemasonry in Mormon Illinois-Iowa continues to invite investigation. Kenneth W. Godfrey, "Joseph Smith and the Masons," JISHS 64 (Spring
1971): 79-90, reviews the story and concludes:' 'It is evident that what seemed to be
an overenthusiasm for Masonry on the part of many Mormons contributed to
conflict." (p. 90) Melvin B. Hogan has edited two relevant documents, Founding
Minutes of the Nauvoo Lodge, U.D. (Des Moines: Research Lodge Number 2,
1971), and compiled a list of 1,458 members of the five Mormon lodges. He has
also circulated a transcript of the presidential address which Reed C. Durham,
Jr., made at the annual meeting of the Mormon History Association at Nauvoo,
20 April 1974. Durham's paper, entitled "Is There No Help For The Widow's
Son?" describes Masonic ideas and customs among Smith and his followers.
The Illinois period saw some changes in Joseph Smith's racial position, the
cautious stance on slavery in Missouri giving way to the abolitionism of the
presidential campaign of 1844. Lester E. Bush, Jr., "Mormonism's Negro
Doctrine: An Historical Overview," Dialogue 8 (Spring 1973): 11-68, traces the
sequence and asserts that there is "no contemporary evidence that the Prophet
limited priesthood eligibility because of race or biblical lineage." (p. 21) Stephen
G. Taggart, Mormonism's Negro Policy: Social and Historical Origins (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1970), notes that although the language of
the Book of Abraham (1:26-27) was written during the Missouri period, it was
not published until a year after Elijah Abel was ordained to the priesthood in
Nauvoo. (pp. 61-62) In the First Annual American West Lecture at the University
of Utah, 3 October 1970, Fawn M. Brodie pointed to the changes in Smith's
position and suggested that contemporary Mormons are generally unaware of
them. ("Can We Manipulate the Past?" [Salt Lake City: The Center for Studies of
the American West, University of Utah, 1970]) Marvin S. Hill argues in "The
Manipulation of History," Dialogue 5 (Autumn 1970): 96-99, that the changes
were not so pronounced and that Smith in Illinois was, like most Americans of
his time, "to some degree a racist, a segregationist, a colonizer, and only
incidentally a supporter of abolition." (p. 99) The 1978 change in LDS
priesthood policy may make this subject less tantalizing to historians and
propagandists alike.
Two relatively recent developments have attracted writers of both types
to Joseph Smith's activities in Nauvoo as a translator. One was the 1967
rediscovery of some of the Egyptian papyri associated with the Book of Abraham,
which was first published in Times and Seasons in 1842; the other is textual
analysis of the Inspired Revision of the Bible and the several editions of Smith's
other revelations.
The range of writing generated by the recovery of the Lebolo papyri can
only be suggested. Proferring the thesis that the Book of Abraham was a
fraudulent enterprise are Wesley P. Walters, "Joseph Smith among the
Egyptians . . . ," Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 16 (Winter
1973): 25-40; a n d three titles by Dee Jay Nelson: The Joseph

Smith

Papyri...;

The Joseph Smith Papyri, Part 2; and Joseph Smith's "Eye of Ra": A
Preliminary Survey . . . (Salt Lake City: Modern Microfilm, 1968). Arguing the
case for a possible connection between some of the papyri and the writings of
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Abraham are an extended treatment by Hugh Nibley, "A New Look at the Pearl
of Great Price," Improvement Era, January 1968-November 1969, and two
articles by the same author: "Prolegomena to Any Study of the Book of
Abraham," BYU Studies 8 (Winter 1968): 171-78; and "Phase One," Dialogue 3
(Summer 1968):99-105. The issue of BYU Studies also contains pictures of the
surviving papyri and a survey of their history by James R. Clark, "Joseph Smith
and the Lebolo Egyptian Papyri," pp. 179-203. Nibley, "The Meaning of the
Kirtland Egyptian Papers," BYU Studies 6 (Spring 1971): 350-99, is an analysis
of the documentary survivals of the efforts made by the Prophet and some of his
associates to understand the papyri. Approaching the subject from another angle
is Nibley's interpretive study, The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri: An
Egyptian Endowment (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1975).The Summer 1968
issue of Dialogue features "The Joseph Smith Egyptian Papyri: Translations
and Interpretations," with articles also by Egyptologists John A. Wilson and
Richard A. Parker, anti-Mormon publicists Grant S. Heward and JeraldTanner,
and RLDS Church Historian Richard P. Howard.
Initially Howard noted the significance "for the Reorganized Church that
undue haste and overzealous faith did not move it in the nineteenth century to
canonize the Book of Abraham." (p. 92) In "The 'Book of Abraham' in the Light
of History and Egyptology," Courage 1 (September 1970): 33-47, he suggests that
the papyri simply triggered Smith's imagination and concludes, "We need a
viable interpretation of the Book of Abraham which not only sustains its
integrity, but also purges its sense of history." (p. 45) This is not radically
different from the interpretation expressed in The Story of the Latter-day Saints:
The published Book of Abraham contains important ideas about man and the universe,
but Joseph may have received these ideas the same way he did those of the inspired
translation of the Bible . . . . When applied by Mormons to Joseph Smith, the term
'translator' thus has a special meaning." (p. 68)

Leading both LDS and RLDS churches toward this position have been the
textual analyses of Smith's published revelations. Howard, Restoration
Scriptures: A Study of Their Textual Development (Independence: Herald
House, 1969) is an invaluable description of the changing texts of the Book of
Mormon, Inspired Revision of the Bible, and Doctrine and Covenants, all of
which continued to receive the Prophet's attention during the Nauvoo period.
Robert J. Matthews, A Plainer Translation: Joseph Smith's Translation of the
Bible, A History and Commentary (Provo, BYU Press, 1970), is based on a 1968
doctoral dissertation. Matthews, "The Bernhisel Manuscript Copy of Joseph
Smith's Inspired Version of the Bible," BYU Studies 11 (Spring 1971): 253-74,
throws further light on the interrelations between the "translation" of the Bible
and the Pearl of Great Price, and also between LDS and RLDS scholars. A
conclusion consistent with the canons of faithful history is expressed in James R.
Harris, "Changes in the Book of Moses and Their Implications upon a Concept
of Revelation," BYU Studies 8 (Summer 1968): 361-82: "The concepts given toa
prophet were and are divine; the words with which he transmitted them are and
were human." (p. 382) More profound implications are expressed in Howard's
previously cited article, "Latter Day Saints Scriptures and the Doctrine of
Propositional Revelation." Noting that Smith claimed to be the channel for
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direct transmission of the will of God and denounced efforts to tamper with the
revelations received, Howard concludes:
The language and content of the published documents emanating from him, labeled by
his followers as "revelations," form a unique expression of the doctrine of propositional
revelation. But the editing process through which nearly all of these documents passed,
especially when seen in the most accurate historical context that scholarship can re-create,
arouses our sincere appreciation of the difficulties of our maintaining, in 1971, a doctrine
of propositional revelation, (p. 224)

The secular, nonpolitical aspects of Nauvoo have received less attention in
recent years. Although Flanders's Nauvoo: Kingdom on the Mississippi is
replete with economic information, an analytical economic history of the
network of Mormon communities and enterprises remains to be written.
Leonard J. Arrington, "Early Mormon Communitarianism: The Law of
Consecration and Stewardship," Western Humanities Review 7 (Autumn
1953): 341-69, notes the reaction against consecration and what Joseph Smith
called "the folly of common stock," the primary device for mobilizing resources
for the temple and other church projects being the tithing of money, goods and
labor. Arrington, Feramorz Y. Fox, and Dean L. May, Building the City of God:
Community and Cooperation among the Mormons (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 1976), deals only briefly with Nauvoo and in substantially the same terms.
Donald L. Enders, "A Dam for Nauvoo: An Attempt to Industrialize the City,"
BYU Studies 18 (Winter 1978): 246-54, suggests that there was concern for a more
viable economy than one based on trade and temple-building.
At the meeting of the Mormon History Association which brought about
three hundred academicians and history buffs to Nauvoo in April 1974, Kenneth
W. Godfrey expressed "Some Thoughts Regarding an Unwritten History of
Nauvoo" which later appeared in BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 417-24:
I am calling for a book which will portray the Mormons, first as a people fighting
loneliness, sickness, tragedy, and death in some significantly different ways from other
Americans; second as husbands and wives striving to keep intact marriages . . . ; third as
parents worrying and caring for their children . . . ; fourth as Latter-day Saints, often
devout, sincere, even evangelical...; and only lastly as Masons, politicians, and members
of the Nauvoo Legion." (p. 424)

Some of this appears in the biographies and histories, especially in Nauvoo:
City of Joseph and Nightfall at Nauvoo, but real social history is sparse.
Relevant journal items include Godfrey's "A Note on the Nauvoo Library and
Literary Institute," BYU Studies 14 (Spring 1974): 386-89; Ronald K. Esplin,
"Sickness and Faith, Nauvoo Letters," BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 425-34;
and Parry D. Sorensen, "Nauvoo Times and Seasons," JISHS 55 (Spring
1962): 117-35, which is a reminder that the files of Times and Seasons, Nauvoo
Neighbor, and The Wasp are primary sources for such a history. Evidence, rather
oddly packaged, that liquor was an element in the life of Nauvoo even before the
advent of the Wine and Cheese Festival is in LaMar Petersen, Hearts Made Glad:
The Charges of Intemperance against Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet (Salt
Lake City: Author, 1975). Two titles in the Winter 1978 BYU Studies suggest
social history: T. Edgar Lyon, "Recollections of 'Old Nauvooers': Memories
from Oral History," pp. 143-50; and Eugene England, ed., "George Laub's
Nauvoo Journal," pp. 151-78.
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Joseph Smith's efforts to establish a political Kingdom of God on earth have
attracted considerable attention since this aspect of Illinois Mormonism was
"rediscovered" in the 1950s. James R. Clark, "The Kingdom of God, the Council
of Fifty and the State of Deseret," UHQ 26 (April 1958): 130-48, mentions
Nauvoo beginnings. Klaus J. Hansen explored the subject in "The Political
Kingdom of God as a Cause for Mormon-Gentile Conflict," BYU Studies 2
(Spring Summer 1960):241-60, and then more fully in his expanded doctoral
dissertation, Quest for Empire: The Political Kingdom of God and the Council
of Fifty in Mormon History (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press,
1967). Smith's 1844 presidential bid and his political platform are presented in
two articles in Dialogue 3 (Autumn 1968): Martin B. Hickman, "The Political
Legacy of Joseph Smith," pp. 27-36, and Richard D. Poll, "Joseph Smith and
the Presidency, 1844," pp. 17-21. Essays which see Kingdom politics as
somewhat less militant than Hansen are Robert B. Flanders,' The Kingdom of
God in Illinois: Politics in Utopia," Dialogue 5 (Spring 1970):26-30, and
Marvin S. Hill, "Quest for Refuge: An Hypothesis as to the Social Origins and
Nature of the Mormon Political Kingdom," JMH 2 (1975):3-20. Flanders
suggests that "the deepening political involvement of the Nauvoo years
evidenced a dreamlike, apocalyptic quality
It was felt that God would open a
way." (p. 35) To Hill the Saints were "content like their prophet to await divine
intervention to gain dominion. The prophet's politicking seems to be more
defensive than aggressive, more a quest for refuge than a quest for empire." (p. 16)
George E. Gayler, 'The Mormons and Politics in Illinois, 1839-1844," JISHS 49
(Spring 1956):48-66, interprets the conflict in terms of power blocs.
In two studies based on his 1966 master's thesis at the University of Iowa,
James L. Kimball, Jr., takes a new look at the Nauvoo charter. "A Wall to Defend
Zion: The Nauvoo Charter," BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 491-97, surveys the
origin and aims of the legal document. "The Nauvoo Charter: A Reinterpretation," JISHS 64 (Spring 1971): 66-78, shows that the document was by no
means unique:
Based solidly on precedents not termed 'anti-republican' until the Mormons obtained and
used them, the Nauvoo charter still fell short of supplying the Saints with what they so
dearly desired. The fault of the city charter lay not so much in its content as in the manner
in which it was interpreted and used by the city council, (p. 78)

One spin-off from the charter was the colorful and conspicuous Nauvoo Legion.
John Sweeney, Jr., "A History of the Nauvoo Legion in Illinois" (M.A. thesis,
BYU, 1974) presents much information on a subject for which Hamilton
Gardner, "The Nauvoo Legion, 1840-1845: A Unique Military Organization,"
JISHS 44 (Summer 1951): 181-97, is still the most adequate treatment in print.
That Joseph Smith was no stranger to Illinois courtrooms is clear in his own
History and the biographies and general works already cited. Special topics are
treated in M. Hamblin Cannon, ed., "Bankruptcy Proceedings against Joseph
Smith in Illinois," Pacific Historical Review 14 (December 1945):424-33, and
(June 1946): 214-15; and Dallin H. Oaks and Joseph I. Bentley, "Joseph Smith
and Legal Process: In the Wake of the Steamboat Nauvoo," Brigham Young
University Law Review 1976, no. 3, pp. 735-82.
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The general theme of law enforcement and lawlessness needs attention. The
Hosea Stout journal whets the interest, but so far Thurmon Dean Moody,
"Nauvoo's Whistling and Whittling Brigade," BYU Studies 15 (Summer
1975): 480-90, is the only "scholarly" treatment of an aspect of the subject. Paul I.
Wellman's fictionalized history, Spawn of Evil (New York: Modern Literary
Editions, 1964) tells of the Hodges murders and Nauvoo-based renegades,
making use of the venerable memoir of Iowa sheriff Edward Bonney, The
Banditti of the Prairies: A Tale of the Mississippi Valley (Chicago: Homewood
Publishing Co., n.d.). Schindler's biography of Porter Rockwell deals
sympathetically with the man most frequently associated with alleged churchsponsored lawlessness, but no one has looked at the ordinary criminal element
that may have found protective camouflage in the City of Joseph.
The events surrounding the death of Joseph Smith have been the subject of
several informative articles and a fine book. Dallin H. Oaks, "The Suppression
of the Nauvoo Expositor," University of Utah Law Review 9 (Winter 1965): 862903, finds that the Nauvoo Municipal Council had some basis under the city
charter to declare the paper a nuisance but no authority to destroy the press.
George R. Gayler's earlier study, "The 'Expositor' Affair: Prelude to the
Downfall of Joseph Smith," Northwest Missouri State College Studies 25
(February 1961):3-15, faults both Smith and the council. In Carthage
Conspiracy: The Trial of the Accused Assassins of Joseph Smith (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1975), Oaks and Marvin S. Hill survey the events
surrounding the killing of Joseph and Hyrum Smith as an introduction to their
admirable and myth-debunking account of the legal proceedings which
followed. Keith Huntress, like Oaks and Hill, is sensitive to the Illinois milieu of
the 1840s in "Governor Thomas Ford and the Murderers of Joseph Smith,"
Dialogue 4 (Summer 1969): 41-52. Noting that Ford wrote in his history, "The
people cannot be used to put down the people," Huntress concludes: "Ford
failed to save the lives of the Smiths, and he failed to prevent civil war. It is
doubtful whether anyone, given that time, that place, those people, could have
succeeded." (p. 52) By the same reasoning, Oaks and Hill find a conviction to
have been a practical impossibility in the Carthage courtroom in 1845.
Three interesting documentary accounts are Eudocia Baldwin Marsh,
"Mormons in Hancock County: A Reminiscence," Douglas L. Wilson and
Rodney O. Davis, eds., JISHS 64 (Spring 1971): 22-65; Stanley B. Kimball, ed.,
"Thomas L. Barnes: Coroner of Carthage," BYU Studies 11 (Winter 1971): 14147; and Jan Shipps, "A Little Known Account of the Murders of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith," BYU Studies 14 (Spring 1974): 389-92. Clifton Holt Jolley,
"The Martyrdom of Joseph Smith: An Archetypal Study," UHQ 44 (Fall
1976): 329-50, shows how history and folklore have combined to produce a myth
of the death of a folk hero, with almost all of the conventional elements.
B. H. Roberts, Succession in the First Presidency of the Church (Salt Lake
City: George Q. Cannon 8c Sons, 1894), and Heman C. Smith, True Succession in
the Church Presidency (Lamoni: Board of Publication of the Reorganized
Church, 1898), defined the terms of the interdenominational controversy which
raged for almost a century. The differences in LDS and RLDS institutional
positions remain, but recent studies have been less polemic in tone. Reed C.
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Durham, Jr., and Steven H. Heath, Succession in the Church (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraf t, 1970), supports the LDS principle of apostolic succession. D. Michael
Quinn, "The Mormon Succession Crisis of 1844," BYU Studies 16 (Winter
1976): 187-233, is a thoroughly documented study of eight alternatives for
succession, all with some color of authenticity based upon some action or
statement of Joseph Smith; it finds that in August 1844 the Quorum of the
Twelve was in the strongest position. A larger study by Quinn, "The Mormon
Hierarchy, 1832-1932: An American Elite" (Ph. D. dissertation, Yale, 1976), is a
noteworthy example of demographic research which documents the Mormon
folk wisdom about the ties between kinship and calling.
Lewis Clark Christian, "A Study of Mormon Knowledge of the American
Far West Prior to the Exodus, 1830-February 1846" (M.A. thesis, BYU, 1972),
uses sources unavailable when Hyrum L. Andrus wrote "Joseph Smith and the
West," BYU Studies 2 (Spring-Summer 1960): 129-47). Christian reinforces the
Andrus thesis that Smith was seriously considering a western move and makes
clear that the Nauvoo leaders had learned quite a lot about the Great Basin by the
time they moved across the Mississippi in February 1846.
The popularity of Mormon Nauvoo as a subject for academic research is
attested by the dissertations and theses which have dealt with one aspect or
another of the story. Starting with the "Theses and Dissertations Relating to
Mormonism in Illinois" listed in Danel W. Bachman, comp., "A Selected
Bibliography of Periodical Literature of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, 1820-1847" (Prepared for Church Education System Personnel of the
Central States Division, May 1977), this reviewer has identified more than fifty
titles which relate at least in significant part to Nauvoo history, about half of
them produced since 1960.
Particularly noteworthy among the twenty-six dissertations are those
already cited, by Flanders, Foster, Hansen, and Quinn, and the following:
Hyrum L. Andrus, "Joseph Smith: Social Philosopher, Theorist and Prophet"
(Syracuse, 1955); Mario De Pillis, "The Development of Mormon Communitarianism, 1826-1846" (Yale, 1961): S. George Ellsworth, "A History of Mormon
Missions in the United States and Canada, 1830-1860" (California, 1951);
George R. Gayler, "A Social, Economic, and Political Study of the Mormons in
Western Illinois, 1839-1846: A Re-evaluation" (Indiana, 1955); Kenneth W.
Godfrey, "Causes of Mormon — non-Mormon Conflict in Hancock County,
Illinois, 1839-1846" (BYU, 1967); Barbara J. M. Higdon, "The Role of
Preaching in the Latter Day Saint Church, 1830-1846" (Missouri, 1961); Marvin
S. Hill, "The Role of Christian Primitivism in the Origin and Development of
the Mormon Kingdom, 1830-1845" (Chicago, 1968); Kenneth O. Luke,
"Nauvoo, Illinois, Since the Exodus of the Mormons, 1846-1973" (St. Louis,
1973); Monte B. McLaws, "Early Mormon Journalism and the Deseret News,
1830-1898" (Missouri, 1970); Jan Shipps, "The Mormons in Politics: The First
Hundred Years" (Colorado, 1965).
The twenty-seven master's theses include Bachman, Christian, Colvin,
Enders, Halford, Kimball, Sweeney and the following: James C. Bilderback,
"Masonry and Mormonism, Nauvoo, Illinois, 1841-1847" (Iowa State, 1937);
Robert B. Flanders, "The Mormons Who Did Not Go West: A Study of the
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Emergence of the Reorganized Church ..." (Wisconsin, 1954); Calvin F. French,
"Organization and Administration of the Latter-day Saint School System of Free
Education, Common School through University of Nauvoo, Illinois" (Temple,
1965); Gary Dean Guthrie, "Joseph Smith as an Administrator" (BYU, 1969);
Arthur Rulon Jones, "A Historical Survey of Representative Recreation
Activities among the Mormons of Nauvoo, Illinois, 1839-1846" (Southern
Illinois, 1970); Calvin P. Rudd, "William Smith: Brother of the Prophet Joseph
Smith" (BYU, 1973); Cecil A. Snider, "Development of Attitudes in Sectarian
Conflict: A Study of Mormonism in Illinois in Contemporary Newspaper
Sources" (Iowa State, 1933); Helen F. Snider, "Mormonism in Illinois: An
Analysis of Non-Mormon Press Materials, 1838-1848" (Iowa State, 1933); Paul
Thomas Smith, "A Historical Study of the Nauvoo, Illinois, Public School
System, 1841-1845" (BYU, 1969); Edward G. Thompson, "A Study of the
Political Involvement in the Career of Joseph Smith" (BYU, 1966); and Virginia
Whitlock, "Music in the Mormon Church during the Sojourn in Nauvoo" (Iowa
State, 1940).
Two anthologies and several special issues of historical journals warrant
specific mention in a Nauvoo bibliography. F. Mark McKiernan, AlmaR. Blair,
Paul M. Edwards, eds., The Restoration Movement: Essays in Mormon History
(Lawrence: Coronado Press, 1973), includes Robert B. Flanders, "Dream and
Nightmare: Nauvoo Revisited," pp. 141-66, emphasizing conflicts, and T. Edgar
Lyon, "Nauvoo and the Council of the Twelve," pp. 167-205, tracing the
expanding authority of the Twelve during the Illinois years. Marvin S. Hill and
James B. Allen, eds., Mormonism and American Culture (New York: Harper and
Row, 1972), contains Arrington on consecration, Huntress on the martyrdom,
and Hansen on the political kingdom, already cited; plus David Brion Davis,
"Some Themes of Counter-Subversion: An Analysis of Anti-Masonic, AntiCatholic, and Anti-Mormon Literature," pp. 59-73, which appeared initially in
Mississippi Valley Historical Review 47 (September 1960): 205-24.
Stanley B. Kimball was guest editor for two Nauvoo-centered quarterlies:
Dialogue 5 (Spring 1970): 7-79, and JISHS 64 (Spring 1971), passim. Truman G.
Madsen edited the special section in BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 387-526;
and the entire Winter 1978 issue of BYU Studies, edited by Lamar C. Berrett,
focuses on Nauvoo. Almost all of the articles from these issues have been
mentioned elsewhere.
Three recently published bibliographies are very useful to persons wishing
clues for research on almost any aspect of the Nauvoo story: Davis Bitton, Guide
to Mormon Diaries and Autobiographies (Provo: BYU Press, 1977); Hyrum L.
Andrus and Richard E. Bennett, eds., Mormon Manuscripts to 1846: A Guide to
the Holdings of the Harold B. Lee Library (Provo: Harold B. Lee Library, 1977);
and the long-awaited union list edited by Chad J. Flake, A Mormon
Bibliography, 1830-1930 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1978). The
first two describe the content of the items catalogued and Bitton includes a
subject index. A chronological index to Mormon Bibliography will help
students of Nauvoo. The bibliographies for the Nauvoo chapters in Allen and
Leonard cite the significant books and most of the relevant scholarly articles
published to 1976. The volumes by Brodie, Flanders, and Hill also contain
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extensive bibliographies and notes. Bitton's bibliographical essay on polygamy
necessarily cites many Nauvoo sources. John C. Abbott, "Sources of Mormon
History in Illinois, 1838-1848 . . ." Dialogue 5 (Spring 1970): 76-79, is brief but
describes the important collection of materials at Southern Illinois University,
Edwardsville.
No item in the Allen and Leonard bibliography excited this writer more
than the note that the Nauvoo volume of the forthcoming sixteen-volume LDS
sesquicentennial history was being written by T. Edgar Lyon. To the extent that
it could be said of any individual, it could be said of Lyon that he "knew the
territory." With the collaboration of Glen M. Leonard, this volume may be
expected to be an invaluable synthesis of what the "new history" has so far
produced.
In his "Guest Editor's Prologue," BYU Studies 15 (Summer 1975): 387-90,
Truman G. Madsen mentions items about Nauvoo which need closer study. On
the basis of work cited in this review, it is suggested that several of these topics
may no longer be priority items:
1. The establishment of the Nauvoo Legion.
2. The origins of celestial and plural families.
3. The establishment of the Masonic Lodge.
4. The reaction of the Saints to the King Follett discourse.
5. The Prophet's plan to go West.
6. The actual factors leading up to the martyrdom.
7. The mantle experience and succession of Brigham Young.
The remaining items on the list still call for attention (though Lyon and
Quinn have done significant work on thefirsttwo):
1. The activities of the Twelve in 1844.
2. The "rolling off" of the keys of authority on the Twelve prior to April
conference, 1844. (RLDS and non-Mormon historians should probably look
over the shoulders of investigators whose allegiance is to the Utah church.)
3. The relationship between the Kirtland and Nauvoo temples.
4. The involvements and eventual defection of John C. Bennett, William and
Wilson Law, William Smith, and Sidney Rigdon, and information
concerning their later lives.
After conversations with Lyon, James L. Kimball, Jr., and others, this
reviewer suggests the following additional topics for serious inquiry:
1. The perspectives of ordinary Gentile citizens of Illinois and Iowa on the rise
and fall of Nauvoo. (The documents mentioned in connection with the
Carthage killings are only a glimpse of the resources which must be waiting
to be tapped in trunks and attics and in the uncatalogued archives of such
repositories as the Illinois and Iowa state and local historical societies.)
2. The rationale of the opposition to Nauvoo, focusing on the nature and
aspirations of the people and communities impacted by the Mormon influx.
3. Biographies of such significant non-Mormons as Thomas Ford, Thomas
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Sharp, Isaac Galland, and prominent converts in the Nauvoo area, such as
Hiram Kimball and Daniel H. Wells.
The Mormon communities dispersed through Illinois, Iowa, and the upper
Middle West, 1839-1846, including their relations with their Gentile
neighbors and with Nauvoo. (Stanley B. Kimball, "Nauvoo West: The
Mormons of the Iowa Shore," BYU Studies 18 (Winter 1978): 132-42, points
in the direction.)
The planning and execution of the evacuation, including especially the six
months after the first departure in February 1846.
The religious life of the ordinary Latter-day Saints — how they worshipped
and prayed, how they perceived the doctrines and leaders of the church, and
how much being Mormons affected their daily lives.
The social and cultural life to which Kenneth Godfrey has called attention.
(The scores of journals and reminiscences now catalogued and available are
windows on a drama which has so far been too much seen through the eyes of
the principal actors. The computer is another window; one must wish James
L. Kimball, Jr., well in his demographic dissertation, "Population and
Community in Mormon Nauvoo.")
The women of Nauvoo, not only in their roles as wives, sisters, mothers,
daughters, and Relief Society workers, but as individuals with ideas,
aspirations, passions, disappointments, tastes, skills, limitations, and
personal accomplishments. The story of Mormon Nauvoo will not be fully
told until the women's side of it is told — and then it may be a rather different
story.

An editorial in Courage 1 (December 1970): 109-10, expresses, with perhaps
a little rhetorical overstatement, a concern then felt by many disciples of the
"new history," some of them members of the still-fledgling Mormon History
Association. Under the title "Who Owns Our History?" the unidentified writer
speaks to the general problem of closed and restricted archives:
The continued reluctance of the ... church to take its history seriously means that we are
not only 'fated to repeat it' but that we will always require readjustments of our future to
meet the past we have accepted but never investigated or understood.... Sooner or later
we are going to have to open the closet and if a ghost falls out then face life with a ghost. As
long as the door is closed for fear of someone finding out, or marked with a sign "History
Off Limits to those whose lives it affects" then an increasing number are going to stop
worrying about ghosts and wonder if the closet isn't just plain empty.
What has happened to Mormon historiography since 1970 makes this
reviewer sanguine about what the editorial writers of the sesquicentennial year
1980 may have to say on this subject. Richard Howard and Leonard Arrington
are bringing professionalism and cooperation to bear on the organization and
utilization of institutional archives. And people with names like Allen, Beecher,
Bitton, Blair, Durham, Edwards, Foster, Godfrey, Higdon, Hill, Jessee, Kimball,
Leonard, Lyon, McKiernan, Quinn, and Shipps are looking into the closet
labeled "Nauvoo."
By the witness of their findings, it isn't empty.
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